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Abstract 
 

Journalism is an industry, a media business. Myth and mythology are the world's oldest 

form of storytelling, the recounting of a story. This is also the fundamental purpose of the media, 

who, while carrying out their business, create modern “monomyth” narratives. This research 

examines the creation of heroes by the media and how these heroes are portrayed to the public.  

This work involved carrying out content analysis of the term ‘hero’ in broadsheets and 

tabloids from three countries: (i) USA: The New York Times, National Enquirer; (ii) BRAZIL: Folha 

de São Paulo, Meia Hora and (iii) IRELAND: The Irish Times, The Irish Daily Star. A four-month 

period of all print editions of the newspapers were studied, from 1st February 2018 to 31st May 

2018. The research questions included: 1. Does the world currently need heroes?  2. How does 

the media industry describe heroes? 3. What does it take to be a hero? 4. What image of a hero 

does the media portray? 5. Can MSM (mainstream media) be trusted? 6. Do the results reflect 

the beliefs of the media and/ or current society? 

The research questions above were analysed using the results of the content analysis. It 

was found that the newspapers in Ireland had the most frequent occurrences of the term hero, 

followed by those of Brazil and USA, who each had a significantly lower frequency and were more 

discerning in who they classified as heroes to their audience. Based on this analysis, it was 

determined that the portrayal of heroes by the media is influenced by the current social, political, 

structural, economic, geographic and cultural climate of a country. It was surmised that political 

polarization in USA and Brazil is one factor that leads to less frequent use of heroes in news 

reports in those countries. Also, global issues are affecting and impacting on views as well. 

On this basis, it is recommended that, when portraying a hero, the media should assign 

value to the word. Content should be delivered that has accurate information, and not distract the 

audience by referring to a heroic sportsperson, politician, animal, fictional character or object. 

Further research could be undertaken to identify and analyse other, more subtle terms that the 

media use to characterise heroes, for example legend. Additionally, factors could be studied that 

would be helpful for the news industry to bear in mind when selecting the approach to this matter. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction  

 

Journalism is an industry, a media business. Myth and mythology are the world's oldest 

form of storytelling, the recounting of a story. This is also the fundamental purpose of the 

media, who while carrying out their business, at times portray subjects as modern-day 

heroes to their audience.   

 

This dissertation studies the invention of the hero in modern myth-making in times of 

intolerance i.e. against the backdrop of today’s world of political polarization and global 

issues, where the ability to identify can be affected by language, skin colour, gender, 

religion or historical ties. Time’s up. Time to observe the international limelight.  

 

The newspaper articles of a broadsheet and a tabloid in three countries over a four-month 

period were analysed to find the prevalence and type of heroes that are described in 

each. The countries chosen were USA, Brazil and Ireland. In this way, the processes that 

the media use to invent heroes and influence the public could be examined, where it was 

seen that the marketplace and the power of the media play a very important role in 

reshaping preferences. Controversial, provocative, informative and relevant articles were 

analysed in this research, because sometimes ‘media heroes’ may not be true heroes in 

the eyes of all readers.  

 

This material was used to analyse the past and today’s world and examine how the 

connection between the two is used by the media to create “monomyth” narratives. “Myth 

is much more important and true than history. History is just journalism and you know 

how reliable that is.” (Campbell, 1987). 
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As explained by Stefanie Schult (Schult, 2017), the term “monomyth” appeared for the 

first time in James Joyce's Finnegan's Wake and was adopted by Joseph Campbell in his 

study of myth. In Campbell's The Hero with a Thousand Faces (1949), Campbell uses 

the term “monomyth” to refer to the traditional tale of the hero, in which a hero answers a 

call to adventure and goes on a quest. Beating temptation and overcoming all odds, the 

hero emerges victorious. Such traditionally heroic stories can be found throughout human 

history and include Cú Chulainn, Beowulf, King Arthur's Tale, Christ's Journey and 

Hercules (Busha, 2017). 

 

Important questions remain in today’s society relating to the role of the media, which this 

work aims to address: What influence does the media exert? What exactly is meaning 

and how does the audience interpret received messages from the media? Can technology 

empower an individual? Who are the ones that receive global media attention? Is there 

an example of the lack of balance in international news coverage? Who led to an 

international media frenzy? Which events received little, if any, airtime or column inches? 

The examples run on and on but these questions remain in the media landscape. Action, 

reaction and consequences are leading to a groundbreaking re-assessment of the place 

and the role of the media. 

 

Furthermore, this research examines the current state of the media industry to provide 

context in understanding its depiction of the hero. Currently, news outlets are competing 

with each other and with big tech organisations that distribute news across multiple 

platforms. This market competition can lead to the proliferation of fake news and 

misinformation, as outlets struggle to gain readership. The way that the media fund their 

activities is through financing by the public, when they buy printed newspapers, subscribe 

online, read or download content in mobile applications, online-only websites, or through 

television and radio. Free access, free data sometimes. However, there is a danger that 
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the number of accurate news outlets will decrease. According to The Guardian 

newspaper, 55% of adults use the world web wide to read the news and the speed with 

which this information reaches its audience is instant, unlike print media 

(https://www.theguardian.com/media/2013/aug/08/half-britons-access-news-online). The 

audience is always on, participative, active, quick to jump to conclusions and share 

content. Due to the importance of this fact in understanding the invention of the hero in 

modern myth-making, chapter two of this thesis examines the meaning of language using 

communication theory and cultural studies, which are deeply influenced by cultural 

sociologist Stuart Hall and his communication reception theory. Chapter two also provides 

a detailed literature review. It examines how heroes are portrayed by the Irish, Brazilian 

and American media, alongside a summary of the literature that was analysed during the 

research.  

 

Chapter three explains the methodology used to carry out this research. Chapter four 

highlights the findings and analyses of this study and lastly, chapter five describes the 

conclusion and recommendations of this work. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 

2.1 Introduction 

 

Truth and lies reported by mainstream media are part of the fabric of today’s global world, 

which is heavily influenced by digital mass media (Benkler, 2006; Jenkins et al., 2013; 

Lessig, 2008). Technology has even led to what some commentators fear could be a 

digital zombie social epidemic by a generation shaped by technology, referred to as 

Generation Z (Parnell, 2017). This dissertation aims to provoke a debate about how the 

media has been working to invent heroes and anti-heroes in today’s journalism. This 

modern myth making may not always be justified. As George Orwell stated in his novel 

1984: “In the face of pain there are no heroes.” (George Orwell, 2008, part 3, chapter 1).  

  

In this vein, it has been decided to investigate and offer a conceptual framework to 

examine the Invention of the Hero in Modern Myth Making (In Times of Intolerance). 

Contemporary discussions of mass media using social theory/ cultural reflexivity (Pels, 

D.2003) are presented.  Reflexivity refers to a theory in the social sciences, where the 

personality or presence of the researcher themselves on what is being investigated is 

taken into account.   

  

This research project interprets the complexity of modern myth-making using a variety of 

assessment theories, by contextualizing the works of authors, journalists, politicians, 

marketers and producers. In addition, the views of society are examined through content 

analysis research. 
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2.2 Mythology and Modern Myth Making 

 

There are many examples of traditional heroes in mythology. These heroes can be 

portrayed as warriors, as lovers or as the super-heroic and can be found in the mythology 

of ancient peoples such as the Greeks, the Romans, the Vikings, the Teutons and the 

Celts. As outlined by T. W. Rolleston (1986) in Celtic Myths and Legends, the mythology 

of the Celts contains many striking tales of imagination and romance, with heroes and 

heroines, giants and maidens, battles and brave deeds. Mythological stories are 

manifestations of psychological, cultural or societal truths and are frequently fables that 

help convey belonging, shared and religious experiences, behavioural models and moral 

and practical lessons. As Joseph Campbell states in The Masks of God: Occidental 

Mythology: 

 

“In the context of traditional mythology, the symbols are presented in 

socially maintained rites, through which the individual is required to 

experience, or will pretend to have experienced, certain insights, sentiments 

and commitments” (Campbell, 1991, p. 4).  

 

Myths are a way of telling stories that are connected to power, politics and economic 

interests. Conrad Hyers declares that “myth today has come to have negative 

connotations, myths are storied vehicles of supreme truth, the most basic and important 

truths of all. By them people regulate and interpret their lives and find worth and purpose 

in their existence. Myths put one in touch with sacred realities, the fundamental sources 

of being, power, and truth. They are seen not only as being the opposite of error but also 

as being clearly distinguishable from stories told for entertainment and from the workaday, 

domestic, practical language of a people” (Hyers, 1984, p.107). 
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Considering these statements, it is observed that the basis of modern myth making is 

rooted in the mythological tradition. Many contemporary studies rely on ancient myths to 

construct narratives. For example, the Disney Corporation can be known to re-invent 

traditional childhood myths. Modern narrative myths such as urban legends prove that 

myth making continues. Myth making is not a collection of stories fixed to a remote time 

and place, but an ongoing social practice within every society (Greenring, 2017). 

 

2.3 Mainstream Media 

 

This research project highlights the ability of the mainstream media, and those who 

control it, to create heroes and anti-heroes. In doing so, it examines the public’s 

confidence in mainstream media. Andrew Harrison in his article “Can you trust the 

mainstream media?” (Harrison, The Guardian 6 August 2017) describes how confidence 

in the media “has taken a battering” in recent years. Can the mainstream media be 

trusted? Do they invent fake news? Is it the way the business industry operates? Are 

heroes and anti-heroes the same? The independent press is struggling against big 

corporations such as Google, Facebook and others. According to a survey carried out by 

communications agency Edelman, in their 2017 Trust Barometer survey of 1,500 Britons, 

the number of people who said they trusted British news outlets fell from an already low 

36% in 2015 to a mere 24% by the beginning of 2017 (Edelman 2017). As explained by 

Harrison, there is general mistrust of the mainstream media by the public. Donald Trump 

and, to a lesser extent Jeremy Corbyn, have been portrayed by the media as anti-heroes, 

even though such a portrayal may not be justified.  

 

Consequently, as explained by Azeem Ibrahim in The Rohingyas: Inside Myanmar's 

Hidden Genocide, the de facto leader of Myanmar, Aung San Suu Kyi, who was hailed 

as a hero by writers such as Barbara Victor (Victor, 2002), who was endorsed by 
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celebrities such as Bono and who won the Nobel Peace Prize, is currently responsible for 

the genocide of thousands of Muslim Rohingyas in the north of Myanmar (Azeem, 2016). 

 

There are no parameters to control the digital army (fake profiles invented to influence 

public opinion in the world wide web) (Gragnani, 2017 BBC Brazil) or the digital zombie 

generation who do not have time to examine issues in depth, where a short headline is 

enough or even an image. If you are not able to read a website and all role information is 

not available, maybe you do not fit in the ‘universe’. Sharing, likes, followers, retweets, 

subscribers (sources are proving Instagram, Snap Chat are increasing their users 

compared to Facebook). Information and entertainment are in conflict due to the fact that 

society is living in an era of lack of knowledge, however, we are still connected and no 

one can live without their social media network. The time when being accurate and 

educated is now gone. Someone else will discover for you and he/ she will be your hero; 

your role is only to see and share a post. Pass, next, swipe right or swipe left. 

 

2.4 Monomyth theory by Joseph Campbell  

 

The principles of Monomyth theory, which comes from the studies of Joseph Campbell, 

are well-known. These principles are summarised by the Hillsborough Community 

College academic research available online in the hyperlink 

(https://www.hccfl.edu/media/724354/archetypesforliteraryanalysis.pdf). As explained by 

the Hillsborough Community College research, Carl Jung (1875–1961) recognised that 

there were universal patterns in all stories and mythologies regardless of culture or 

historical period and hypothesised that part of the human mind contained a collective 

unconscious shared by all members of the human species; a sort of universal, primal 

memory. Joseph Campbell took Jung’s ideas and applied them to world mythologies. In 

A Hero with a Thousand Faces, he refined the concept of hero and the hero’s journey. 
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Recognising archetypal patterns in literature brings patterns we all unconsciously 

respond to in similar ways to a conscious level (Nelson, M. 2017).  

 

2.4.1 “Archetypes” Classic Summary of Joseph Campbell used in Academic 

Investigation 

 

The term archetype can be applied to:  

  

• An image  

• A theme  

• A symbol  

• An idea  

• A character type  

• A plot pattern  

  

 Archetypes can be expressed in  

   

• Myths  

• Dreams  

• Literature  

• Religions  

• Fantasy 

• Folklore  
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Heroic Archetypes:    

  

1. Warrior (Odysseus): A near god-like hero faces physical challenges and external 

enemies  

2. Lover (Prince Charming): A pure love motivates a hero to complete his quest  

3. Scapegoat: Hero suffers for the sake of others  

4. Transcendent Hero: The hero of tragedy whose fatal flaw brings about his downfall, 

but not without achieving some kind of transforming realisation or wisdom (Greek and 

Shakespearean tragedies—Oedipus, Hamlet, Macbeth, etc.)  

5. Romantic/ Gothic Hero: Hero/ lover with a decidedly dark side (Mr. Rochester in Jane 

Eyre)  

6. Proto-Feminist Hero: Female heroes (The Awakening by Kate Chopin)  

7. Apocalyptic Hero: Hero who faces the possible destruction of society  

8. Anti-Hero: A non-hero, given the vocation of failure, frequently humorous (Homer 

Simpson)  

9. Defiant Anti-Hero: Opposer of society’s definition of heroism/ goodness. (Heart of 

Darkness)  

10. Unbalanced Hero: The Protagonist who has (or must pretend to have) mental or 

emotional deficiencies (Hamlet, One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest)  

11. The Other – the Denied Hero: The protagonist whose status or essential otherness 

makes heroism possible (Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison, The Joy Luck Club by Amy Tan)  

12. The Superhero: Exaggerates the normal proportions of humanity; frequently has 

divine or supernatural origins. In some sense, the superhero is one apart, someone who 

does not quite belong, but who is nonetheless needed by society. (Mythological heroes, 

Superman). 
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Types of Archetypal Journeys  

 

1. The quest for identity  

2. The epic journey to find the promised land/ to found the good city  

3. The quest for vengeance  

4. The warrior’s journey to save his people  

5. The search for love (to rescue the princess /damsel in distress)  

6. The journey in search of knowledge  

7. The tragic quest: penance or self-denial  

8. The fool’s errand  

9. The quest to rid the land of danger  

10. The grail quest (the quest for human perfection)  

   

2.4.2 Stages of a Hero’s Journey: Joseph Campbell’s Monomyth from Hero with a 

Thousand Faces  

  

Stage 1: Birth Fabulous circumstances surrounding conception, birth, and childhood 

establish the hero’s pedigree and often constitute their own monomyth cycle.  

  

Stage 2:  Call The hero is called to adventure by some external event or messenger. 

They may accept the call willingly or reluctantly.  

  

Stage 3:  Help/ Amulet During the early stages of the journey, the hero will often receive 

aid from a protective, supernatural figure. The helper commonly gives the hero a 

protective amulet or weapon for the journey.  

  

Stage 4:  Threshold Upon reaching the threshold of adventure, the hero must undergo 

some sort of ordeal in order to pass from the everyday world into the world of adventure. 
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There is clear contrast between the familiar world of light and the dark, unknown world of 

adventure.  

  

Stage 5:  Tests The hero travels through the dream-like world of adventure where he 

must undergo a series of violent or psychological tests. Each successful test further 

proves the hero’s ability and advances the journey.  

  

Stage 6:  Helpers The hero is often accompanied on the journey by a helper who assists 

in the series of tests and generally serves as a loyal companion. Alternately, the hero 

may encounter a supernatural helper in the world of adventure who fulfils this function.  

  

Stage 7:  Climax This is the critical moment in the hero’s journey in which there is a 

supreme final battle that facilitates resolution of the adventure.  

  

Stage 8:  Flight After accomplishing the mission, the hero must return to the threshold of 

the adventure and prepare for a return to the everyday world.  

  

Stage 9:  Return The hero crosses the threshold of adventure and returns to the everyday 

world of daylight.  This return usually takes the form of an awakening, rebirth, resurrection, 

or emergence from the wilderness.    

  

Stage 10:  Elixir The object, knowledge, or blessing that the hero acquired during the 

adventure is put to use in the everyday world.  

 

Stage 11:  Home The hero comes back from this mysterious adventure with the power to 

bestow boons on his fellow men.  
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Common Characteristics of a Hero’s Journey  

  

• The hero is naïve and inexperienced  

• The hero meets monsters or monstrous men  

• The hero has a strange, wise being as a mentor  

• The hero years for the beautiful lady who is sometimes his guide or inspiration  

• The hero must go on a journey, learn a lesson, change in some way, and return 

home  

• The hero often crosses a body of water or travels on a bridge.  

• The hero is born and raised in a rural setting away from cities  

• The origin of the hero is mysterious or the hero losses his/ her parents at a young 

age, being raised by animals or a wise guardian  

• The hero returns to the land of his/ her birth in disguise or as an unknown  

• The hero is special, one of a kind. He/ she might represent a whole nation or culture  

• The hero struggles for something valuable and important  

• The hero has help from divine or supernatural forces  

• The hero has a guide or guides  

• The hero goes through a rite of passage or initiation, an event that marks a change 

from an immature to a more mature understanding of the world  

• The hero undergoes some type of ritual or ceremony after his/ her initiation  

• The hero has a loyal band of companions  

• The hero makes a stirring speech to his/ her companions  

• The hero engages in tests or contests of strength (physical and/ or mental) and 

shows pride in his/ her excellence  

• The hero suffers an unhealable wound, sometimes an emotional or spiritual wound 

from which the hero never completely recovers.    
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2.5 Pillar of Collective Unconscious: C.G. Jung (1875-1961), Joseph Campbell 

(1904-1987) and J.R.R Tolkien (1892-1973) 

 

As mentioned in the previous section, the common characteristics presented by heroes 

and villains, which are observed in multiple cultures and folk tales, were first identified by 

psychologist Carl Jung. He named such common characteristics “archetypes”. To Jung, 

those archetypes are part of the collective unconscious, which is a part of the human 

psyche where human beings have the same inherited elements as other human beings. 

According to Jung, archetypes can be located only through images or projections 

(Anslow, 2008). An archetype can also be described as the function or the role of an 

individual that is consistent throughout human history (Bratton, 2004). 

 

As Bratton explains, there are many Jungian archetypes such as the self, the shadow, 

the anima, the animus, the persona and the hero. The self is related to what each person 

might consider to be his or her personality, but for Jung the self is the junction of the 

conscious and unconscious life of each individual. The shadow is related to the basic 

instincts and desires of human beings such as anger, lust and fear. The anima represents 

a feminine image in the male mind, while the animus represents the male image in the 

female mind. The persona represents the social masks people use in their daily life, such 

as a work mask and a family mask. The hero is related to the role of the “champion” in a 

story and is the character through which the audience experiences the action of the tale 

(Woolfe, 2013; Bratton, 2004).   

 

As mentioned, Jung’s ideas influenced the work of mythologist Joseph Campbell. 

Campbell observed the fundamental aspects present in religions, myths and stories from 

around the globe, which would then originate the idea of the hero’s journey. To Campbell, 

the stories involving heroes shared a common structure known as the monomyth, which 

is the process that contains the common theme of separation – initiation – return, where 
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the hero leaves the ordinary world and enters a special and dangerous world full of 

adventures, which is followed by a return to the ordinary world, but in an altered form 

(Randles, 2011; Woolfe, 2013). The hero’s journey leads to positive changes in the life of 

the protagonist, which are achieved through his/ her growth and transformation (Randles, 

2011; Bray, 2017).       

 

The hero’s journey usually revolves around an archetypal male or female character, who 

is presented with a complicated life event. The event presents a question that is answered 

through a long and arduous journey that is full of challenges. The hero must face such 

challenges in order to complete the journey and return to his or her place of origin. This 

structure, alongside Campbell’s definition of the monomyth, have been very influential in 

the story of many movies and franchises such as Star Wars, Matrix and Disney films like 

Aladdin and The Lion King (Bray, 2017; Woolfe, 2013).    

 

To Campbell, heroes are those that achieve success where others would fail and are also 

those that serve and benefit not only themselves, but their communities as well. Based 

on Campbell’s ideas, we can observe many heroes and their journeys in the literature of 

writer J. R. R. Tolkien. In the Lord of the Rings series, characters such as Frodo, Aragorn 

and Sam can be seen as heroes, according to the conditions established by Campbell. 

Those three characters do things that others cannot and have served their communities. 

In the case of Frodo, his heroism is observed through his journey into Mount Doom in 

order to destroy the ring. By destroying the ring, he benefits his community and the entire 

world. Aragorn’s heroism is observed when he goes through the Paths of the Dead, 

something no other mortal could do without Aragorn’s help. He later becomes king and 

restores justice to his kingdom. Sam’s heroism occurs when he successfully battles 

Shelob, becoming the first one to do so. He helps his own community, by restoring the 

shire, after its destruction by Saruman (Kesti, 2007).     
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2.6 Audience and the Reception Process through the Media 

 

This thesis discusses the production of heroes by the factual and modern media. 

Authentic heroes, but also fictional ones, are invented by the media, as part of their 

reporting of current events and entertainment for the same audience reading a news item. 

When a member of the public reads a newspaper, they have contact with both ‘real’ and 

also some fictional heroes, which means, stories or content are placed side by side in the 

print paper narrative. 

 

It is worth noting that this work touches on scientific literature, as well as fictional, to 

support an in-depth understanding in this academic work. This contributes to the 

contextualization and approach of the proposed theme. 

 

2.6.1 ‘A tale never loses in the telling’ and the “Just write what happened” Law of 

Journalism 

 

The purpose of journalism is to produce and distribute content about the latest 

happenings. Journalism is an occupation; to be present, to use methods of gathering 

information, to ascertain, and also to use literary techniques. There are currently 

multichannel structures within this new era. The role of the public is becoming increasingly 

important and the dynamic of the audience has completely changed in the last few years. 

The public is now more involved in shaping society and reshaping opinions; it is more 

active, interactive/ participative and influences media habits. One example of this 

changing shift is the existence of citizen journalism, where everyone can publish their 

ideas to the world using social media. According to Ciancia & Mattei, (2018; chapter 7, 

Tell Me a Story, but It Should Be Real! p.104), this is happening through different 

channels to enhance the role of the audience (Jenkins, 2006; Pratten, 2015).  
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Thus, Jack Lule, former journalist, chair of the Department of Journalism and 

Communication at Lehigh University and author of the “Daily News, Eternal Stories,” 

(http://niemanreports.org/articles/journalism-and-myth/), offers an interesting way of 

looking at the news by demonstrating that the stories that are reported in newspapers can 

be read as versions of the world’s oldest myths. Lule states that “any attempt to address 

the crisis (in journalism) that does not recognize the mythological role of journalism is 

destined to fail.”  

 

Lule in his writing stresses the idea that the information model of journalism is bankrupt. 

“Newspeople think they are in the information business. But newspeople primarily are in 

the story business. And news will remain a subject of crisis as long as it strays from story.” 

Therefore, he believes that “myths, of courses, are the universal, eternal stories”. This, 

however, begs the question: How are they also journalism? In a similar manner, Lule 

remarks that: “Myths draw upon archetypal figures to offer exemplary models that 

represent shared values, confirm core beliefs, deny other beliefs, and help people engage 

with, appreciate, and understand the complex joys and sorrows of human life” (Woo 

2001). 

 

Lule also informs that not all stories are myths and sometimes the news is simply just the 

news, or as he makes a reference to Freud, sometimes a cigar is just a cigar. In this vein, 

this research relies on one primary question: “How will this myth’s theory be reflected in 

the news product?” All theories connecting myth and journalism are important and 

interesting to increase understanding of the communication’s path and evolution.  

 

Lule explains the recipe about myths and journalism i.e. that there are not many stories, 

only the merest handful: the love story, the death story, the betrayal story, the redemption 
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story, the triumph-over-adversity story. And which one, exactly, is the audience expecting 

to face? 

Journalism is the power of truth, where there is only one law: “Just write what happened.” 

As William Woo (2001), journalist and lecturer at Stanford University and reporter at the 

website Nielman Reports (http://niemanreports.org/articles/journalism-and-myth/), states: 

“The truth is the information in the story; it is not the story. It is the content, not the carton.” 

 

2.6.2 Media Coverage 

 

As Werder (Werder 2002 p.231; Dardis 2006, p.412) mentions: “depending on the issue 

and the media’s position toward it (…) the media themselves can promote different 

positions about the same issue”. 

 

The use of stories and storytelling has crept into many areas over the last decade, not 

only linked to the entertainment industry, but also to "real life", for example in marketing, 

advertising, and political communication, which will become journalism once there is a 

narrative as a news item. This is using journalism as a tool to achieve an audience that 

has not defined their perceptive of the true situation. 

 

The result of this scenario is, and has been, the abuse and exploitation of these words, 

leading to conceptual confusion and fear of the storytelling practice and the truth of what 

journalism faces day by day. According to Christian Salmon (Salmon, 2010), the art of 

telling stories has been manipulated by politicians and marketers, becoming a scientific 

tool of persuasion and propaganda: A sort of shift from telling stories to telling tales.  

 

Therefore, talking about myths within the journalism field, an area whose main moral 

obligation is the faithful reconstruction of reality and facts, seems ambiguous. Over the 
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years, two positions have emerged from the ongoing debate: On the one hand, those 

practitioners who promote the idea of journalism as narration; and on the other hand, 

reporters who do not share the tendency to create stories. 

 

A different study and important to highlight in this research come from Davide Pinardi 

(Pinardi, 2011), referred to the relationship between storytelling and journalism, stating 

that journalism is narration. Often, the problem is a misunderstanding. Pinardi criticises 

opinions and stresses that journalism IS narration. Making documentaries or taking 

pictures IS narration. This implies that the focus should change: Real-life stories should 

be honest and should not invent anything. People live in a society in which images are 

powerful: Images can be shown and edited in many different ways, bringing the narratee, 

the one who receives the narration, to read different realities (Cracco, Galli, & Pinardi, 

2011, pp.26-27). 

 

This idea was expanded upon by Luca Sofri, the director of the digital publisher ilPost.it, 

in his discussion regarding the use of storytelling within journalism. Sofri believes that the 

problem within journalism and myths is that the line between them is too close (Sofri, 

2015). For example, when describing the expression "tell a story" in a blog post released 

in August 2015 (Sofri, 2015), he described how there are ambiguities inherent in the act 

of telling, and the act of building, a story. The problem within journalism, claims Sofri, is 

the disequilibrium that leads journalists into the ambiguous, grey areas. Two paths co-

exist within journalism: The telling-tales path, which indicates if a news story is being 

novelized or subverted, and the storytelling path. 

 

Additionally, Andrea Bettini, professional storyteller in his study Personal storytelling: 

Building effective self-narratives, he claims that in his point of view storytelling is a 

technique, and not something that can shape good or bad news, or a true or false 
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presentation of facts. Bettini notes that in the journalistic field, storytelling allows both the 

author and the reader to reach aspects of the news that people cannot enjoy via traditional 

modes of consumption. Thus authors, and journalists, should never lose sight of the 

criteria and norms that outline their position toward an ethical discourse (Bettini A., 

Gavatorta F. 2016). 

 

In conclusion, the most important concept to register is that journalists should not lose 

sight of the ethical aspects of narration in everyday practice. Undeniably, in the 

development and distribution of news there can be no confusion between reality and 

fiction. 

 

Readers, users, followers, viewers, listeners, players and customers, are the audiences 

in today’s world who must always be informed about the nature of what they are enjoying, 

so that they feel respected, thereby maintaining their loyalty. 

 

As stated by M.L. Stein, Susan F. Paterno and R. Christopher Burnett (2006, p.101) in 

an introduction to journalism: "Perhaps the reporter's most difficult obligation is to remain 

neutral and objective despite her own biases. This is necessary for both the reporter's 

and the newspaper's credibility. Emotions may rage, but someone must remain above 

the battle to report events clearly and dispassionately. Advocates are a minority among 

readers, most of whom seek straight information, not partisan viewpoints. They want the 

facts presented fairly and accurately so they can make up their own minds". 

 

The evidence strengthening this viewpoint is cited in the book Exploring Transmedia 

Journalism in the Digital Age (Gambarato, Rampazzo R, e et all. 2018), which suggests 

that it is necessary to rethink the workflow and reorganise the habits inside newsrooms. 

Media habits need to be recycled, updated and contemporised. There is a need for 
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focusing on news gathering, the distribution process, and the economic issues according 

to specific aims and objectives. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Needs and strategic aims of a newsroom after the digital shift in Exploring 

Transmedia Journalism in the Digital Age (Gambarato, Rampazzo R, e et all. 2018). 

 

As highlighted by James Curran (1990) “both state and media owners exercise a 

prerogative of direct and indirect control over media organisations”. Curran mentions also 

that there is a difference between broadcasting and print media. Print media is more 

independent because it does not require a government licence to set up. There are 

numerous examples of individuals who have tried to expose facts regarding how the 

media depicts major events in society. 

 

In a further example of how the media can distort actual events, which ties in with the 

invention of heroes, Noelle-Neumann & Mathes (1987) refer to a study carried out in the 

United States which compared coverage of major issues such as crime, drug abuse, 

protests etc. with the realities of these issues and how the public perceived them. They 

concluded that Mass media depiction of major events had little if any relation to the 

problems in reality. Nevertheless, they found that the public’s perception of how important 

an issue was related to the amount of media coverage devoted to it. 
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2.6.3 Reception theory (Stuart Hall) 

 

As George Orwell stated in his novel 1984: “In the face of pain there are no 

heroes” (Orwell, G. 2008, part 3, chapter 1). 

 

In this section, reception theory will be discussed, which is a very important consideration 

in understanding the media’s invention of heroes. The audience interacts with media 

through what is referred to as reception theory. Using Stuart Hall’s encoding/ decoding 

theory, the ability of the mainstream media, and those who control it, to report events in 

society, such as the invention of heroes, is highlighted. In addition, relevant examples 

from countries around the world and current facts dealing with the public sphere, are 

discussed. Cross-national content analysis is also carried out to determine if the differing 

socio-political and cultural environments are reflected in each nation’s media production. 

 

To define the significance of Stuart Hall’s encoding/ decoding reception theory, it is 

necessary to firstly understand the meaning of communication. The word communication 

stems from the Latin word, communis, which means common. As this definition implies, 

unless a common understanding results from exchange of information, there is no 

communication. Taking account of this information, and expanding this framework about 

the process of communication, leads to a discussion of the work of the cultural theorist 

Stuart Hall. 

 

Figure 2 below reflects this definition and identifies the important elements of the 

communication process (Cheney, 2011). 
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Stuart Hall came from a mixed-race family, which was the result of a colonial history. He 

was born in 1932 in Kingston, in the British colony of Jamaica. He was the blackest child 

of a middle-class family who secured for him an education, according to Andrew Roberts 

(2018; http://studymore.org.uk/yhall.htm) “Hall identified with the colour of his skin: The 

blackness was a reminder to him and everyone else that white slave owners had relations 

with black slaves somewhere in the history of his family. Stuart identified with the slaves, 

not with the slave owners,”. His upbringing allowed him to experience different cultural 

spaces (Davis, 2004).  He later moved to England to study, where he remained to work. 

 

Communication theory and cultural studies are deeply influenced by Stuart Hall. He was 

a political activist, a Marxist sociologist and a cultural theorist. Reception theory refers to 

how an audience interprets media (Ott & Mack, 2010). Hall published this model of 

communications theory based on subjective thoughts and emotions rather than on earlier 

purely stimulus-response ideas (Shaw, 2017). 

 

When discussing the invention of the hero in modern myth making by the media, it is 

important to firstly note the epoch in which the events are taking place. Currently we are 

living in a twenty-first century society, based on a system of Capitalism as defined by 

Adam Smith (1723-1790) in his work An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth 

of Nations. When historical facts are revisited by the mass media, it leads to a greater 

degree of cultural reflexivity. Karl Marx (1818 - 1883) stated that history marked by the 

struggle between antagonistic classes influenced literature, art and education in classical 

book The Communist Manifesto. However, he also observed that ‘in every historical 

epoch the dominant ideas are those of the dominant class’. Although the media entertain 

many different viewpoints, “there is an overall political or economic context that the media 

will tend to promote over and above other contending views and social forces in society” 

(Barrat D, 1986). 
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To consider the importance of ideology and the public sphere, one must move beyond 

political matters to draw upon cultural studies, “with all those practices, institutions and 

systems of classifications through which there are inculcated in a population particular 

values, beliefs, competences, routines of life and habitual forms of conduct” (Bennett, 

1998, p. 28) 

 

In the context of media, this cultural dimension includes what Finkelman (2002, p. 15) 

called the “not inconsiderable symbolic representation of law, justice, and fairness”. 

Although concerned with power and inequality, cultural studies are opposed to economic 

reductionism, where all social phenomena are believed to have an economic explanation 

(Grossberg, 1984, p. 412). Therefore, it is sometimes dismissed as vague in its treatment 

of power, which is conceptualised in political-economic terms (e.g., Garnham, 1986, p. 

500).  In addition, the view that the mediated public sphere is an illusion which masks the 

hegemonic domination of the masses by the bourgeoisie is receiving considerable 

criticism (Curran, 1991; Garnham, 1986). 

    

Hall’s encoding/ decoding theory is based on a critical assessment of media depiction in 

society using social theory/ cultural reflexivity (Pels, D.2003). Reflexivity refers to (of a 

method or theory in the social sciences) taking account of the effect of the personality 

and culture or presence of the observer on what is being considered, and how that can 

influence the interpretation of the reception process. Reception theory states that 

meanings from contemporary media products can be processed both consciously and 

subconsciously (Ott and Mack, 2010).  

 

Due to Hall’s multi-racial background and his cultural experiences in Jamaica and in 

England, as already explained, he was very aware of class and race differences. The 
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encoding/ decoding model recognises that media messages can be engineered to portray 

a particular meaning but also that audiences, depending on their culture, class and 

background, can interpret these messages in different ways (Ott and Mack, 2010). As 

Hall explains (Hall, 1980/ 1973), the process of communication can be thought of as 

linked moments: production, circulation, distribution/consumption, reproduction.  

Ott and Mack further emphasise (Ott and Mack, 2010) that Hall focused his studies 

towards audience consumption, which refers to considering an audience as an active 

group of individuals rather than an undifferentiated ‘mass’. 

 

Hall developed his encoding/ decoding model based on the idea that meaning is the result 

of a communication process, whose stages he called ‘moments’. The first stage is the 

‘moment of encoding’, the second is the ‘moment of the text’ and finally, the third is the 

‘moment of decoding’ (Hall, 1980/ 1973). 

 

• Moment of encoding – this is the stage when the text is created. It is when 

structures, and coding conventions are used to create text with a specific meaning.  

 

• Moment of the text – this is the stage when the symbolic existence of the text is 

published/ broadcast. It is in this moment that semiotics is focused. 

 

• Moment of decoding – this is the stage when an individual with unique values and 

experiences comes across the text. This moment is regarded more as the stage 

of creation than the first stage. 

 

Lucy Scott-Galloway (Galloway, 2018) notes that the reading of text is dependent on who 

the audience is, and what their social position is, because this influences their 

interpretation of denotative codes. However, the number of readings may not be infinite; 
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Hall suggested there are limits to the readings that can be made (Galloway, 2018). As 

already alluded to, the four steps involved in Hall’s Encoding and Decoding model are: 

Production – Circulation – Use – Reproduction (Halls, 1980/ 1973). 

 

Figure 3: by Brian Ott, Robert L. Mack, book called: Critical Media Studies: An 

Introduction called Hall’s encoding/decoding model; page 224. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5.4 Culture and Representation in Stuart Halls’ Theory 

 

In order to explore Stuart Hall's theory in greater detail, it is necessary to explain the terms 

culture and representation. As defined by the Merriam Webster dictionary, culture is "the 

customary beliefs, social forms, and material traits of a racial, religious, or social group"; 

it is "the characteristic features of everyday existence (such as diversions or a way of life) 

shared by people in a place or time" (Merriam-Webster, 2018).  

 

To study culture, a central place needs to be given to representation, which is the 

production of meaning through language, discourse and image (Hall, 1997). 

Representation refers to how an object or concept is represented or produced in words 

or pictures in the mind of the listener. It is how ideas are communicated. 
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It is important to understand how representation connects meaning and language to 

culture (Hall, 1997). As Hall explains, there are three different theories about how 

language is used to describe the world: the reflective, the intentional and the 

constructionist approaches to representation (Hall, 1997). 

 

According to the reflective approach, language is like a mirror that reflects the true 

meaning of an item as it exists in reality in the world. The intentional approach is the 

opposite, where the speaker fixes meaning onto the world through the use of his or her 

language. Words mean only what the speaker intends that they should mean. Finally, the 

constructionist (or constructivist) approach refers to how speakers impart meanings in 

their language based on their social and cultural systems (Hall, 1997).  

 

In relation to Hall's theory, language can refer to spoken words, facial expressions, 

gestures, fashion, even music.  In a linguistic sense, the same code (for example the 

English language) is shared among people of the same culture. As Hall explains, the fact 

that speakers and listeners are mutually intelligible is due to "a set of social 

conventions...cultural or linguistic relativism" (Hall, 1997, p. 8).   

 

This is a very important point. There are two forms of the constructionist approach: the 

semiotic approach, spearheaded by Ferdinand de Saussure, and the discursive 

approach, influenced by Michel Foucault (Alcosta, 2012). Semiotics is a very significant 

concept in relation to contemporary media products. As Hall explains, "semiotics is the 

study of signs in culture, and of culture as a sort of 'language'" (Hall, 1997, p.20). 

Examining popular culture in a semiotic manner, activities can be interpreted as signs 

through which meaning is communicated (Hall, 1997). 
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This is meaningful in Hall's encoding/ decoding theory, where codes can be used to 

convey a descriptive level (denotation) and can be later decoded by the audience using 

conceptual signifiers (connotation) (Barthes, 1972). The media employ these concepts 

for example in advertisements and publicity campaigns (viral) to make products, actors, 

political candidates, proposals etc. appear more or less appealing to the public. 

 

Hall believed that film represents a different reality, based upon the "mimetic theory of 

representation" (Hall 1988). According to this idea, not only can representations, such as 

film, mime or copy reality, they can also shape it. As Hall declares: 

 

The conception from semiotic, discursive, sociological, feminist, art-historical and 

Foucauldian models of representation need to be observed. 

 

Representation as a signifying practice is relevant in a rich diversity of social contexts 

such as: 

- the use of photography in the construction of national identity and/or identification 

of one country and culture;  

- the poetics and politics of exhibiting other cultures in ethnographic museums; 

- fantasies of "the racialized other" in popular/ sensationalise media, film and image;  

- the construction of masculine identities in discourses of consumer culture, 

advertising, publicity and/or any other product; 

- the gendering of narratives in television soap operas.  

 

As explained by Hall: "... events, relations, structures do have conditions of existence and 

real effects, outside the sphere of the discursive; but ... it is only within the discursive... 

[that they have] ... meaning. Thus, ... how things are represented ... [plays] ... a 

constitutive, and not merely a reflexive, after-the-event, role. This gives questions of 
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culture and ideology, and the scenarios of representation - subjectivity, identity, politics - 

a formative, not merely an expressive, place in the constitution of social and political life." 

(Hall 1988). 

 

 

2.7 Meaning and Language and Semiotic 

 

This section further expands on the topic of language and culture that was discussed in 

the previous section. This thesis is based on the study of six news vehicles: three 

broadsheet newspapers and three tabloids. These newspapers and tabloids are from 

three countries: USA, Brazil and Ireland. This means that the empirical research was 

carried in two languages: English and Portuguese. 

 

The fact that English is a universal language is almost a mantra. According to The Max 

Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics (http://www.mpi.nl/q-a/questions-and-answers/why-

is-english-the-universal-language) “English is perceived by many people as the universal 

language because of the former influence of the British Empire and the current influence 

of American political and economic hegemony.” 

 

In order to provide contextualization to this research is important to discuss the language 

used in its sources. These languages are English and Portuguese. According to Simons, 

Gary F. and Charles D. Fennig (2018) in the website Ethnologue 

(https://www.ethnologue.com/statistics/size), English is third most spoken language and 

Portuguese is in seventh position. 
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Figure 4: Table of Languages with at least 50 million first-language speakers  

by Simons, Gary F. and Charles D. Fennig (eds.). 2018. Ethnologue: Languages of the World, 

Dallas, Texas: SIL International. Online version: http://www.ethnologue.com. 

Rank Language Primary Country Total Countries Speakers (millions) 

1 Chinese [zho] China 38 1,299 

  Chinese, Gan [gan] China 1 21.9 

  Chinese, Hakka [hak] China 13 48.2 

  Chinese, Huizhou [czh] China 1 4.60 

  Chinese, Jinyu [cjy] China 1 46.5 

  Chinese, Mandarin [cmn] China 13 909 

  Chinese, Min Bei [mnp] China 2 10.9 

  Chinese, Min Dong [cdo] China 6 9.12 

  Chinese, Min Nan [nan] China 11 49.8 

  Chinese, Min Zhong [czo] China 1 3.10 

  Chinese, Pu-Xian [cpx] China 3 2.57 

  Chinese, Wu [wuu] China 1 80.7 

  Chinese, Xiang [hsn] China 1 36.9 

  Chinese, Yue [yue] China 13 73.4 

2 Spanish [spa] Spain 31 442 

3 English [eng] United Kingdom 118 378 

4 Arabic [ara] Saudi Arabia 58 315 

  Arabic, Algerian Spoken [arq] Algeria 2 29.4 

  Arabic, Chadian Spoken [shu] Chad 4 1.69 

  Arabic, Eastern Egyptian Bedawi 

Spoken [avl] 

Egypt 4 2.24 

  Arabic, Egyptian Spoken [arz] Egypt 1 64.4 

  Arabic, Gulf Spoken [afb] Kuwait 10 8.84 

  Arabic, Hadrami Spoken [ayh] Yemen 1 4.57 

  Arabic, Hijazi Spoken [acw] Saudi Arabia 3 14.5 

  Arabic, Libyan Spoken [ayl] Libya 3 4.85 

  Arabic, Mesopotamian Spoken [acm] Iraq 4 15.6 

  Arabic, Moroccan Spoken [ary] Morocco 3 27.5 

  Arabic, Najdi Spoken [ars] Saudi Arabia 4 4.05 

  Arabic, North Levantine Spoken [apc] Syria 5 24.2 

  Arabic, North Mesopotamian 

Spoken [ayp] 

Iraq 4 8.69 

  Arabic, Omani Spoken [acx] Oman 3 2.43 

  Arabic, Sa’idi Spoken [aec] Egypt 1 22.4 

  Arabic, Sanaani Spoken [ayn] Yemen 1 11.4 

  Arabic, South Levantine Spoken [ajp] Jordan 4 11.5 

  Arabic, Sudanese Spoken [apd] Sudan 3 31.9 

  Arabic, Ta’izzi-Adeni Spoken [acq] Yemen 2 10.5 

  Arabic, Tunisian Spoken [aeb] Tunisia 1 11.6 

5 Hindi [hin] India 4 260 

6 Bengali [ben] Bangladesh 4 243 

7 Portuguese [por] Portugal 15 223 

8 Russian [rus] Russian Federation 18 154 

 

https://www.ethnologue.com/language/zho
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/gan
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/hak
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/czh
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/cjy
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/cmn
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/mnp
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/cdo
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/nan
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/czo
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/cpx
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/wuu
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/hsn
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/yue
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/spa
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/eng
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ara
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/arq
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/shu
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/avl
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/arz
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/afb
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ayh
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/acw
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ayl
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/acm
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ary
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ars
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/apc
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ayp
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/acx
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/aec
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ayn
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ajp
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/apd
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/acq
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/aeb
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/hin
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/ben
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/por
https://www.ethnologue.com/language/rus
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According to Niall McCarthy, contributor reporter with Forbes in his article How 

Languages Used Online Compare To Real Life (2018) 

(https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2018/07/27/how-languages-used-online-

compare-to-real-life-infographic/#7d273ff62c7c), “language barriers have always proven 

a major hurdle for global connectivity”. McCarthy also notes that “while Chinese (and all 

of its varieties such as Mandarin and Wu) is the most spoken language globally with 

approximately 1.28 billion native speakers (roughly 16 percent of the planet's population) 

according to Ethnologue, the web is dominated by another language, English”. 

 

2.7.1 Meaning of the Word ‘Hero’ 
 

As this thesis studies the invention of the hero, it is important to correctly understand the 

meaning of the term hero. As explained on the grammarist website, although heroine is 

traditionally the feminine equivalent of hero, hero is now a gender-neutral term for a 

person who acts with extraordinary courage (grammarist.com).   

 

This thesis examined the term hero or 'hero / heroine', in both languages of the countries 

studied. It is clear to see that the way in which the term is used changes culturally and 

that it is important to understand language and the way it is being distilled and narrated 

in the respective newspapers studied. 

 

Another important term to consider is that of “cult hero”. A cult hero refers to a type of 

hero that is meaningful to a niche group of people. Such heroes can be considerably 

influential despite their limited appeal or their possible lack of true hero characteristics. 
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2.8 News Values 

 

As explained by John Hartley in Understanding News (Hartley, 1982), a widely cited study 

was carried out by Galtung and Ruge (1973) into the factors that make a story 

newsworthy. These general news values determine the kind of story, to which the media 

will give attention and also the priority that the story will be given in their news-selection. 

A prime example of an event that was deemed to be newsworthy by five of the six 

newspapers studied in this thesis, because it fulfilled most of the criteria below, was that 

of the saving of a 4-year old boy in Paris by Mamoudou Gassama, a migrant from Mali. 

Gassama, an ordinary person, climbed up four balconies of a building to save a child who 

was suspended from a balcony. He was hailed as a hero on 29th and 30th May 2018 in 

The Irish Times, The Irish Daily Star, Folha de São Paulo and in Meia Hora (the American 

newspapers are discussed below. Details of all articles can be seen in the appendix of 

this thesis).  

 

News values, that the media deliberately or unconsciously employ, are highlighted below, 

where the more of them that an event/ story matches, the more likely it is to be reported 

by the media. The criteria is discussed in relation to the example of the saving of a 4-year 

old boy in Paris by Mamoudou Gassama. 

 

1. Frequency 

This is the length of time that the event lasts. Short-term events such as murders are 

preferred over longer-term economic, cultural or social trends. The saving of the young 

boy by Mamoudou Gassama in Paris, as already discussed, for example, was carried out 

in a matter of minutes.  
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2. Threshold 

The size of an event. If an event is below a threshold it will not be reported (local and 

national news differs in its threshold). Referring again to the example of the saving of the 

young boy by Mamoudou Gassama in Paris, for example, this event reached an 

international audience. 

 

3. Unambiguity 

The clarity of an event. Events do not have to be simple but the range of possible 

meanings must be limited and simplified by the media. Mamoudou Gassama in Paris was 

invented as a French hero by the media. It is important to point out, however, that if he 

had not successfully saved the child the outcome would have been very different.  

 

4. Meaningfulness 

This news value consists of two parts:  

 

(a) Cultural proximity, where events that are more in tune with the cultural 

background, including social class, of the news-gatherers are more likely to be 

selected.  

(b) Relevance, where events will become newsworthy if they have an impact on 

the ‘home’ culture, especially in the form of a threat.  

 

The story of Mamoudou Gassama in Paris was not deemed to be newsworthy in the 

National Enquirer and it appeared in the online edition only of The New York Times, 

possibly due to the fact that it was not immediately relevant to an American audience. 

This also reflects the sometimes insular nature of the American media, who perhaps were 

also worried about starting another debate on illegal immigrants. 
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5. Consonance 

The predictability or desire for an event. If the public expect something to happen, then 

the media will be more likely to concentrate on it. This factor is known as consonance, 

which as Noelle-Neumann & Mathes (1987) state, means that if the media say something 

is going to happen then it will happen. It relates to news values that listeners come to 

expect and leads to stereotypical views and increased cultural reflexivity. 

 

6. Unexpectedness 

The unpredictability, or 'newness' of an event. This news value usually happens in a 

familiar context i.e. it must suit point 4 Meaningfulness and point 5 Consonance. Climbing 

a building to save a child is certainly unexpected.  

 

 

7. Continuity 

If an event is covered it will be continue to be covered for some time as a 'running story'.  

The story of Mamoudou Gassama in Paris was followed by the media for a number of 

days, for example. As reported in The Irish Times ("Malian who scaled building to rescue 

child will get French citizenship", Lara Marlowe, 28th May 2018):  

"Until last weekend, Mamoudou Gassama was just one of the thousands of illegal 

migrants in northeast Paris. On Monday, the 22-year-old Malian was at the Élysée Palace 

to meet President Emmanuel Macron, who gave him a medal and promised him French 

nationality". 

 

 

8. Composition 

Balance is achieved by adding foreign news with domestic news, gloomy news with good 

news etc.  
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9. Reference to elite nations 

If an event happens in a developed country, it is more likely to be reported. It is possible, 

for example that Mamoudou Gassama has previously saved children in his home country 

of Malia also but the stories of those events have not been deemed newsworthy in other 

countries.  

 

10. Reference to elite persons 

Famous and powerful people are seen to be more newsworthy than ordinary people. 

 

11. Personalization 

Events are viewed as the actions of individuals, rather than institutions, countries etc, as 

people are easier to identify with. For example, in The Irish Times article quoted above 

("Malian who scaled building to rescue child will get French citizenship", Lara Marlowe, 

28th May 2018), it was reported that President Emmanuel Macron promised Mamoudou 

Gassama citizenship, as opposed to the French government promising him citizenship. 

 

12. Negativity 

Bad news is good for the media. Nevertheless, its threshold is much lower than for good 

news. If Mamoudou Gassama had tragically dropped the child he was rescuing, the story 

may have reached the national and international newspapers but it would likely not have 

received as much publicity.   
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2.9 Freedom of expression is a universal human right 

 

This section discusses the fact that freedom of expression is a universal human right and 

is not just the privilege of journalists. Citing Freedom House, which is an independent 

watchdog organization dedicated to the expansion of freedom and democracy around the 

world, freedom of expression is the right of every individual to hold opinions without 

interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media 

regardless of frontiers, as defined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

 

2.9.1 Society Talks: The Public Sphere  

 

Another important topic to take into account when discussing the Invention of the Hero 

in Modern Myth Making is what is known as the public sphere. 

 

“Development of the public sphere required the breakdown of norms of 

secrecy and privilege”. Paul Starr (2004, p. 24) 

 

In ancient Greece, the assembly area where male citizens gathered to discuss and 

exchange opinions was known as the agora. It was here that public expression was 

formed and could then influence government decisions. In the modern world, the agora 

is a local and global communication network called the public sphere, and the media is 

the main driver of this network. 

 

The first use of the term public sphere was by Jürgen Habermas, where he defined it as 

the process by which citizens, civil society and the state communicate with each other, 

“especially on issues of political concern” (Dahlgren 2002). The public sphere sits 

between the state and society and its cultivation of public opinion is used to influence and 
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shape government policies. In the public sphere, the strength of the argument is 

important, not the status of the speaker. 

 

According to Habermas, the public sphere is essential to democracy. “How the public 

sphere is constituted and how it operates largely defines the structure and dynamics of 

any given polity,” writes theorist Manuel Castells (2008). 

 

In this vein, it is realised that until citizens become conscious they will never rebel, and 

until after they have rebelled they cannot become conscious (Orwell, G. 2008, chapter 7). 

As George Orwell stated in his novel 1984:  

 

“How could you tell how much of it was lies? It might be true that the average 

human being was better off now than he had been before the Revolution. 

The only evidence to the contrary was the mute protest in your own bones, 

the instinctive feeling that the conditions you lived in were intolerable and 

that at some other time they must have been different.” (Orwell, G. 2008, 

chapter 7). 

 

Considering Frank Webster (2002), in his ‘Theories of the Information Society’, which 

provides an assessment of the variety of theories of information in society, in medieval 

feudalism “there existed a public representation of power. The status of the feudal 

lord…was oblivious to the categories ‘public’ and ‘private’, but the holder of the position 

represented it publicly: he showed himself, presented himself as the embodiment of an 

ever present ‘higher’ power.” 
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Figure 05: The information society reader ‘Jurgen Habermas, “The Public Sphere” - 4 

The public sphere in the social welfare state mass democracy’; Webster F.; Blom R.; Part 

seven, chapter 23 (2004). 

 

“The idea of the public sphere, preserved in the social welfare state mass 

democracy, an idea which calls for a rationalization of power through the 

medium of public discussion among private individuals, threatens to 

disintegrate with the structural transformation of the public sphere itself.”  

Jurgen Habermas (Webster F., 1995) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 06: The information society reader ‘Jurgen Habermas, “The Public Sphere” - 4 

The public sphere in the social welfare state mass democracy’, Webster F.; Blom R.; Part 

seven, chapter 23. 
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This research considers the importance of ideology and the public sphere, where one 

must move beyond political matters to draw upon cultural studies, “with all those 

practices, institutions and systems of classifications through which there are inculcated 

in a population particular values, beliefs, competences, routines of life and habitual forms 

of conduct” (Bennett, 1998, p. 28). 

 

In the context of press freedom, this cultural dimension includes what Finkelman (2002, 

p. 15) called the “not inconsiderable symbolic representation of law, justice, and fairness.” 

Although concerned with power and inequality, cultural studies are opposed to economic 

reductionism, where all social phenomena are believed to have an economic explanation 

(Grossberg, 1984, p. 412). Therefore, it is sometimes dismissed as vague in its treatment 

of power, which is conceptualised in political-economic terms (e.g., Garnham, 1986, p. 

500).  In addition, the view that the mediated public sphere is an illusion which masks the 

hegemonic domination of the masses by the bourgeoisie is receiving considerable 

criticism (Curran, 1991; Garnham, 1986). 

 

“The bourgeois public sphere may be conceived above all as the sphere of 

private people (who have) come together as a public”, states Habermas, J. 

(1989: 28).  

 

The actions of society are communicated through the public sphere and become relevant 

when the public has become fragmented, making collective action impossible or 

diversified.  Diversity has the potential to subvert those ideological processes which 

construct the public as a mass to be governed. Bearing this viewpoint in mind, it should 

be asked whether the broadcast media, through access and participation programmes, 

are offering an institutional forum which orchestrates critical opinion, promoting or 

undermining the development of consensus between disinterested parties. 
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2.10 Broadsheet Papers and Tabloids 

 

As Sterling explains, traditionally, tabloids are identified with populist, emotionally 

charged sensationalist journalism, while broadsheets are more sober, with a reputation 

for seriousness (Sterling, 2009). Historically, these two styles of newspaper were seen to 

appeal to different demographics, where broadsheet readers were viewed as more 

educated and sophisticated, while tabloids were more directed to the working class. 

Sterling clarifies, however, that "the tabloid-broadsheet distinction diminished by the start 

of the twenty-first century. Rising paper costs a shrinking audience, declining advertising 

revenues, and the general unwieldiness of the broadsheet format (especially for public 

transit commuters) resulted in many European newspapers shifting to a smaller, tabloid 

size" (Sterling, 2009, p.224). 

 

The New York Times retained the broadsheet full-page set-up and an eight-column format 

for several years after most papers switched to six 

(https://www.nytimes.com/1976/06/15/archives/the-new-york-times-to-change-to-a-

6column-format-sept-7.html). It was also one of the last newspapers to adopt colour 

photography, especially on its front page. 

(https://web.archive.org/web/20080918223325/http://www.nytco.com/company/mileston

es/timeline_1971.html). According to Henry Jarvis, co-founder of The New York Times: 

“We shall be Conservative, in all cases where we think Conservatism essential to the 

public good; — and we shall be Radical in everything which may seem to us to require 

radical treatment and radical reform” (Sherlock T. 2013). 
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Figure 07: Graphic highlighting the political viewpoint of The National Enquirer newspaper. 

Source: Mediabiasfactcheck.com, 2018 – Research Tabloid National Enquirer. 

 

According to the Media Bias Fact Check website 

(https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/national-enquirer), the tabloid The National Enquirer is 

a right-wing newspaper. Media Bias notes that “The National Enquirer is an American 

supermarket tabloid published by American Media Inc (AMI) that was founded in 1926. 

The Enquirer openly acknowledges that it will pay sources for tips, a practice generally 

disapproved of by credible press. The current editor is Dylan Howard.” Media Bias also 

observes that, according to a report by The Associated Press, during the 2016 United 

States Presidential election, stories that supported Donald Trump and attacked his rivals 

bypassed the newspaper’s standard fact checking process and were published. In 

general, stories in The National Enquirer regarding politics have a right-wing bias in 

selection, especially when they relate to President Trump. Trump himself sent a tweet on 

30th June 2017, as displayed below, that suggested his ties with the newspaper, when at 

this time other press outlets were questioning the situation. 

 

Figure 08: A tweet from Donald on 30th July 2017, showing his opinion in relation to the National 

Enquirer. Source: Twitter Social Media (2018). 
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Figure 09: Print screen from YouTube video, showing editor-in-chief of the National Enquirer 

Dylan Howard’s statement, 2018. Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d715XEwIzTs. 

 

2.10.1 Outline of Newspaper Sources 
 

This section provides an outline of the newspaper sources that were used in this research, 

as well as relevant contacts.  

 

Country: USA 

Newspaper Sources 

 

Broadsheet: The New York Times (NYT) 

Circulation: 571,500 Daily; 1,087,500 Sunday; (source:  nypost.com. Retrieved February 22, 2017) 

Founded: 1851 

Price: Monday to Saturday: $ 3.00 dollars; Sunday: $ 6.00. 

Type: Daily  

Website: www.nytimes.com 

Archive Name: TimesMachine - https://help.nytimes.com/hc/en-us/archives 

Phone Number: 800-543-5380 / 800-591-9233. 

 

Tabloid: National Enquirer or Enquirer (online radarOnline.com)  

Circulation:  342,071 (source: Alliance for Audited Media. Retrieved December 2016). 

Founded: 1926 
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Website: https://www.nationalenquirer.com/ 

Archive Name: Subscription 

 

Country: Brazil 

 

Newspaper Sources 

 

Broadsheet: Folha de São Paulo or Folha de S.Paulo 

Circulation: 361,231 (average circulation in the first quarter of 2015) 

Founded: 1921 

Price: Monday to Saturday : R$ 4,00 reais; Sunday: R$ 6,00 reais. 

Type: Daily  

Website: https://www.folha.uol.com.br/ 

Archive Name: Folhapress 

Phone Number: + 55/11/3224-3123;  

email: pesquisa@folhapress.com.br. To consult the newspaper archive, send an e-mail to: bd@uol.com.br 

Considered by audience to be majority right-wing/ centre right-wing. 

 

Tabloid: Meia Hora de Notícias or Meia Hora  

Circulation: 96,138 (source: ANJ 2015) 

Price: Monday to Saturday: R$ 1,00 real, Sunday: R$ 2,00 reais. 

Type: Daily  

Website: www.meiahora.ig.com.br 

Archive Name: http://flip.meiahora.com/ CPDOC | FGV • Centro de Pesquisa e Documentação de História 

Contemporânea do Brasil 

Phone Number: + 55 21 2222-8000. 21) 2533-7000 (21) 2532-5000 

Consulting of the newspaper archive is by website subscription. 

Meia Hora is renowned nationally for its tone and peculiar use of verb-visual eye-catching headlines on its 

covers. It is considered by the public to be left-wing because of its popularity and association with the 

working class and lower class.  
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Country: Ireland 

 

Newspaper Sources 

 

Broadsheet: The Irish Times 

Circulation: 61,049 (source: The Irish Times) 

Founded: 1859 

Price: Monday to Friday: €2.00; Saturday: € 3.20. 

Type: Daily  

Website: https://www.irishtimes.com/ 

Archive Name: online own website 

Phone Number: 353 (01) 675 8000 

The Irish Times is considered by the public to be socially liberal. 

 

Tabloid: The Irish Daily Star  

Circulation:  46,372 (source: ABC) 

Price: €1.40 / €1.50 

Website: thestar.ie 

Archive Name: National Library/ Ilac Centre Library. The Irish Daily Star browse Elvis. 

Phone Number: Tel: +353 1 4993445 

 

 

2.11 Research Questions and Objectives 

 

The overarching aim of this research project was to explore the connection between 

mythology and the evolution of the media communications used to create “monomyth” 

narratives. By conducting content analysis, it answered the following research questions: 

1. Does the world currently need heroes?  

2. How does the industry talk about heroes? 

3. What does it take to be a hero? 
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4. Who is your hero? 

5. What image of a hero do we create? 

6. Can MSM (mainstream media) be trusted? 

7. How does the media industry describe heroes?  

8. What image of a hero does the media portray?  

9. Do the results reflect the beliefs of the media and/ or current society? 

10.  What is journalism? 

11.  How are myths also journalism?  

12.  What influence does the media exert?  

13.  What exactly is meaning and how does the audience interpret received messages 

from the media?  

14.  Can technology empower an individual?  

15.  Who are the ones that receive global media attention?  

16.  Is there an example of the lack of balance in international news coverage?  

17.  Who led to an international media frenzy?  

18.  What kind of events receive little, if any, airtime or column inches?  

19.  How will myth theory be reflected in news products? 

20.  Do they invent fake news?  

21.  How does the business industry operate?  

22.  Are heroes and anti-heroes the same? 
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Chapter 3: Methodology  

 

3.1 Introduction  

 

Content analysis has become a central method in communication research according to 

Lacy et al. (2015). It is important to highlight the fundamental elements of content 

analysis, as captured in the definition presented by Riffe, Lacy, and Fico (2014): 

 

“The systematic and replicable examination of symbols of communication, which 

have been assigned numeric values according to valid measurement rules, and 

the analysis of relationships involving those values using statistical methods, to 

describe the communication, draw inferences about its meaning, or infer from the 

communication to its context, both of production and consumption” (Riffe, Lacy, 

and Fico, 2014, p. 19). 

 

This research used content analysis to study the Invention of the Hero in Modern Myth 

Making (In Times of Intolerance) in today’s media. Techniques were employed to examine 

how the media use, describe and propagate the concept of the hero in the publishing of 

their articles. As the broadsheets and tabloids publishing the articles varied in terms of 

how they represented heroes, and hence in their potential impact on the audience, 

secondary analysis, including gender analysis, was also conducted which added weight 

for the period and historical timeframe to which each article related. 
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3.2 Outline and Framework of the Methodology  

 

Content Analysis: How the media addresses the concept of the hero in their articles in 

broadsheet and tabloid newspapers. 

 

Material: Broadsheets and Tabloids from three countries were examined: 

 

USA: The New York Times; National Enquirer  

BRAZIL: Folha de Sao Paulo; Meia Hora 

IRELAND: The Irish Times; The Irish Daily Star 

 

Period: 1st February 2018 to 31st May 2018. All print editions of the newspapers above 

within this four-month period (16 weeks) were examined. Therefore, the months studied 

were: February, March, April and May of 2018. 

 

It was intended to analyse differences in how heroes are portrayed in newspapers in 

America, Brazil and Ireland, including a discussion of modern portrayals of heroes. Due 

to the fact that this research compared perspectives in different countries, it was 

necessary to use equivalent broadsheet and tabloid newspapers in each country 

selected.  

 

There was the potential to find and compare heroes for the middle class and heroes for 

the working class, by analysing the broadsheets versus tabloids, which are aimed at 

different audiences. Extra discussions were also carried out based on the findings of the 

research, such as the day of week that the term hero occurred in the articles and the 

gender of the reported heroes (both fictional and real).   
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Categorisation 1: Hero, anti-hero, cult hero and fictional hero (superhero);  

Categorisation 2: Headline, sub-headline, body text, image (available in the excel data 

table in the appendix). 

Results: Excel table, graphics and text. 

 

3.3 Content Analysis Process 

 

To obtain the results from the American newspapers, this researcher acquired a 

subscription and access to the archive of all of the print editions of The New York Times, 

where a search was carried out for the term hero in the period under analysis. The same 

procedure was carried out for the National Enquirer tabloid i.e. newsgathering by 

subscription. 

 

The results from the Brazilian newspapers were also collected using the newspapers’ 

archives. As well as that, this researcher obtained the articles from the Lexis Nexis 

searchable database gateway, which is available to Masters students in Griffith College 

through Moodle. 

 

In a likewise manner, relevant articles of The Irish Times were searched using the Lexis 

Nexis database. However, due to the fact the Irish Daily Star does not have a searchable 

online archive and they are also not available in Lexis Nexis, this researcher experienced 

great initial difficulty in accessing articles of the Irish Daily Star. Firstly, a manual search 

was carried out in the Ilac Centre Library, followed by visits to the National Library where 

Irish Daily Star articles are available on microfilm. However, access is limited to three 

microfilms at a time per person. Due to the length of manual effort and time involved, this 

approach would have affected the meeting of the strict deadline for this research work. 

Therefore, this researcher directly contacted the chief editor of The Irish Daily Star, Eoin 
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Brannigan and received approval for exclusive access to their database. This reflected 

the hard work and perseverance of this researcher, who was immersed in this study. It is 

important to be clear that this action was due to merit, not good luck.    

 

Newsgathering – Collected Data 

 

After all of the newsgathering was completed, the next challenge in this research involved 

managing all of the articles and collating their details in an excel table (included in 

appendix). 

 

The Irish Daily Star – Selected Data 

 

The Irish tabloid demonstrated the largest result of matching articles, with an incredible 

580 articles containing the word hero in the 4-month period under investigation. Due to 

this extremely large number, upon advice from the research’s supervisor, a decision was 

taken to select a sample of 100 articles to frame how The Irish Daily Star talks about the 

hero. 

 

From these 100 articles, 25 articles were chosen from each month inside the period that 

was being studied, in order to reflect a balanced distribution: 

(i) February: 25 articles  

(ii) March: 25 articles 

(iii) April: 25 articles 

(iv) May: 25 articles 

Total Articles: 100 representing Irish Daily Star results. 

This decision was made because this newspaper returned the largest quantity of articles 

featuring the word hero. However, upon checking, this researcher discovered that some 
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of the articles were in fact duplicated articles, which were returned by ELVIS, the Irish 

Daily Star database which runs on Apple Macs machines. 

This researcher found it challenging to gather the results and is very thankful to the 

professionals from The Irish Daily Star, who support news colleagues and students who 

are striving to do their best. 

 

3.4 Analytical Categories 

 

In order to collate the details of the hero articles found, the following categories of 

information were entered into an excel table, with regard to each article: 

1. Newspaper: Name of the paper 

2. Type of Newspaper: Broadsheet or tabloid 

3. Country: USA, Brazil or Ireland 

4. Headline: The headline of the article 

5. Translation of headline: This category was used only for the Brazilian 

newspapers, due to this thesis being written in English. 

6. Date: Date of the publication 

7. Day: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday 

8. Section: Front Page; Second Page; World; Power/ Government; Opinion; Daily; 

Business; Opinion; Illustrated/ Culture; Be Aware; Sport; General; International; 

Style; Europe; Exclusive; Videos; The Ticket; Letters; Finance; Obituaries; 

Saturday Magazine; Features; Health; Ireland; Motors; No Section; Property; 

Lifestyle Fashion; Moira Hannon; Lifestyle Beauty; Lifestyle ShowBiz;  

9. Page: Number of the page where article is found. 

10. Hero's Name: What is the name of the hero being addressed.  

11. Type of Hero: Who is this person in actual society. 
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12. General Type of Hero: Generalisation of the type of hero reported i.e. one of: 

Academic; Animal; Army; Business person; Celebrity; Criminal; Doctor; Fictional 

Hero/ Superhero/ Mythological Hero; Humanitarian; Journalist; Judge; Object; 

Ordinary Person; Police/ Firefighter; Politician; Religious; Revolutionary; 

Sportsperson; Other (i.e. star sign/ place). 

13.  Gender: Female; male; (animal; others). This categorisation expanded due to the 

fact that reported heroes were not only people, but extended to animals, places 

and objects.  

14.  Where the word hero is found: Headline; body text; both. 

15.  How many times used: How many times the term hero occurs in the article, 1, 2, 

3 times etc. 

16. Archive: Link to the article in the archive. 

17. Hyperlink: The articles that were studied in this thesis were all from the printed 

version of newspapers. Online versions of the articles can differ in for example 

headlines, size of body text, name of section etc. To double check these 

differences, the online versions of some articles were also examined. To 

investigate this reality would involve future research. 

18. Note: Observations in the articles or quotations that are worthy of display in the 

dissertation. 

 

3.5 Ethical Issues 

 

The study must adhere to Griffith College’s Principles of Research Ethics, which relate to 

committing to the highest ethical standards. These ethical standards include the 

principles of data protection and ensuring that information is accurately and honestly 

acquired and displayed. Newsgathering requires accuracy, when reading, double 

checking and researching. 
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This research involved accessing newspaper databases, one of which this researcher 

was given special permission to access. It is essential to be responsible and respectful 

when in such cases, especially when interacting with private systems. To be granted 

access approval shows how important it is to have the research methodology clear and 

to know the direction of the study, the data that is being collected and the results that are 

required. Accuracy is important to improve and reach set goals. 

 

Due to the fact that this research involved examining publicly available print newspaper 

articles, it did not touch upon major ethical issues. After all, newspaper articles are written 

to be read by the public.  

 

 

3.6 Limitations and Challenges  

 

As this was an original research topic, which involved collecting many published articles, 

it proved to be, at times, challenging. Potential challenges included:   

 

• Griffith College provides access to research materials through Moodle at Online 

Resources and Databases – Media in Lexis Nexis News and Business. However, 

this database does not have access to all of the six broadsheets and tabloids 

included in this methodology. This factor affected the meeting of the strict 

deadlines in this work and it was a struggle to gather all of the results to achieve 

the methodology principles proposed. 
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• This researcher manually collected data at the Central Library in Ilac Centre, Henry 

Street, Dublin 1. This library provides hard copies of newspapers from the past six 

months and it is available to students. Searching manually was a very slow 

process, especially due to the 4-month (16 weeks i.e. 120 days) period involved. 

So to put together the results, this researcher took a big step in requesting 

database access. 

 

With regard to the Brazilian newspapers, the published print articles were all digitally 

accessed. However, a difficulty lay in the fact that all articles had to be translated to 

English.  

 

For all six newspapers, the following was carried out: 

- Analysing of mythology and comparison to modern myth making. 

- Investigation of the industry of making myths. 

- Collection of data manually and digitally. 

- Analysing of the content of the articles describing the hero to their audience. 

 

Rich data was also obtained. However, the results to be achieved needed time and 

management in order to deliver content and results. In the next chapter, the results that 

came to light in this study are described.  
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Chapter 4: Analysis, Key Findings and Results 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

This chapter describes the results, analysis and key findings of the research of this thesis 

whose title is “Invention of the Hero in Modern Myth Making in times of Intolerance”. It 

shows how the modern media is addressing and reporting the term ‘hero’ to current 

society and current events. 

 

The sources for this research were established in three countries: USA, Brazil and 

Ireland. Two of these countries are in America, North and South. However, while the USA 

is a developed superpower country, Brazil is a developing country that is still dealing with 

a lot of societal issues. The last, but not less important, source country that was chosen 

for this research was Ireland, which represents the European continent. Ireland is known 

as a green country and together with USA it is a developed country. 

 

In order to understand the invention of the hero by the modern media this work involved 

carrying out content analysis of the term ‘hero’ in broadsheets and tabloids from three 

countries: (i) USA: The New York Times, National Enquirer; (ii) Brazil: Folha de São 

Paulo, Meia Hora and (iii) IRELAND: The Irish Times, The Irish Daily Star. A four-month 

period of all print editions of the newspapers were studied, from 1st February 2018 to 

31st May 2018. 
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4.2 Content Analysis, Key Findings and Initial Results 
 

4.2.1 Initial Results 

 

Over this 4-month period, this researcher found precisely 902 articles that contain the 

word ‘hero’, broken down as follows 

(i) USA:  

Broadsheet: The New York Times – 16 articles  

Tabloid: National Enquirer – 22 articles  

(ii) BRAZIL 

Broadsheet: Folha de São Paulo – 63 articles from the archive and 76 from the 

Lexis Nexis  

Tabloid: Meia Hora – 18 articles  

(iii) IRELAND 

Broadsheet: The Irish Times – 190 articles  

Tabloid: The Irish Daily Star – 580 articles 

Total Articles: 16 + 22 + 76 + 18 + 190 + 580 = 902 

Broadsheets: 16 + 76+190 = 282 

Tabloids: 22 + 18 + 580 = 620 

 

4.2.2 Relevant and Final Results: Frequency of ‘hero’ in Articles 

 

This researcher spent considerable time studying all of the articles above. It was found 

that some of the articles used the word ‘hero’ in circumstances not relevant to this 

research. These included a number of articles that used the term in a purely informational 

manner or as a term of praise. For example, in The New York Times front page article on 

Saturday 19th May 2018 entitled “What Was Gained in Gaza Protests? 'Zero. Less Than 

Zero'", the article quotes a statement from Zeid Ra'ad Al Hussein, the United Nations 
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High Commissioner for Human Rights, as saying "What do you become when you shoot 

to kill someone who is unarmed, and not an immediate threat to you? You are neither 

brave, nor a hero”. In this case, the article refers to the word ‘hero’ in more of an 

allegorical1 manner and does not refer to an actual hero, which led to the decision not to 

include it. In a number of other articles, it was found that the word ‘hero’ was used in a 

slightly misleading way that was also not relevant to this work. Examples include heroine 

(drug); lecherously; guitar hero; Hero World Challenge; Hero Indian Open and in song 

titles such as the “My Hero” song by The Foo Fighters and “Hero” by Mariah Carey.  

 

After all this of this newsgathering and article-checking, the final list of relevant articles 

that were found, are shown below: 

(iv) USA:  

Broadsheet: The New York Times – 14 articles  

Tabloid: National Enquirer – 20 articles  

(v) BRAZIL 

Broadsheet: Folha de São Paulo – 27 articles  

Tabloid: Meia Hora – 18 articles  

(vi) IRELAND 

Broadsheet: The Irish Times – 160 articles  

Tabloid: The Irish Daily Star – *100 articles selected  

*Please see Chapter Three: Methodology for further details. 

Total Articles: 14 + 20 + 27 + 18 + 160 + 100 = 339 

Broadsheets: 14 + 27+160 = 201 

Tabloids: 20 + 18 + 100 = 138 

 

                                                           
1 a story, play, poem, picture, text or other work in which the characters and events represent particular qualities or ideas that 

relate to morals, religion, or politics. Source: Cambridge Dictionary. 
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The results above of relevant articles where the word ‘hero’ is used are important 

because, as can be seen, broadsheets are reporting hero to society more frequently than 

tabloids. For clarity, these results are displayed in Figure 10:  

 

Figure 10: Frequency of ‘hero’ in articles over 4-month period (1st February to 31st May 

2018). Source: Jaqueline Costa Ribeiro, 2018.  

 

However, as can be seen in Figure 10, in the USA, the tabloid National Enquirer (20 

articles) reports ‘hero’ more frequently than the broadsheet New York Times (14 articles). 

Nevertheless, in Brazil and Ireland, the broadsheets Folha de Sao Paulo and The Irish 

Times classify more legends to current society.  
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4.3 Day of the Week When ‘hero’ is reported 

 

Another important aspect to consider for this thesis was the day of the week that the term 

‘hero’ was reported by the media to their audience. This information was determined 

during content analysis and is shown in Figure 11.  

 

As can be seen in Figure 4, in the USA there is a balanced spread in the days of the week 

when hero is reported. There is slightly more frequency of the term at the weekend in the 

broadsheet The New York Times, while The National Enquirer peaks slightly on Tuesday 

and Wednesday. However, overall in the USA heroes are reported to society evenly 

throughout the week.  

 

In Brazil, the broadsheet Folha de São Paulo and the tabloid Meia Hora were both found 

to use the term ‘hero’ more frequently at the weekend. The same was true in Ireland in 

the case of the broadsheet The Irish Times, where its hero content was found to be 

balanced during the week and it rose at the weekend, with 45 articles. Meanwhile, The 

Irish Daily Star was found to start the week with a high frequency of heroes, and reach its 

most frequent day on Friday.  

 

It should be noted that the reason the weekend is highlighted, instead of Saturday and 

Sunday individually, is because the edition over the weekend in all countries is fuller of 

news items and more content.  

 

For example, The Irish Times and The Irish Daily Star do not have Sunday editions. 

Offering a Saturday magazine allows the newspapers to provide their audience with 

enough content to get through the two days of the weekend. 
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Figure 11: Day of the week, when ‘hero’ is reported. In articles over 4-month period (1st 

February to 31st May 2018). Source: Jaqueline Costa Ribeiro, 2018. 

 

The audience during the week is different to the audience at the weekend. As well as that, 

digital subscriptions are growing, which is a challenging market for the printed version of 

newspapers. Printed versions of newspapers typically have more advertisement space in 

them. In February 2018 Laura Slattery, in her article “The Irish Times had combined daily 

circulation of 77,988 in the second half of 2017”, notes that new figures from the Audit 

Bureau of Circulations (ABC) show that “growth in the audited digital edition (of The Irish 

Times) exceeded the loss of print sales. The year-on-year decline in combined sales 

narrowed to 2 per cent.” (https://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/the-

irish-times-had-combined-daily-circulation-of-77-988-in-second-half-of-20171.3402249).  

 

Reporting ‘hero’ is possible at the weekend because readers approach printed 

newspapers with a different frame of mind depending on the day of the week.  
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The media provides a more focused target towards advertising at the weekend. The 

media’s mindset for weekday papers is more work-related and such content comes to the 

fore.  By contrast on Sunday the emphasis is switched to ‘me time’, time to yourself and 

the reader has this time to consume the content prepared specifically for them. In a similar 

manner, Saturday papers provide readers with the opportunity to reflect and dig a little 

deeper into big issues, the content is larger and more flexible as well. This reality leads 

to advertisers taking the day of week into account, along with the content environment 

and the character of the newspaper. More variety of powerful choices can reach readers 

with a message that strikes a chord. Everything is influenced by the day and the edition 

of the newspaper. Weekend audiences are still a big presence in print newspaper media. 

 

 

4.4 Gender of the Hero: Times up! 

 

Another research question that this thesis, Invention of the Hero in Modern Myth Making, 

aimed to answer was: What image of a hero does the media portray? It offers an 

interesting insight into this matter. It effectively shows that the modern media has not 

evolved and the same patriarchal patterns are still prevalent in this ongoing ancient 

question about gender. The representation of heroic women in society is a minefield, a 

glass ceiling, that the modern media has not yet smashed. 

 

The gender of the heroes, including fictional heroes, reported in each newspaper is shown 

in Figure 12. Also shown are the other types of heroes reported i.e. animal and 

object/others. This important data clearly highlights the narrative discourse of media 

reports. 
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Figure 12: Gender of hero reported in newspaper articles. Also shown are the other types 

of heroes reported i.e. animal and object/others. Source: Jaqueline Costa Ribeiro, 2018. 

 

Punch! Strikingly and remarkably, the results express that by far, the media talks more 

about male heroes. Extra! Extra! Men are more frequently reported as heroes to modern 

society. In Ireland, The Irish Times notches up 104 occurrences of heroic men compared 

to just 20 of heroic women, with surprisingly even more animals reported as heroes, at 

32 occurrences. In a similar manner, in The Irish Daily Star there are 80 occurrences of 

men, 6 occurrences of woman and 8 occurrences of animal.  

 

The media in Brazil and USA also classify men more commonly as heroes. In Folha de 

Sao Paulo, bingo! Men are reported as heroes 25 times while women just 4 times. Meia-

Hora do not report any women as heroes and stick with men in all articles. In the land of 

Uncle Sam, the scenario is no different. The New York Times reports 11 men as hero, 2 

women and 1 animal and 1 object/others. The tabloid National Enquirer reports 16 heroic 

men and just 4 heroic woman, giving a female percentage of 20%. Eureka. 
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4.5 Key Findings: Type of Hero 

 

As has been seen in the previous two results, more reporting of ‘hero’ occurs at the 

weekend and the heroes are predominately men. It is important now know who are these 

heroes? Which type of hero does the modern media invent in its myth making narrative 

discourse through headlines, body text and images? These expectations are answered 

by this research and are displayed in Figure 6 – Type of Hero, where the type of hero and 

number of their reported occurrences are shown (some articles contain multiple hero 

occurrences). 

 

This study discovered that the modern media makes heroes of a variety of subjects: 

academics; animals; army personnel such as soldiers and war veterans; business people; 

celebrities; doctors; fictional heroes from books, followed by superheroes from the big 

screen and mythological and historical icons. 

 

An important point to make is that it was found in this study that anti-heroes, fallen heroes 

such as criminals and convicted citizens, were also classified as heroes by the media. In 

a court report from 14 May 2018 in The Irish Times (Sex abuser targeted girls ‘neglected’ 

by their mother, Isabel Hayes, 14 May 2018), for example, it is reported that “The older 

girl said the man came into her life at a time when she was extremely vulnerable. She 

said she thought he was her “hero” and then could not believe what he did to her”.  

 

It was found that the media also classify as heroes: humanitarians; journalists; judges, 

who form part of governments and have a role in keeping society safe, deciding what is 

wrong or against the law and ultimately lead to the organisation and unification of social 

groups, free from anarchy.  
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Additionally, and surprisingly, this research observed that the media at times also 

characterise objects as heroes, an indication of a capitalist consumption society. Also 

painted as heroes are ordinary people, which the readership can identify themselves with 

by means of a touching story related by the newspaper. Also represented are well-known 

heroes such as police, firefighters and paramedics. Controversially, politicians can also 

be heroes. Finally, this research also found that the media invent heroes of religious 

people, revolutionaries, sportspeople and a place or a star sign (which are classified in 

Figure 6 as “Other”).  

 

Figure 13 shows that, when the results of all six newspapers are added together, 

sportspeople are, overall, the most commonly reported heroes. These sportspeople are 

mainly athletes, soccer players, rugby players, hurlers, managers and sports 

professionals. However, it is interesting to note that the broadsheets of America and 

Brazil, The New York Times and Folha de Sao Paulo, during the 4-month period studied 

did not classify any sportspeople as heroes.  

 

The next most frequent type of hero classified in the six newspapers studied are animals. 

These are mainly reported in the Irish newspapers, The Irish Times and the Irish Daily 

Star and relate mainly to horse racing and dog racing. However, the National Enquirer 

also reported as a hero a dog in Arizona that saved another dog’s life.  

 

The next most common type of hero classified in the media studied was found to be 

celebrities. These include actors, singers, musicians, directors and personalities of the 

media, such as the Kardashians.  
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Fictional heroes, including superheroes and mythological heroes, are next in the list, 

which shows how fantasy is still a hugely important world to society. Too much truth can 

be hard. Controversially and provocatively, politicians are the next most common heroes, 

which includes, among others, Donald Trump and Melanie Trump, Vladimir Putin, Michael 

D. Higgins, former President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva of Brazil and others.  

 

Ordinary people are in sixth place in the overall list of reported heroes by the media in the 

six newspapers analysed in this study. These ordinary people are made up of the greatest 

kind of people in our society and include heroes such as Malian immigrant Mamoudou 

Gassama, who climbed up four balconies of a building to save a child who was suspended 

from a balcony, as explained further in Chapter Two. 

 

Next in line in most frequent types of heroes reported by the media in this study are army 

heroes, followed by police/ firefighters, revolutionaries, business people, doctors, judges, 

academics, objects, journalists, criminals, other (i.e star sign/ place) and, lastly, 

humanitarians and religious heroes. 
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Figure 13 – Type of Hero, over 4-month period (1st February to 31st May 2018). Source: Jaqueline Costa Ribeiro, 2018. 
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Figure 14: “Wordle” graphic of all of the different types of Hero found in this study. Source: Jaqueline Costa Ribeiro, 2018.  
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4.6 Media Portrayal 
 

4.6.1 Examples of Heroes Displayed in the Media 
 

Broadsheets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Front Page The New York Times, Tuesday, April 17, 2018. 

Term: Hero – Front 

Page 
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Source: Folha de São Paulo, article: “Herói de série de TV seria risco para operações”, headline translated as: Hero of TV series 

about Lava Jato would be a risk for operations, Thursday, 29 March 2018 Power/ Government, page A08. 

 

Hero of TV series about Lava Jato would be a risk for 
operations 

(Portuguese headline) 

Herói de série de TV sobre Lava Jato seria risco para operações 

 

Fictional hero 
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Source: Pressreader.com. The Irish Times, article: Sex, misogyny and murder in the city; Joseph Knox, Claire McGowan and Susie Steiner turn out 

strong works in their respective crime series. 19 May 2018, Saturday -The Ticket. 

 

Fictional Hero: “a hard-boiled 

hero with a dark past” 
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Tabloid 

National Enquirer 

In an exclusive interview, Brenda Kerrigan (mother of ice-skating Olympian Tonya 

Harding) said the biopic I, Tonya (about her daughter) isn’t "funny" - and slammed the 

film’s subject as a liar and a lawbreaker. 

"I think it’s quite disgusting that they put Tonya up like she’s some sort of hero when, in 

my opinion, she committed a crime!" said Brenda.  

National Enquirer, EXCLUSIVES. Thursday, 15th March 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Informative note: 01 August.2018 – Print screen of the article on Radar.com; Archive National Enquirer images available on google search website. Poster I, Tonya from Cineworld website. 
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Source: Meia Hora de Notícias, article: “De ilegal a herói cidadão”; headline translated as: From illegal to citizen hero. 29 May 2018, Tuesday; World; page 24. 
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Source: Irish Daily Star, article: “Groomed for Success”; 23 May 2018. Wednesday; Lifestyle Beauty; page 41. 

 

 

 

 

 

Shaving Stick object portrayed 

as a hero by Modern Myth 

Making. 
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Controversial: Hero sportsperson Tadhg Furlong and rape-accused sportsperson Paddy 

Jackson appear side-by-side on the same page.  

Source: Irish Daily Star, article: “Scrum honour for ace Tadhg”.  31 March 2018; Thursday; page 22. 
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4.7 Top Ten Heroes Reported by the Media 

 

This thesis studied the invention of the hero in modern myth making in times of 

intolerance. The list below, in numerical order, shows the top ten heroes that were 

reported by the media as determined in this study. They are the ten subjects that were 

most frequently classified as heroes, reflecting the exposure given by the media in the 

three countries surveyed.  The list was put together by adding the number of occurrences 

of these subjects as heroes in the articles. Their omnipresence in each article could also 

be seen i.e. their visibility over other heroes mentioned in the same article.  

 

1) Shane O’Donnell – Sportsperson (county Clare hurling player) 

2) Mamoudou Gassama – Ordinary person (rescuer of child in Paris) 

3) Donald Trump – Politician (President of USA) 

4) Arnaud Beltrame/ Adrian Donohoe – Police (heroic murdered officers) 

5) Alexander the Great – Politician (ancient king) 

6) Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva – Politician (former President of Brazil) 

7) Melanie Trump – Politician (First Lady of USA) 

8) Edwulf/ Footpad/ Harzand – Animals (race horses) 

9) Stephen Hawking – Academic (physicist) 

10)  Black Panther – Fictional Hero (superhero) 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion and Recommendations 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

This thesis studied the invention of the hero in modern myth making in times of 

intolerance. The work involved carrying out a search of six newspapers from three 

different countries over a four-month period for references of the word ‘hero’. Relevant 

‘hero’ articles were then examined and results were prepared of the types of hero reported 

in each, as well as the hero’s gender and the day of the week that the hero reference was 

made. A broadsheet and a tabloid were examined in each country so that accurate 

comparisons could be made.  

 

It was found that in each country, the term hero is assigned a different meaning by the 

media depending on the culture of the country. The reporting of the term ‘hero’ can 

therefore be graphically explained as a ‘journalism traffic light’, as shown in Figure 15. 

For Irish people, the term ‘hero’ forms part of daily reporting in both broadsheet and 

tabloid, while in the newspapers of Brazil and USA, the frequency of hero classifications 

is considerably lower. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Journalism traffic light, showing how the term ‘hero’ is assigned a different meaning 

in the media landscape studied in each country.  Source: Jaqueline Costa Ribeiro, 2018. 

USA: Caution! Hero has considerable value.    

BRAZIL: Attention! Open to talking about Hero.    

IRELAND: Free Pass! The word Hero is used freely. 
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In order to understand the factors underpinning these results, it is necessary to describe 

the road that the world is driving along at the moment. Shown below are some of the 

major global issues currently: 

 

• Africa – Post-colonial inheritance 

• Bees - Colony Collapse Disorder 

• Brexit – United Kingdom 

• CDO – Collateralized Debt Obligation 

• China – Power economy 

• Climate change 

• Data Breach 

• Deserts 

• Digital army - shills (people paid to 

spread subversive messages online) 

• Feminism 

• Gene editing – modified babies 

• Macron – France 

• Merkel – Germany 

• Mexican cartel and illegal 

immigration 

• Nuclear energy 

• Refugee crises 

• Russian and U.S elections 

• Trump era - fake news 

The factors cited in this research aggregate value to the meaning of the results. The key 

finding is that the newspapers in the USA and Brazil are not reporting ‘hero’ as often as 

those of Ireland. This is likely a socio-cultural reflection on the country, where USA and 

Brazil are currently experiencing times of intolerance, while Ireland is a traditionally 

friendly country that is more open to hero classifications. Crucial to this discussion is the 

fact that the USA and Brazil are inside a political polarisation bubble in their respective 

societies, where there is an atmosphere bursting out, of hate and of love between many 

voters i.e. citizens. Figure 16 summarises the current political climate of each country. 
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In Power 

 

Government 

 

System 

 

Reality 

 

Donald Trump 

 

Republican Party 

 

American Democracy 

 

Polarisation social event 

Michel Temer 

Brazilian 

Democratic 

Movement Party 

Brazilian Democracy. 

However, Michel Temer was 

not elected by Brazilian 

voters. He took office on 31st 

August 2016 after the 

impeachment of his 

predecessor Dilma Rousseff.  

Polarisation social event 

Michael D. 

Higgins 

(President) 

Leo Varadkar 

(Taoiseach) 

 

Independent 

Fine Gael 

Irish Democracy 

Leo Varadkar took 

office after the former 

Taoiseach, Mr. Enda 

Kenny, resigned. 

No major polarisation 

issues currently. 

 

Figure 16: Current Political Climate in USA, Brazil and Ireland. Source: Jaqueline Costa 

Ribeiro, 2018. 

 

5.2 Research Questions Answered 
 

To answer the research questions of this project, it is necessary to devote effort to 

time, understanding of context, analysis and discussion. 

 

1. Does the world currently need heroes?  

There has always been a need for classifying heroes in society, as their frequency 

in mythological stories highlights. The results of this research reveal that the media 

are continuing this pattern, where over the four-month period studied, 339 relevant 

articles were found in which heroes were classified by the media.     

2. How does the industry talk about heroes? 

The industry talks about heroes when it meets the need, a kind of law of supply 

and demand. As found in this study, the news industry predominantly describes 

male heroes in their weekend print newspapers. Many different types of heroes 
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are classified, as the following list, in order of frequency, highlights: sportspersons, 

animals, celebrities, fictional heroes, politicians, ordinary people, army heroes, 

police/ firefighters, revolutionaries, business people, doctors, judges, academics, 

objects, journalists, criminals, other (i.e star sign/ place) and, lastly, humanitarians 

and religious heroes.  

3. What does it take to be a hero? 

Nowadays, the need for attention is an important consideration. As found in the 

‘hero’ articles studied in this research, the media determines newsworthy stories 

based on news values such as frequency, threshold, unambiguity, 

meaningfulness, consonance, unexpectedness, continuity, composition, reference 

to elite nations, reference to elite persons, personalization and negativity. If an 

event distorts the attention of the public, society or interests of a certain number of 

people, private or otherwise, then the hero of the event is destined for publicity. 

 

4. Who is your hero? Do you identify yourself with the hero? 

To answer this question, it is appropriate to refer to a quotation from Fitzgerald and 

Spillman (1988:4): “But what about the things that really matter? What about the 

heart that aches and the memories that linger? The sleepless night and the rainy 

afternoons? What about Grandmother’s stories and our own hopeless dreams? 

The ecstasy and the grim despair? Most of all, the sense of loss, and the 

betrayal of tribes. How often do we turn to the sports pages and read about 

our own injured and confirmation of our fragile identity, for a sense of mythic 

self? This is the abiding reality of football, the life beyond the transitory 

manufactured image”.  

The readership of media articles holds their own viewpoints on what constitutes a 

hero. Agreeing with the news item is an option. In today's connected world, the 

audience can search online for further details and viewpoints about the invented 
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hero, which reduces the power of the media to invent their own heroes by a self-

background.   

5. What image of a hero do we create? 

As drivers of the Public Sphere, the media reflects public expression. As this study 

highlights, the most common heroes in the media are sportspersons, politicians, 

police, war heroes, fictional heroes etc. It was found in this study that animals were 

more frequently classified as heroes (40 occurrences in all articles) than women 

(36 occurrences in all articles). This reflects the patriarchal nature of society in 

each of the three countries studied. The representation of heroic women in society 

is a glass ceiling, that the modern media has not yet smashed.   

 

6. Can MSM (mainstream media) be trusted? 

This study conveyed the political differences between the countries involved in this 

study i.e. Ireland, USA and Brazil. Currently in the USA and Brazil there is political 

polarisation. Therefore, depending on the political alignment of the newspaper 

involved, certain stories and heroes can be given more or less coverage.     

 

7. How does the media industry describe heroes?  

Through court reports, advertisements, articles; images, headlines, by-line, front-

pages, social media, cross media, stories; gossip.  

 

8. What image of a hero does the media portray?  

As this study found, there is no limit. Any time, any day of the week a hero can be 

portrayed to society. 

 

9. Do the results reflect the beliefs of the media and/ or current society? 

Yes, all the reports are facts of truth, true events, daily reports and registers.  
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It was seen that sportspeople are the people most commonly classified as heroes 

and that members of religious orders were the joint least frequently reported 

heroes (with only one article in the Brazilian broadsheet Folha de São Paulo). This 

reflects the changing secular nature of society and it hints at the fact that Brazil is 

to some degree hanging onto its traditionally religious past, in contrast to Ireland 

and the USA.       

 

The public is more interested in many male sports apparently and big sports 

business takes place in this arena. The media reflect this in their reporting, which 

leads to more male sportspersons being classified as heroes.  

 

This research also found that, depending on the culture and history of the different 

countries studied, different heroes were classified. In Brazil (six occurrences in 

Folha de Sao Paulo) and USA (one occurrence in The New York Times), for 

example, a judge was characterised as a hero, whereas in Ireland there were no 

such cases. This is a reflection of the political polarisation, with judicial processes 

in Brazil and USA.  

 

In a similar manner, it was seen that revolutionaries are a commonly classified 

hero type in Ireland (6 articles in The Irish Times), reflecting the history of the 

Republic of Ireland. Horses and dogs were also common heroes in Irish 

newspaper articles due to the popularity of horse racing and greyhound racing, 

while these animals only featured once outside of Ireland.  

 

It is interesting to note that this study found that a number of different types of 

heroes are classified by broadsheets and by tabloids, which traditionally focus on 

different social classes of readers. In all of the broadsheets, for example (The Irish 
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Times, The New York Times and Folha de São Paulo) occurrences of journalist 

heroes were found, whereas no journalist heroes were reported in any of the 

tabloid newspapers.  

 

10.  What is journalism? 

Reporting of reality in true facts.  

 

11.  How are myths also journalism?  

Journalism is also the business of stories. 

 

12.  What influence does the media exert?  

Some heroes merit praise, such as ordinary people who carry out extraordinary 

tasks. The media carries out an honourable job in giving such heroes recognition 

in the Public Sphere. Invention of undeserving heroes by the media poses a 

danger, however. The media has an influence on everything that happens around 

the world. 

 

13.  What exactly is meaning and how does the audience interpret received 

messages from the media?  

Meaning is essentially power. This study highlights the importance of Stuart Hall's 

encoding/ decoding reception theory when analysing the invention of the hero in 

modern myth making. Hall's theory states that texts such as newspaper articles 

are encoded by the media with values and messages, for example relating to 

invented heroes. The text is then decoded by the audience. Different readers 

decode the text in different ways, not always in the way the writer intended, 

depending on their culture and background. It is important to take account of the 

languages used in the articles studied i.e. English and Portuguese, two of the most 
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widely spoken languages in the world. Within these languages, nuances are 

encountered depending on the culture of the country, which can lead readers to 

different perceptions of invented heroes.  

 

14.  Can technology empower an individual?  

Yes, an opinionated and interactive audience is now prevalent in the world. 

 

15.  Who are the ones that receive global media attention?  

Whoever is the subject of news agendas and government or society issues. 

 

16.  Is there an example of the lack of balance in international news coverage?  

Yes, but this is a national characteristic. It depends on the country, due to the fact 

that newspapers are designed to reach their own audience. As well as that, each 

one has their own view, standards coverage and style house rules. For example, 

France, Germany and other powerful economies, elite nations, are given more 

visibility in news coverage. This relates to identifying the news items from these 

countries in international media. 

 

17.  Who led to an international media frenzy?  

A common subject of media frenzy, as highlighted by the articles studied in this 

research, is Mr. Donald Trump. 

 

18.  What kind of events receive little, if any, airtime or column inches?  

As explained in chapter two, this point refers to the meaningfulness news value, 

which relates to cultural proximity and relevance. For example, in relation to the 

event of Mamoudou Gassama, a migrant from Mali who rescued a child in Paris, 

the issue of illegal immigration became a story as well as his saving of the child. 
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However, what about the other illegal immigrants? Do they not deserve asylum? 

Do they have to become heroes first? 

 

19.  How will myth theory be reflected in news products? 

Through narrative discourse. 

 

20.  Do they invent fake news?  

Yes, fake profiles or groups with cult-heroes are creating a digital army to spread 

ambiguous information. 

 

21.  How does the business industry operate?  

By being optimist, ethical and taking risks. The industry is in crisis. 

 

22.  Are heroes and anti-heroes the same? 

They can be, depending on how they are being reported. 

 

 

5.3 Future Work and Conclusion 
 

 

In relation to this work, there are some possibilities to continue this study into the future. 

It is a research work with a large amount of potential to be extended and expanded. It is 

an important topic for newsgathering and the globalisation landscape. Therefore, further 

research could be undertaken to identify and analyse other news item in this subject area.  

 

Others avenues could also be developed, such as analysing more subtle search terms 

that the media use to characterise heroes, for example ‘legendary’, ‘outstanding’ etc. 
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Also, the work of individual journalists could be focused upon to see if certain individuals 

are more likely to use the term ‘hero’ due to daily habit or personal preference. The term 

‘hero’ is particularly prevalent in Ireland in sport, whereas historically it may have been 

used only for e.g. war heroes in mythological stories such as Achilles. On the other hand, 

this study found that the word ‘hero’ was not used in reference to sportspersons in any 

articles in the Brazilian broadsheet Folha de São Paulo nor in the American broadsheet 

The New York Times during the four-month period of this study. Additionally, 

supplementary factors could be studied that would be helpful for the news industry to bear 

in mind when selecting the approach to this matter. 

 

In conclusion to the Invention of the Hero in Modern Myth Making in Times of Intolerance, 

broadsheets and tabloids have different ways of imparting information to the public. 

Nevertheless, the role of journalism is still facing difficulties in the modern age keeping 

on the light of information.  Like at a traffic light, switching direction in time. Watch this 

space. 
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On Wednesday, John J. Gotti, the grandson of the infamous Gambino family don who shares his name, was sentenced to five years in prison, 
following in the footsteps of two of his uncles, two great-uncles and both grandfathers. For three generations, members of the gangland dynasty 

have been imprisoned for crimes that have included shaking down construction sites, murdering a mob boss at a steakhouseand trying to extort the 
“Peter Dalglish’s arrest should be a ‘teachable moment’ for the humanitarian community to understand and recognize how predators exploit the 
cover of ‘heroism’ to commit crimes,” Lori Handrahan, a veteran humanitarian worker, wrote in an  essay published on Medium. “Let’s be clear. 

To the south, in Khan Younis, Palestinian journalists memorialized Yasser Murtaja, a colleague killed during the protests a week earlier. The Israeli 
military said he was an officer in the military wing of Hamas. But his image was plastered across posters and banners in the tent village, declaring 

On Sunday evening, hundreds of people gathered at
the Heroes Monument in Surabaya to mourn the

bombing victims, and officials announced that public
schools in the city would be closed on Monday.

Hundreds of people, including Prime Minister Theresa May, attended the unveiling of the statue, which depicts Millicent Fawcett, a now relatively 
unsung hero of the feminist movement who led campaigning for women's right to vote. The bronze statue, which shows a middle-aged Ms. Fawcett 

Maybe Melania Trump really is the hero of this particular story.
"When I sit in the taxi or bus I sometimes overhear common people saying they adore Trump, he at least honors his promises in campaign, they 

say," said Ali Sabzevari, a now-unemployed publisher. "Powerless people take resort to a hero, no matter who is the hero - Hitler or Trump, anyone 
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Newspaper Type of Newspaper Country Headline Date

National Enquirer Tabloid US National Disgrace: JFK Buried Alongside Vocal Nazi Traitor 02/02/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US Tinsley Slams Luann For "Not Opening Up Enough" About Nasty Divorce From Tom 12/04/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US Danger Zone! Inside Tom Cruise"s Competition With Daniel Craig 20/02/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US John Cheats Death On Sex Jet: Private Plane Nearly Slammed Into Airliner At 30k Feet! 11/04/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Jack Nicholson Tells "Desperate" James Franco: Stop Stalking Me! 28/03/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US #OscarsFail! The 12 Oddest, Most Booed & Worst Oscar Speeches Ever 27/02/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Cold as Ice! Nancy Kerrigan"s Mom Slams "Disgusting" Tonya Harding Movie 15/03/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US Kendall Jenner Vying To Become Hollywood"s Next Big Action Hero 15/05/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Nine Lives!! Catwoman Julie Newmar Suffers - And Survivers - Heart Attack 01/05/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Amazing Footage Shows Arizona Dog Diving Into House Pool To Save Drowing Friend! 16/05/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US Star Wars" Actor Alden Enrenreich Saw Father Get Murdered by Schizophrenic Uncle 22/05/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Edward Norton Speaks Out After Firefighter is Killed During Film Shoot Tragedy 23/03/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Man Who Beat Jared Fogle In Prison Brags: Subway Perv "Was Crying Like A 5-Year-Old!" 20/04/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Boston Lawyer Dressed In "Queen Elsa Drag" Saves Police Van From Snow Storm 14/03/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US John Mc Cain"s Ex-Wife Recalls Him Leaving Her For Sexy Cindy 27/05/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US Deathly III John McCain Bans Donald Trump From His Funeral 06/05/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US Martin Luther King Jr. Special Issue On Newsstands Today 04/04/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US O. J Simpson"s Son Saw Nicole Brown Murdered, Claimed His Pal 18/04/2018

National Enquirer Tabloid US Break A Leg! "DWTS" Diva Tonya Harding "Already A Nightmare" For Production 16/04/2018
National Enquirer Tabloid US Comic Book Hero Stan Lee Sues Former Manager For Alleged Elder Abuse And Fraud 14/04/2018
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Day Section Page Hero's Name Type of Hero

Friday Exclusive 0 war heroes American Soldiers
Thursday Exclusive 0 Anthony Radziwill American-Swiss filmmaker
Tuesday Exclusive 0 Daniel Craig English actor

Wednesday Exclusive 0 John Travolta American actor

Wednesday Exclusive 0 Jack Nicholson American actor

Tuesday Exclusive 0 Matthew McConaughey American actor

Thursday Exclusive 0 Tonya Harding American figure skater
Tuesday Exclusive 0 Kendall Jenner An American model and television personality (fictional Hero)

Tuesday Exclusive 0 Two Handsome Paramedics 911

Wednesday Videos 0 Remus Arizona hero dog
Tuesday Exclusive 0 Alden Ehrenreich American actor (fictional hero)

Friday Exclusive 0 Michael Davidson/ two other firefighters (FDNY)New York City Fire Department

Sunday Exclusive 0 Steven Nigg Ordinary Person/ Convict

Wednesday Exclusive 0 Jason Triplett Boston lawyer - ordinary person
Sunday Exclusive 0 John McCain United States Senator
Sunday Exclusive 0 John McCain United States Senator

Wednesday Exclusive 0 Martin Luther King Junior American minister

Wednesday Exclusive 0 O.J. Simpson American footballer

Monday Exclusive 0 Arike Ogunbowale American basketball player
Saturday Exclusive 0 Stan lee / Spider-Man; Iron Man; The X-Men American comic book writer/ Super Heroes
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General Type of Hero Gender Where the word hero is found How many times used

army men and women body 1
celebrity man body 1
celebrity man body 1

celebrity man body 1

celebrity man body 1

celebrity men body 2

celebrity woman body 1
celebrity woman headline+body 2

doctors men body 1

animal animal body 2
fictional hero man body 1

police men body 2

ordinary person man body 1

ordinary person men body 1
Politician man body 2
Politician man body 2
Politician man body 2

Sportperson men body 1

Sportperson woman body 1
Superheroes men headline+body 2
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https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/02/john-f-kennedy-buried-grave-beside-nazi-sympathizer-arlington-national-cemetery/
https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/rhony-tinsley-mortimer-calls-out-luann-de-lesseps-divorce-tom-dagostino/
https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/02/tom-cruise-competitive-daniel-craig-broken-ankle-set-stunt-action-hero/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/john-travolta-plane-crash-cheats-death-sex-jet/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/03/james-franco-obsessed-jack-nicholson-cold-shoulder/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/02/oscars-fail-12-oddest-booed-worst-oscar-speeches-ever/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/03/nancy-kerrigan-mom-brenda-kerrigan-slams-tonya-harding-movie-i-tonya/
https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/05/kendall-jenner-movie-acting-career-action-hero/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/05/catwoman-julie-newmar-suffers-heart-attack/

https://radaronline.com/videos/arizona-hero-dog-save-friend-video/
https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/05/alden-ehrenreich-father-murdered-stabbed-death-schizophrenic-uncle/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/03/firefighter-killed-edward-norton-film-fire/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/jared-fogle-beaten-prison-assailant-bragged-letter/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/03/elsa-drag-saves-police-van-snow/
https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/05/john-mccain-ex-wife-and-oldest-daughter-talk-family-pain/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/05/deathly-ill-john-mccain-bans-trump-from-funeral-but-what-about-connie-stevens/
https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/in-depth-look-martin-luther-king-jr-life-and-death-50-year-anniversary/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/thomas-scotto-claimed-oj-simpson-son-jason-simpson-saw-nicole-brown-simpson-murdered/

https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/dwts-season-26-cast-tonya-harding-drama-on-set-producers/
https://radaronline.com/exclusives/2018/04/stan-lee-sues-former-biz-manager-alleged-elder-abuse-fraud/
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But Radar has previously reported, the actor, 64, has used his private planes to feed his bottomless lust for gay sex, including flying nearly a dozen male lovers on a transglobal orgy!
During the in-flight emergency, the NTSB report suggested John played the hero, transmitting a distress call just before the blackout.

MATTHEW MCCONAUGHEY"S HERO WAS.HIMSELF?
What did he win for? The cool Matthew McConaughey turned in some of his best work in Dallas Buyers Club, playing a real-life hustler-turned-AIDS activist upon contracting the disease. The actor was 

rewarded with the Best Actor Oscar in 2014.
Why his speech was a head-scratcher: One thing about award seasons that might be tough. If you"re the favorite and have been winning all the awards, by the time you get to the Oscars, you might run out 

of fresh ways to say thank you. Not McConaughey. In his narcissistic acceptance speech, the Texan drawled on more than he had previously and talked about how his hero at 15 was himself at 25. Huh? 
Definite Oscars speech fail.

In an exclusive interview with RadarOnline.com, the stunning-at-84 Newmar told all about the nightmare 3 a.m. call to 911 that brought real-life heroes to her home to save her from an acute myocardial 
infarction on April 21.

"I was saved by two handsome paramedics who whisked me to St. John"s Hospital in Santa Monica, to be welcome by seven super-efficient nurses at 3 a.m, evidently a good time to show up," the blond 
beauty told Radar.

Norton and the other film"s producers shared a statement following the tragedy, expressing their deepest condolences for Davidson"s family. "New York City firefighters truly are the bravest in the world," 
the statement read. "We watched firsthand with astonishment as they charged into the smoke to make sure all were safely out and then fought to contain the blaze and prevent it from spreading, putting 

their lives on the line as they do every day. The FDNY are real life super-heroes and have our boundless admiration and gratitude."

In January 2016 convict Jared Fogle assaulted child-molestor inmate Steven Nigg.  As a result of this, Fogle is being hailed as a "a sort-of folk hero" by victims of child abuse.  

O.J. Simpson is a fallen hero. He was a successful American footballer, actor and broadcaster. However, in 1994 he was arrested and charged with the murders of his ex-wife Nicole Brown Simpson and her 
friend Ron Goldman but was later aquited by a jury. Then in 2008 he was imprisoned for armed robbery and kidnapping. In this article it is reported that his friend Thomas Scotto claimed, just before he died, 

that Simpson confessed to him that he did in fact kill his ex-wife and her friend and also that his son Jason was at the crime scene when he did so.  
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Newspaper Type of Newspaper Country Headline

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Porão do Dops

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil General elogia Ustra e endossa Bolsonaro

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil O legado de Michoacán

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Deus abençoe nossos soldados na guerra 

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil As marchinhas de Gilmar
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Depois da tempestade
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Freud, herói ou vilão?
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Desatino
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Cientista da vida eterna cria busca por idéias na internet 
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Pague pela notícia, amigo
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Terceiro Tempo
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Sérgio Moro em NY 
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil O beijo, amigo, é a véspera do escarro
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Moro diz que acha bobagem polêmica por foto com Doria

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Lula, o óbvio e o ódio

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Espiral autoritária
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil A capa do processo
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Jovem tenta suicídio, sobrevive e hoje reaprende a lidar com corpo e sonhos
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Imigrante do Mali escala 4 andares para salvar bebê e vira herói na França
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Aos 81 anos, operário trabalha há quase 60 em ponte de SC
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Trump diz ter retomado diálogo com Kim

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Herói de série de TV seria risco para operações

Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Morre policial que foi trocado por refém na França 
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Prisão ou Presidência
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Termina era da inocência dos presidentes franceses
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil Youtuber mira CNBB 'esquerdizada' e rejeita fama de 'MBL dos católicos'
Folha de São Paulo Broadsheet Brazil O que pensam os eleitores de Alckmin
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Translation of Headline Date Day 

Dops basement 10/02/2018 Saturday

Army general praises Ustra and endorses Bolsonaro 01/03/2018 Thursday

The Legacy of Michoacán 25/03/2018 Sunday

God bless our soldiers in the war 13/03/2018 Tuesday

Gilmar's marchinhas 03/02/2018 Saturday
After the storm 03/04/2018 Tuesday

Freud, hero or villain? 28/02/2018 Wednesday
Madness 15/04/2018 Sunday

Scientist of eternal life created search for ideas on the internet 18/04/2018 Wednesday
Pay for the news, my friend 22/04/2018 Sunday

Third time 15/04/2018 Sunday
Sérgio Moro in NY 19/05/2018 Saturday

The kiss, friendly, is the eve of the sputum 04/05/2018 Friday
Moro says he finds polemical nonsense by photo with Doria 17/05/2018 Thursday

Lula, the obvious and the hatred 23/03/2018 Friday

Authoritarian spiral 05/02/2018 Monday
The process cover 07/04/2018 Saturday

Young woman tries suicide, survives and today relearns to deal with body and dreams 16/05/2018 Wednesday
Mali immigrant scales 4 stories to save baby and becomes hero in France 29/05/2018 Tuesday

At the age of 81, a worker has worked for almost 60 years in SC 30/04/2018 Monday
Trump says he has resumed dialogue with Kim 26/05/2018 Saturday

Hero of TV series would risk operations 29/03/2018 Thursday

Police dies after being taken hostage in France 25/03/2018 Sunday
Prison or Presidency 11/02/2018 Sunday

End of the innocence of the French presidents 21/03/2018 Wednesday
Youtuber looks CNBB 'leftist' and rejects fame of 'MBL of Catholics' 21/05/2018 Monday

What the Alckmin voters think 06/05/2018 Sunday
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Section Page Hero's Name

Opinion A02 Carlos Brilhante Ustra (Ustra)

Power/ Government A11 Carlos Brilhante Ustra (Ustra)

Illustrated/ Culture "Ilustríssima" 6 Military

Opinion A03 Military

Opinion A02 Military
World A10 Stephanie Clifford (Stormy Daniels)

Opinion A02 Sigmund Freud
Opinion A02 Aquiles
Business A28 Danielle

Daily B09 Nirlando Beirão
Illustrated/ Culture C02 Sérgio Moro

Opinion A03 Sérgio Moro
Power/ Government A10 Luís Roberto Barroso
Power/ Government A06 Sérgio Moro

Power/ Government A08 Luís Roberto Barroso; Luiz Fux; Edson Fachin

Daily B01 Sérgio Moro; Military
Daily B02 Lula
Daily B04 José Reinaldo 

World A08 Mamoudoou Gassama
Daily B02 builders of the Hercílio Luz bridge

World A12 North Korean Elite

Power/ Government A08 Marco Ruffo 

World A16 Arnaud Beltrame
Illustrated/ Culture "Ilustríssima" 2 Lula

World A11 Muammar Gaddafi
Power/ Government A10 dom Pedro Casaldáliga
Power/ Government A12 Che Guevara
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Type of Hero General Type of Hero

Colonel in the Brazilian Army; head of the DOI-CODI of the Second Army from 1970 to 1974, 
and became known by the codename Dr. Tibiriçá.

army

Colonel in the Brazilian Army; head of the DOI-CODI of the Second Army from 1970 to 1974, 
and became known by the codename Dr. Tibiriçá.

army

almost 20 thousand soldiers army

Soldiers army

Military army
 Diretor and American pornographic actress. celebrity

 Austrian neurologist and  the founder of psychoanalysis doctor
Greek hero fictional hero

fictional fictional hero
Journalist journalist

Brazilian Judge judge
Brazilian Judge judge

Minister of the Federal Supreme Court of Brazil judge
Brazilian Judge judge

Ministers of the Federal Supreme Court of Brazil judge

Brazilian Judge; Military judge; army
Ex- President of Brazil mythology hero

Ordinary person - father ordinary person
Ordinary person - Ilegal Immigration ordinary person

workers ordinary person
Rich people ordinary person

delegate Police

policeman Police
Ex- President of Brazil politician

Former Prime Minister of Libya politician
Spanish bishop religious
revolutionary revolutionary
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Gender Where the word hero is found How many times used

man body 1

man body 2

men body 1

men body 1

men and women body 1
woman body 1

man headline 1
man body 3

woman body 1
man body 1
man body 2
man body 1
man body 1
man body 1

men body 1

men body 2
man body 1
man body 1
man headline+body 2
men body 

men and women body 1

man headline 1

man body 1
man body 2
man body 1
man body 1
man body 1
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http://edicaodigital.folha.uol.com.br/index.html#/edition/3 2455?page=2&section=1

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=481 95&anchor=6079945&pd=2b25c7999859d6f765ce5ad7890 64322

http://edicaodigital.folha.uol.com.br/index.html#/editions
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 11&anchor=6081218&pd=6f38d4f561d2bdca0cc9bf5e8fa9 c447

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/alvarocosta-e-silva/2018/02/gilmar-solta-a-franga-diz-amarchinha-de-carnaval.shtml
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 38&anchor=6083340&pd=82518bcf4c215f50546ab7687f7e b6b1
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=481 94&anchor=6079870&pd=09c49959f26b5ec9c84ce949b1e 09447

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 53
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 57&anchor=6084760&pd=6ac5e23745edde97de2a53a520 437036
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 62&anchor=6085288&pd=2f56d9c4430d73c0d705f52ff9b2 83ba

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 53
http://edicaodigital.folha.uol.com.br/index.html#/editions

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 77&anchor=6086385&pd=1b7c79b2501ae31c78a1c9791a 42fc4e
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 94&anchor=6087621&pd=22345100d5d57c5d0382103550f 2aa76
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 23&anchor=6082247&pd=d518cd73606a70586d658e87fd6 a2a46

http://edicaodigital.folha.uol.com.br/index.html#/edition/3 2450?page=2&section=1
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 43

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 93&anchor=6087545&pd=bb5368f33507445cd830600a886 ec718
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=483 11&anchor=6088960&pd=9d09f3483567973636ff68911fe7 a9bd

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 73
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=483 06

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 32&anchor=6082866&pd=1944c73a8c393f10a85a0cfc27fc 94a2

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 26&anchor=6082367&pd=4fa02884e3ad861d2fafde2840fe abb4
http://edicaodigital.folha.uol.com.br/index.html#/edition/3 2456

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 21&anchor=6081989&pd=975076efeb75cdfc69afeab06d1 0ac29
https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=483 00&anchor=6088092&pd=dc8c28ebc10023781f3ed865656 89d09

https://acervo.folha.com.br/digital/leitor.do?numero=482 80
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Hyperlink - Online Version

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/pablo-ortellado/2018/02/blocos-de-carnaval-querem-celebrar-violencia-politica.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2018/02/em-despedida-general-mourao-chama-coronel-ustra-de-heroi.shtml

not available

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/opiniao/2018/03/ricardo-sayeg-deus-abencoe-nossos-soldados-na-guerra.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/alvaro-costa-e-silva/2018/02/gilmar-solta-a-franga-diz-a-marchinha-de-carnaval.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mundo/2018/04/show-de-atriz-porno-de-suposto-caso-com-trump-atrai-fas-e-detratores-do-lider.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/helioschwartsman/2018/02/freud-heroi-ou-vilao.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/marcos-lisboa/2018/04/desatino.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mercado/2018/04/cientista-da-vida-eterna-cria-busca-por-ideias-na-internet.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/antonioprata/2018/04/pague-pela-noticia-amigo.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/monicabergamo/2018/04/agora-e-que-estou-aproveitando-a-vida-diz-o-ex-tecnico-muricy-ramalho.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/paineldoleitor/2018/05/cria-se-um-heroi-e-moro-assume-a-roupagem-sem-cerimonia-afirma-leitora.shtml

not available
not available

not available

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/alessandra-orofino/2018/02/espiral-autoritaria.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/luisfranciscocarvalhofilho/2018/04/a-capa-do-processo.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/05/jovem-tenta-suicidio-sobrevive-e-reaprende-a-lidar-com-corpo-e-sonhos.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mundo/2018/05/imigrante-do-mali-escala-4-andares-para-salvar-bebe-e-vira-heroi-na-franca.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/cotidiano/2018/04/aos-81-funcionario-trabalha-ha-quase-60-anos-em-ponte-de-sc.shtml
not available

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2018/03/heroi-de-serie-de-tv-sobre-lava-jato-seria-risco-para-operacoes-da-vida-real.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mundo/2018/03/morre-o-policial-frances-que-foi-trocado-por-refens-em-ataque-a-mercado.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/colunas/angela-alonso/2018/02/debate-sobre-lula-rachou-entre-torcida-por-prisao-ou-presidencia.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mundo/2018/03/detencao-de-sarkozy-mostra-fim-da-era-da-inocencia.shtml
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2018/05/youtuber-mira-cnbb-esquerdizada-e-rejeita-fama-de-mbl-dos-catolicos.shtml

https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/poder/2018/05/eleitores-de-alckmin-divergem-sobre-fama-de-picole-de-chucu-e-alianca-com-mdb.shtml
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Note

word hero is used as term of praise

Headline is a line of poem "Versos Íntimos" by Augusto dos Anjos

word hero is used as term of praise

fictional

Datafolha: According to Datafolha, who has income of ten minimum wages or more are anti Lula

CNBB - National Conference of Bishops of Brazil
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Newspaper Type of Newspaper Country Headline

Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Um herói bonitão
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Novo endereço da vila 

Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Peladão com fuzil

Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil De ilegal a herói cidadão
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Milagre em dobro
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Vegana em cana
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil França chora morte de policial
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Romário x CBF
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Menino vira realidade
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Flu abre boa vantagem
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil General cobra atenção
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Bruno pega pênaltis: campeão
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Time da virada no final
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Fabrício festeja o fato de ter que 'trabalhar' no fim de semana
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Mosaico
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Mais bonito da carreira'
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Eu mereço', diz Carli
Meia Hora de Notícias Tabloid Brazil Foi herói outra vez
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Translation of Headline Date Day Section Page Hero's Name

A handsome hero 20/05/2018 Sunday daily 2 Coronel Brandão (Malvino Salvador)
New village address 21/05/2018 Monday Entertainment 32 Chapolin

Peladão with rifle 23/04/2018 Monday World 21 James Shaw Jr.

From illegal to citizen hero 29/05/2018 Tuesday World 24 Mamoudoou Gassama
Double miracle 30/05/2018 Wednesday World 25 Mamoudoou Gassama
Vegan in prison 30/03/2018 Friday World 23 Arnaud Beltrame

France cries police death 25/03/2018 Sunday World 22 Arnaud Beltrame
Romário x CBF 05/04/2018 Thursday Sport 24 Romário de Souza Faria

Boy becomes reality 16/03/2018 Friday daily 15 Vinicius Junior
Flu opens good lead 12/04/2018 Thursday Sport 15 Pablo Dyego

General requires attention 23/03/2018 Friday Sport 16 Igor Rabello
Bruno takes penalty kicks: champion 20/04/2018 Friday Sport 19 Bruno

Team turning at the end 02/04/2018 Monday Sport 13 Andrés Ríos
Fabrício celebrates having to 'work' at the weekend 31/04/2018 Saturday Sport 14 Fabrício dos Santos Silva

Mosaic 31/03/2018 Saturday Sport 15 Fabrício dos Santos Silva
The most beautiful of career 29/04/2018 Sunday Sport 12 Gilson Gomes do Nascimento

"I deserve it,"says Carli 10/04/2018 Tuesday Sport 15 Joel Carli
It was a hero again. 30/05/2018 Wednesday Sport 19 Pedro Guilherme Abreu dos Santos
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K L M N O PN
Type of Hero General Type of Hero Gender Where the word hero is found How many times used Archive

Fictional character fictional hero man headline+body 5
Fictional character fictional hero man body 1

ordinary person; American man ordinary person man body 1

Ordinary person - Ilegal Immigration ordinary person man headline+body 3
Ordinary person - Ilegal Immigration ordinary person man body 1

policeman police man body 1
policeman police man body 1

Member of the Federal Senate of Brazil and soccer player politician man body 1
Brazilian soccer player (Real Madrid) sportperson man body 1
Brazilian soccer player (Fluminense) sportperson man body 1

Brazilian soccer player (Botafogo) sportperson man body 2
Brazilian goalkeeper (Flamengo) sportperson man body 1
 Argentine soccer player (Vasco) sportperson man body 1
Brazilian soccer player (Vasco) sportperson man body 1
Brazilian soccer player (Vasco) sportperson man body 1

Brazilian soccer player (Botafogo) sportperson man body 1
 Argentine soccer player (Botafogo) sportperson man body 1
Brazilian soccer player (Fluminense) sportperson man headline 1
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Hyperlink - Online Version

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/se-liga/2018/05/5539706-um-heroi-bonitao.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/geral/tv/2018/05/5541802-novo-endereco-da-vila.html

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/geral/mundo-e-tecnologia/2018/04/5533961-peladao-com-fuzil.html

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/geral/mundo-e-tecnologia/2018/05/5544394-de-ilegal-a-heroi-cidadao.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/geral/mundo-e-tecnologia/2018/05/5544598-milagre-em-dobro.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/geral/mundo-e-tecnologia/2018/03/5527138-vegana-em-cana.html

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/geral/mundo-e-tecnologia/2018/03/5525487-franca-chora-morte-de-policial.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/04/5528536-romario-x-cbf.html

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/03/5522728-menino-vira-realidade.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/04/5530751-flu-abre-boa-vantagem.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/03/5524713-general-cobra-atencao.html

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/04/5533174-bruno-pega-penaltis-campeao.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/04/5527531-time-da-virada-no-final.html

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/03/5527386-fabricio-festeja-o-fato-de-ter-que-trabalhar-no-fim-de-semana.html
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/03/5527239-vascainos-gastam-os-tricolores-nas-redes-sociais.html

not available
https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/04/5529926-eu-mereco--diz-carli.html

https://meiahora.ig.com.br/esportes/2018/04/5536024-flu-e-salvo-pelo-gongo.html
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Note
Soap opera

James Shaw Jr. is an American man known for disarming a gunman armed with an 
AR-15 style rifle during the Nashville Waffle House shooting in Antioch, Tennessee 
and saving lives as a result.
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Newspaper Type of Newspaper Country Headline Translation of Headline Date Day Section Page Hero's Name Type of Hero General Type of Hero Gender

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandProfessor offers antidote to nihilism and identity politics 17/02/2018 Saturday Opinion 14 Jordan B Peterson Canadian clinical psychologist academic man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandTo those who live with MND, he was a bit of a god; His genius brain seemed to crush MND like an inconvenient bug15/03/2018 Thursday World 11 Stephen Hawking an English theoretical physicist, cosmologist, and author, who was director of research at the Centre for Theoretical Cosmology at the University of Cambridge at the time of his deathacademic man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandNative River is solid enough to strike Gold; Henderson chases Festival history with the enigmatic Might Bite16/03/2018 Friday Sport 25 Our Duke Horse - Irish Grand National winner in 2017 animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSaldier can get day off to a flier for Mullins in Triumph Hurdle; Mullins has four of the nine runners as he pursues a first Triumph success since 200216/03/2018 Friday Sport 26 Edwulf Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWalsh set to choose Killultagh Vic in Cup Mullins 09/03/2018 Friday Sport 8 Jezki Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandElliott lands telling blow at Thurles; Blow By Blowleads home one-two for Gigginstown23/02/2018 Friday Sport 24 Buveur D'Air Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandOpportunity for Our Duke and Coney Island; Coney Island's Ascot clash with Top Notch, Waiting Patiently and Cue Card an ideal test16/02/2018 Friday Sport 9 Sizing John Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandFaugheen declared for Irish Champion Hurdle with questions to answer02/02/2018 Friday Sport 24 Faugheen Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandO'Leary fears Might Bite will prevent Cup hat-trick; Fehily will team up with Gowran winner Our Duke in hunt for festival's top prize19/02/2018 Monday Sport 10 Our Duke Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAltior back with a bang at Newbury; Henderson's charge now odds-on to claim a third Cheltenham win12/02/2018 Monday Sport 10 Native River Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBig hopes that festival rises to the occasion; Faugheen's return to action after Christmas flop is day one highlight03/02/2018 Saturday Sport 11 Our Duke Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandConditions could suit Lieutenant; De Bromhead star aims to give Michael O'Leary a first victoryin his own race15/03/2018 Thursday Sport 21 Don Cossack Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandConeygree may return despite leg fracture; Bradstock is 'not giving up' on Cheltenham Gold Cup winner's return15/02/2018 Thursday Sport 18 Coneygree Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAltior can bounce back from injury; Douvan returns to Prestbury Park track a year after Champion Chase flop13/03/2018 Tuesday Sport 19 Harzand Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandRacing to resume at Thurles tomorrow; Walsh keen toreturn from injury with Cheltenham festival looming06/03/2018 Tuesday Sport 18 Sizing John Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWalsh back on Mersey beat with Aintree contender Baie Des Iles; O'Neill's Minella Rocco at the headof the weights following the sec-ond forfeit stage21/03/2018 Wednesday Sport 18 Edwulf Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandGetabird in full flight for Supreme Novices'; Mullins-trained Footpad will face maximum of eight in the Arkle Tro-phy07/03/2018 Wednesday Sport 20 Kalashnikov Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandUS to name ship after Mayo man killed in Vietnam 13/03/2018 Tuesday Ireland 7 Patrick 'Bob' Gallagher Mayo Boy, Vietnam Hero army man

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland'Coup plotter' Savchenko on hunger strike as president hails security service; 'Russia denies role in alleged conspiracy to kill leaders in Ukraine26/03/2018 Monday World 9 Nadiya Savchenko Ukrainian politician and former Army aviation pilot in the Ukrainian Ground Forces army woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandUkraine's Joan of Arc' accused of plotting massacre; Former prisoner denies planning to blow up parliament but calls for leaders' overthrow20/03/2018 Tuesday World 8 Nadiya Savchenko Ukrainian politician and former Army aviation pilot in the Ukrainian Ground Forces army woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandChange of career worked wonders for founders of Bear Market Coffee16/02/2018 Friday Finance 8 Blue Bottle Coffee Company coffee roaster and retailer business person object

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandUrbanity a bright food light in coffee- and pizza-chain wilderness 10/02/2018 Saturday Saturday Magazine 30 McNally Family farms, Tartine; the Village Dairy suppliers business person object

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandFact so many live on the poverty line in Ireland is incredibly sad'; Maureen Durcan, former joint-originator and manager of the Sligo Cancer Support Centre, has now opened the Solas Healing Sanctuary where 'people in emotional or psychological pain can find peace and healing'26/02/2018 Monday Health 3 Maureen Durcan One of the founders of the Sligo Cancer Support Centre business person woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandDRUNKEN REVERSALS AND DOUBLE TROUBLE; In 'How's Your Driving?' Simon Delaney fronts a disapproving answer to 'Top Gear', Stephen Mangan plays a bigamist in the indecisive comedy 'Bliss' and high-school comedy 'Everything Sucks!' recalls the 1990s but changes its tune16/02/2018 Friday Culture 15 Luke O'Neil (Jahi Di'Allo Winston) TV actor celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSupporting a healthy music scene Texas style; With a fifth of musicians in Austin unable to afford health insurance an NGO has stepped in to help artists06/02/2018 Tuesday Health 13 Willie Nelson American musician celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandCarter and Byrne crowned king and queen of dance floor; 'Pop singer and dancing partner Karen Byrne take 'Dancing with the Stars' by storm26/03/2018 Monday Ireland 7 Jake Carter Singer and the winner of series 2 of the Irish television dance competition Dancing with the Stars. celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAn Irishman's Diary 12/02/2018 Monday Opinion 13 Oisín Leech Musical artist celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAPPETITE FOR GROWTH, AND FOR STAYING THE SAME; Lennie James combs his past for clues to find his missing daughter in 'Save Me'; Eavan Boland's life and work are expertly intermingled in 'Is It Still the Same', and Philip Boucher-Hayes is not serious about his diet in 'What Are You Eating?'10/03/2018 Saturday The Ticket 15 Lennie James British actor celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBattle over Hallyday's will becomes a 'sordid vaudeville'; France's idyll with its idol turned sour when his two elder children re-vealed he had disinherited them13/03/2018 Tuesday World 9 Johnny Hallyday French singer celebrity men

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAn Irishman's Diary 03/02/2018 Saturday Opinion 15 William Brooke O'Shaughnessy an Irish physician doctor man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBeasts both mythical and agreeable 03/03/2018 Saturday Culture 34 Erik "the Lone Wolf"; Eric "Makes a Splash"; Christopher Fictional characters: wolf; panda bear; boy fictional hero animals

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBawdy capers and existential woes en route to adulthood 10/02/2018 Saturday Culture 32 Ray Fictional Hero anti-hero fictional hero man
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The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandA creepy whydunit about domestic terror 03/02/2018 Saturday Culture 32 Randolph Fictional hero fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBond has always been a misogynist. But time's up! 02/02/2018 Friday Features 12 James Bond Fictional Character anti-hero fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandShakespeare for the 'Game of Thrones' generation 22/02/2018 Thursday Features 13 MacBeth fictional character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandOur homes have stories to tell; we just need to listen 01/02/2018 Thursday Property 2 Flashman Fictional Character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandThe child is mother of the author; Five Irish writers reflect on life-changing moments of boldness from their childhoods24/02/2018 Saturday Culture 27 Anne Bernadette Drum "Nancy" fictional character fictional hero woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandImpressive debut offering a clever variation on the unreliable narrator24/02/2018 Saturday No Section 34 Jule fictional character - anti-hero fictional hero woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSky-high adventures and spidery tales; From great escapes to great women of history, a round-up of the best new books for children03/02/2018 Saturday Culture 34 Magpie; Eska; Qui Jin; Irish women, from Queen Maeve to Mary Robinson Fictional heroes; Real heroes fictional hero women

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandDolly Alderton, the former dating columnist, has written a memoir that is a riot ofhonesty   with a 'happy ending' that breaks from the norm, writes Catherine Conroy03/02/2018 Saturday Saturday Magazine 15 Nora Ephron American journalist journalist woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandEven unwashed and medicated up to my eyes, Martin makes me feel beautiful'; While also running his own firm, Martin Nevin cares forhis wife and children who have a painful condition20/02/2018 Tuesday Health 3 Martin Nevin a videographer ordinary person man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandChurchill was more complex than the Brexiteers imagine 24/02/2018 Saturday Opinion 14 British people; Winston Churchill "the heroes of Europe"; Former British Prime Minister ordinary person; politician men and women

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWhat does Jeremy Corbyn's 'Russian' hat say about you? 23/03/2018 Friday Features 12 Martin McGuinness Former Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMcGuinness continues to provoke strong reactions; A year after his death the former deputy first minister is dividing opin-ion as concerns are raised over his legacy22/03/2018 Thursday Ireland 8 Martin McGuinness Former Deputy First Minister of Northern Ireland politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandZimbabwean political leader who challenged Mugabe 16/02/2018 Friday Obituaries 12 Robert Mugabe Former Prime Minister of Zimbabwe politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMass Greek protest over Macedonia; Nationalists march in Athens overuse of name for former Yugoslav state05/02/2018 Monday World 9 Alexander the Great King of the ancient Greek kingdom of Macedon and a member of the Argead dynasty politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMacedonia is much more than a name for the Greeks; Intractable conflicts and the Balkans go hand-in-hand22/02/2018 Thursday World 11 Alexander the Great King of the ancient Greek kingdom of Macedon and a member of the Argead dynasty politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandPutin enjoys decisive victory but refuses to reveal details of fourth term plans; Opposition groups report widespread incidents of electoral fraud20/03/2018 Tuesday World 8 Vladimir Putin Russian President politician man
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The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandTrump lambastes leading Democrat on House of Representatives in-telligence committee06/02/2018 Tuesday World 9 Devin Nunes U.S. Representative politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBannon predicts turmoil and more right-wing populist success in Europe08/03/2018 Thursday World 9 Viktor Orbán; Trump Prime Minister of Hungary; 45th U.S. President politician men

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAn Irishman's Diary 23/02/2018 Friday Opinion 19  Michael Collins Irish revolutionary revolutionary man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMothers Schools help women spot potential jihadis in the home 03/02/2018 Saturday World 11 Islamic Militants Freedom Fighters in Chechnya revolutionary men and women

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandDrink brands will adapt to ad curbs 20/02/2018 Tuesday Finance 14 Conor McGregor Irish mixed martial artist sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandTriumph crowns 'golden era' in Irish racing; Meath trainer celebrates eight victories over four days17/03/2018 Saturday Ireland 5 Martin Pipe Irish racehorse trainer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandModel brothers; Teenage boxers Liam and Paddy Doran from Celbridge are no strangers to international fashion and photographer Perry Ogden has made the brothers the subject of a new book called Paddy and Liam, writes Deirdre McQuillan17/03/2018 Saturday Saturday Magazine 21 Josh Kelly British professional boxer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandHoban the hero for Dundalk 09/03/2018 Friday Sport 4 Pat Hoban Irish footballer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandIreland young guns grasp chance to seize moment; Sexton shows mental strength with outstanding all-round game26/02/2018 Monday Sport 3 Jonathan Sexton "Johnny" Irish rugby player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandFrom the Beast to the blast: a week to remember; Lynne Cantwell, Willie Mullins, Tommy Bowe and others recall a never to be forgotten experience24/03/2018 Saturday Sport 3 Tommy Bowe an Irish former rugby union player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWhen Dublin lit up: Tolka Park leads the way; The arrival of floodlitsoccer to Ireland changed the game  Tolka Park in Drumcondra led the way03/03/2018 Saturday Sport 6 Johnny Carey an Irish professional footballer and manager sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandDuffy basking in his Ireland Player of the Year success; Within two years the Brighton centre-back has made a huge impact for the Republic22/03/2018 Thursday Sport 17 Shane Duffy Irish football player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSizing John ruled out for Gold Cup defence 08/03/2018 Thursday Sport 23 Barry Geraghty Irish jockey sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBelvedere have final say in thrilling win over St Michael's 08/03/2018 Thursday Sport 21 Mateusz Galinski Irish rugby player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandUnlucky O'Donnell still aiming for silverware 21/03/2018 Wednesday Sport 15 Tommy O'Donnell an Irish rugby union player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandChelsea aim to be bold in fury of Barça storm; Conte's caution may mask an acceptance that taking risks is the only way to win14/03/2018 Wednesday Sport 17 Fernando Torres Spanish footballer - Cult hero sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMy beautiful cousin's life was taken by a f**king lunatic' 16/02/2018 Friday World 9 Aaron Feis Football coach threw himself in front of students as bullets hailed down sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandHannon's first-half efforts help Slaughtneil to title 26/03/2018 Monday Sport 4 Mary Kelly Irish Camogie player sportsperson woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandIn it for the long haul: helping transport keep on trucking 25/05/2018 Friday Finance 8 Dan Ariely Professor of Psychology and Behavioral Economics at Duke University academic man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWithin my lifetime we could eradicate cervical cancer'; Robert O'Connor, head of research at the Irish Cancer Society, be-lieves education is key in maintaining a healthy society15/05/2018 Tuesday Health 11 Dr Robert O'Connor Head of Research for the Irish Cancer Society academic man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandFighting for fairness on behalf of nation's carers; 'Family carers are a hidden army of exceptional people fulfilling a role they did not ask for,' says Catherine Cox30/04/2018 Monday Health 3 Catherine Cox Director of the Centre for the History of Medicine in Ireland and Lecturer in Modern Irish History at the School of History and Archives, University College Dublin academic woman
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The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAs an acting partner horses demand honesty'; 'Lean on Pete' has become as much about Trump Country as it is about horse people. Star Charlie Plummer talks about the need for compassion in 'ugly times'01/05/2018 Tuesday Features 11 The Black Stallion Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandClean sweep evidence of Irish golden age; Tiger Roll success ahead of three other Irish horses emphasises Irish dominance15/04/2018 Monday Sport 9 Tiger Roll Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandO'Brien looking for more Derby back-up to Saxon Warrior 12/05/2018 Saturday Sport 11 Saxon Warrior Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSpecial Tiara set for test at Sandown 28/04/2018 Saturday Sport 9 Special Tiara Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandGustav Klimt intriguing first string in Guineas trial; Moore partners colt rather than two- year-old champion US Navy Flag14/04/2018 Saturday Sport 9 Harzand Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMullins and Elliott to dominate festival 31/03/2018 Saturday Sport 11 Elliott; Footpad horses animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandFaugheen springs epic surprise; Victory put Mullins EUR 424,148 clear of Elliott in the trainers' cham-pionship26/04/2018 Thursday Sport 23 Footpad Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland  Saxon Warrior set to seal seventh Epsom Derby success for O'Brien; Victory will equal the all- me record shared by a trio of legendary names29/05/2018 Tuesday Sport 25 Harzand Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMullins has it all to do to retain trainers' title; Champion now EUR 555,000 behind Elliott and an 11-4 outsider to hold on to his crown03/04/2018 Tuesday Sport 18 Footpad Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWeld backs Mendelssohn for Kentucky success; Only European trainer to win US Classic says O'Brien's horse has 'wonderful chance'02/05/2018 Wednesday Sport 19 Unbridled Horse (Champion American Thoroughbred racehorse) animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMullins saddles seven of 12 runners in feature; Footpad heavy favourite to complete unbeaten novice chase season25/04/2018 Wednesday Sport 17 Jezki Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMendelssohn favourite for Kentucky Derby; 'Ireland's senior handicapper believes O'Brien's charge still faces an uphill task04/04/2018 Wednesday Sport 18 Capri Horse animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandTotal Recall's fall not a worry; Mullins says four-week gap since Gold Cup should allow Aintree hope show his best10/04/2018 Tuesday Sport 18 Harzand; Found Horses animal animals

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAn Irishman's Diary 09/05/2018 Wednesday Opinion 13 ducklings; Joel Armstrong Ducklings; banker / duck man animal;  ordinary person animal and man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMy First Impressions Of The World Were Of A Bombed Place'; 19/05/2018 Saturday Culture 13 Francis Cammaerts an outstanding Special Operations Executive agent who organised French Resistance groups to sabotage German communications in occupied France. army man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandEccentric doyen of 'new journalism' 19/05/2018 Saturday Obituaries 12 Chuck Yeager Officer army man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBosnia divided over war crimes charges against general 30/04/2018 Monday World 9 Atif Dudaković a former general in the Bosnian army army man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandTroubling times for advertising's poster boy 10/04/2018 Tuesday Finance 2 Sir Martin Sorrell British businessman and the founder of WPP plc, the world's largest advertising and PR group, both by revenue and the number of staff business person man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandHealthy eating on the menu for Fit Kitchen 13/04/2018 Friday Finance 7 Ania Szewczyk's grandfather; Oliver Dunne Chef; Irish head chef and restaurant owner business person men

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandLondon-born architect who rebuilt Dublin, remembered 70 years on; 'Some 17,000 homes in Dublin were built in his tenure as housing architect from 1932 to 194802/04/2018 Monday Ireland 5 Herbert Simms English architect business person men

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland'What started as a hobby quickly developed into an obsession' 11/05/2018 Friday Finance 8 Colette Twomey Founder of Clonakilty Black Pudding and Sausage Company business person woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandTHOMAS BARTLETT & NICO MUHLY, PETER PEARS HHHH Balinese Ceremonial Music Nonesuch/Warners18/05/2018 Friday Features 15 Colin McPhee a Canadian composer and musicologist. celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandThe western that put spaghetti on the menu 12/04/2018 Thursday Features 13 Clint Eastwood (anti-heroi A Fistful of Dollars ) American actor celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandVIDEOS THAT INFECTED MY WORLDVIEW; Watching Childish Gambino's powerful 'This is America' reminds me how important music videos were in my formative year12/05/2018 Saturday Ireland 3 Robert Palmer an English singer-songwriter, musician, and record producer celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandHonda Civic Type-R: A road warrior that's fit for the kiddies; What would Vin Diesel think of Honda's latest hot Civic? Now that's a question worth asking03/04/2018 Tuesday Motors 21 Vin Diesel American actor celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland'Scores of people in Northern Ireland owe their lives to a bunch of scratchy, shouty tunes,' Stuart Bailie argues26/05/2018 Saturday The Ticket 32 The Miami Showband Musicians celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandGig Of The Week Kilkenny Cat Laughs 2018 26/05/2018 Saturday Culture 17 Aisling Bea Irish actress celebrity woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandA force-10 disaster with notions 06/04/2018 Friday Features 13 Maggie Grace an American actres celebrity woman
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The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWhy do onions make us cry? 14/04/2018 Saturday Saturday Magazine 27 Julia Childs an American chef celebrity woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSex abuser chose girls 'neglected' by their mother; 'Victim thought man was her 'saviour' as he improved lives of family members15/05/2018 Tuesday Ireland 5 man convicted of sexually abusing two girls Guilty - Rape criminal man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandTwisted male ideology and the Toronto attack; Manosphere is breeding a dangerous loathing and hatred of women27/04/2018 Friday Opinion 18 Elliot Rodger Cult Hero and murder criminal man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandClare care crusader inspired by her daughter; Ann Norton and her team provide 10,000 hours of care annually to around 40 per cent of the children with special needs in Clare16/04/2018 Monday Health 3 Ann Norton Director of Clare Crusaders Children's Clinic doctor woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland'I initially used my anger over my delayed diagnosis to drive me'; 'Endometriosis sufferer Kathleen King is passionate about creating awareness of the painful condition02/04/2018 Monday Health 3 Kathleen King the chairwoman of the Endometriosis Association of Ireland doctor woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSquidges and first-time scribblers 28/04/2018 Saturday Culture 34 Big Foot; Max Champion Fictional characters fictional hero animal and man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandPlayful, not preachy character studies of the North 12/05/2018 Saturday Culture 28 Alex Hurricane Higgins Fictional character/ Snooker player fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWorking titles? Authors take on the nine-to-five; The world of work is often perceived as dull and dreary   but that's not always the case07/04/2018 Saturday Culture 27 Paul Rainey (anti-hero) Fictional character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland'The Well' is a welcome new source, Joseph Woods travels home and away, and Niall Bourke's mock epic07/04/2018 Saturday Culture 30 Mark Setanta Fictional character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandNesbø's Macbeth is type of villain Harry Hole tends to hunt 07/04/2018 Saturday Culture 29 Nesbø's Macbeth Fictional character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandLiving the virtual-reality dream - in real life; ''Ready Player One' creator Ernest Cline wasn't sure he would even get published. Now he's a bestselling author and his story has been brought to cinematic life by Steven Spielberg28/03/2018 Wednesday Features 13 Ultraman Japanese fictional character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSex, misogyny and murder in the city; Joseph Knox, Claire McGowan and Susie Steiner turn out strong works in their respective crime series19/05/2018 Saturday The Ticket 33 Detetive Aidan Waits Fictional character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWhat's making you happy? 18/05/2018 Friday Features 16 Wonder Woman Fictional character fictional hero woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandIn life and advertising, BBDO boss finds 'beautiful balance'; ''Underdog' Neal Davies leads Dublin agency with clients from Lidl to Diageo to the Referendum Commission26/04/2018 Thursday Finance 4 Television Object object object

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandThe three ages of a restaurant; Our favourite restaurants are where we go to celebrate milestones but with each passing year thechallenges they face tend only to increase. Marie Claire Digby asks the dedicated teams behind three establish-ments marking significant anniversaries what makes them survive and thrive21/04/2018 Saturday Saturday Magazine 16 Vegetables; Joe and Mags Bohan Vegetables and Restaurante owners object; business person object

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSo how do you save a life? Ask my brother, it's very easy'; After kidney failure and years of dialysis, a steadfast brother stepped in to makea life-changing donation27/03/2018 Tuesday Health 3 Geoff (Eoghan Morrissey 's brother) Ordinary person, donor ordinary person man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandNaked gunman kills at least four in Nashville restaurant shooting 23/04/2018 Monday World 8 James Shaw Jr. Ordinary person ordinary person man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandI've great time for people who work in the hotel business'; Insurance costs are the biggest bugbear for David Kelly, chief execu-tive of FBD Hotels and Resorts,04/05/2018 Friday Finance 4 Ms. Kelly Mother of David Kelly, Chief Executive-FBD Property & Leisure ordinary person woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandMy proudest achievement is being able to help care for my sister'; Una McNicholas from Lucan has learnedhow to administerlife-saving injections forher sister Elizabeth24/04/2018 Tuesday Health 3 Úna McNicholas Teenager and Ordinary person ordinary person woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandRoseanne' the latest cudgel in the brutal culture wars 06/04/2018 Friday Features 12 Donald Trump 45th U.S. President politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandChina to outline economic reforms 09/04/2018 Monday Finance 15 Xi Jinping a Chinese politician currently serving as General Secretary of the Communist Party of China, President of the People's Republic of China, and Chairman of the Central Military Commissionpolitician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland  Italian president's Sicilian past behind robust pushback against the populists; Ma arella is a classic Italian moderate but with one special feature29/05/2018 Tuesday World 8 Sergio Mattarella President of Italy politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandGusmão heads back into power 14/05/2018 Tuesday World 8 Xanana Gusmão Former President of East Timor politician man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandPrince Harry's Irish ancestors 26/05/2018 Saturday Letters 15 Patrick Sarsfield hero of Ballyneety in County Limerick revolutionary man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAn Irishman's Diary 12/05/2018 Saturday Opinion 15 William O’Brien’s Historical figure revolutionary man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAn Irishwoman's Diary 17/04/2018 Tuesday Opinion 13 Liam Mellows an Irish republican and Sinn Féin politician revolutionary man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWhat a stupid I am . . .'; The story of the 1968 US Masters: war, murder, azaleas and Robert De Vicenzo's costly mistake31/03/2018 Saturday Sport 7 Martin Luther King Junior; Roberto De Vicenzo American minister; Argentinian professional golfer revolutionary; sportsperson men

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWagner signs three-year deal to remain at Huddersfield 30/05/2018 Wednesday Sport 16 David Wagner American-German football manager Sportperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandKielys of Donnybrook could be lost forever. Or, worse, turned into a hipster café'28/04/2018 Saturday Saturday Magazine 12 Rob Kearney Irish rugby player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandLiverpool will be crushed by Real's legend' Spanish press; 'The final in Kiev looks like being the most unequalin a decade'04/05/2018 Friday Sport 20 Jürgen Klopp German football manager sportsperson man
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The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandPot the reds, then screw back . . . to the days when I was truly snooker loopy; Painted table tennis balls and plastic cups on the dining room table created my Crucible04/05/2018 Friday Sport 21 Alex Hurricane Higgins a Northern Irish professional snooker player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandNever too late to dream for McDermott 30/03/2018 Friday Sport 22 Barry Anderson Irish golfer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandKildare left reeling as Broderick drives Carlow 28/05/2018 Monday Sport 5 Paul Broderick Irish Gaelic Footballer Sportsperson man
The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandLancaster Bomber breaks top-flight duck 28/05/2018 Monday Sport 11 Colm O'Donoghue Jockey Sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWomen firmly centre stage as Mayo bow to Beast from the East 07/05/2018 Monday Sport 9 Mark Williams a Welsh professional snooker player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandFirm doubts about Gerrard's Ibrox appointment 05/05/2018 Saturday Sport 2 Steven Gerrard an English professional football manager sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandReal shame as Buffon plays the buffoon at Bernabéu 14/04/2018 Saturday Sport 7 Gianluigi Buffon Italian footballer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandThe new House of Lancaster; It's been a second coming at Leinster after spectacular failure with England10/05/2018 Thursday Sport 14 Martin Johnson an English retired rugby union player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandCooney's impressive figures stand up to scrutiny; Ulster scrumhalf was a revelation in the Pro14 and tops four catego-ries03/05/2018 Thursday Sport 17 Ruan Pienaar South African rugby union footballer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandO'Donnell in Clare plans despite Harvard scholarship; Forward heads for Boston in September but will return for 2019 Championship03/05/2018 Thursday Sport 19 Shane O'Donnell an Irish hurler sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandHoran advocates splitting Pocock and Hooper partnership 29/05/2018 Tuesday Sport 17 Scott Fardy Australian rugby player Sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandSaints alive despite late Jesus strike; Southampton's top flight status secured as City reach 100-point total14/05/2018 Tuesday Sport 9 Manolo Gabbiadini Italian footballer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandRahm will defend his Irish Open title 27/03/2018 Tuesday Sport 15  Seve Ballesteros Spanish professional golfer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandBoxing high on Trump's agenda after call from Rocky 02/05/2018 Wednesday Sport 21 Muhammad Ali American professional boxer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandFully focused Fardy has eye fixed firmly on the prize; Australian is impervious to the hoopla surrounding Saturday's game18/04/2018 Wednesday Sport 16 Rocky Elsom Australian rugby player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandDevaney flies the flag for Roscommon class of 2006; 'Three remain from winning minor team with Kilbride man in the form of his life28/03/2018 Wednesday Sport 21 Cian Connolly Irish footballer GAA sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWembley offers Conte a triumphant exit; Chelsea would be far more reluctant to lose Willian or Hazard than their manager18/05/2018 Friday Sport 5 Antonio Conte; Chelsea players Italian football manager; players Sportsperson men

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandNFL draft throws up some truly inspirational stories; Ryan Shazier and Shaquem Griffin are two athletes of indomitable spirit03/05/2018 Thursday Sport 18 Ryan Shazier; Shaquem Griffin American football players sportsperson men

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWexford and Wicklow both claim NFL final wins 08/05/2018 Tuesday Sport 23 Catriona Murray Irish Gaelic Footballer sportsperson woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandWenger not the only legend to leave Arsenal; More than a kitman, Vic Akers is a trailblazer for the women's game17/05/2018 Thursday Sport 20 Vic Akers; Emma Byrne  Former football player and manager; Irish goalkeeper Sportsperson; sportsperson man and woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandRhododendron leads O'Brien team into Lockinge Stakes at Newbury; Djakadam chasing history for Mullins in French Gold Cup19/05/2018 Saturday Sport 9 Aidan O'Brien; Pádraig Beggy Irish horse trainer;  an Irish professional jockey Sportsperson; sportsperson men

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandAn Estonian choir gives voice to national hero Arvo Pärt; A performance at the NCH made the choral pedigree of the Estonian Philharmonic Chamber Choir obvious07/02/2018 Wednesday Features 10 Arvo Pärt Estonian composer of classical and religious music celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet Ireland  Jus ce has nothing to do with it as an -hero Ramos has the last laugh; Salah's injury and Karius's disastrous display combine to derail Liverpool28/05/2018 Monday Sport 9 Sergio Ramos  (anti-hero) Spanish footballer Sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandKane the hero as Spurs leave it late against Crystal Palace; Tottenham finally break Palace resistance to to stretch unbeaten26/02/2018 Monday Sport 7 Harry Kane an English professional footballer sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandCorcoran the Bohs hero with added-time winner 24/03/2018 Saturday Sport 5 Dinny Corcoran Irish football player sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandArkle hero Footpad heads for Aintree; Bellshill And Apairofbrowneyes remain on track for Irish National at Fairyhouse28/03/2018 Wednesday Sport 18 Footpad, Shattered Love Horses animal animal

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandUkrainian war hero held over alleged coup plot 23/03/2018 Friday World 11 Nadiya Savchenko Ukrainian politician and former Army aviation pilot in the Ukrainian Ground Forces army woman

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandA hero to strangers in a strange land, dreaming of an Ireland never likely to be; Shy but not retiring, Big Tom was grateful for success and popularity18/04/2018 Wednesday Ireland 3 Big Tom McBride Irish singer celebrity man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandHe was basically saying I'm Leinster and Ireland's unsung hero. That's what I took from it anyway.'19/05/2018 Saturday Saturday Magazine 12 Ross O'Carroll-Kelly Fictional character fictional hero man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandGassama invited to Élysée a er heroic climb to rescue endangered child29/05/2018 Tuesday World 8 Mamoudoou Gassama Ordinary person - Ilegal Immigration ordinary person man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandPolice officer hailed as 'a hero' for his restraint 25/04/2018 Wednesday World 8 Constable Ken Lam Police officer police man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandGregg the reluctant hero of 1958; United goalkeeper never wanted to be defined by the lives he saved in February '5803/02/2018 Saturday Sport 3 Harry Gregg Northern Ireland international footballer and manager sportsperson man

The Irish Times Broadsheet IrelandJackson proves the hero for Wicklow 14/05/2018 Tuesday Sport 6 Mark Jackson Irish goalkeeper GAA sportsperson man
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N O P Q R S T
Where the word hero is foundHow many times usedArchive Hyperlink - Online Version Note

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/professor-provides-antidote-to-nihilism-and-identity-politics-1.3394823?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fprofessor-provides-antidote-to-
nihilism-and-identity-politics-1.3394823

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/ruth-fitzmaurice-stephen-hawking-was-a-bit-of-a-god-to-us-1.3427361?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fpeople%2Fruth-
fitzmaurice-stephen-hawking-was-a-bit-of-a-god-to-us-1.3427361

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/native-river-solid-enough-to-land-gold-cup-this-time-1.3428640

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/saldier-can-get-final-day-off-to-a-flier-for-willie-mullins-1.3428681?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fsaldier-can-get-final-day-off-to-
a-flier-for-willie-mullins-1.3428681

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/mullins-anticipates-ruby-walsh-will-ride-killultagh-vic-in-gold-cup-1.3421459?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fmullins-anticipates-
ruby-walsh-will-ride-killultagh-vic-in-gold-cup-1.3421459

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/gordon-elliott-lands-telling-blow-in-thurles-feature-1.3402385?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fgordon-elliott-lands-telling-blow-
in-thurles-feature-1.3402385

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/our-duke-and-coney-island-put-gold-cup-credentials-on-the-line-1.3395018?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Four-duke-and-coney-
island-put-gold-cup-credentials-on-the-line-1.3395018

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/faugheen-declared-for-irish-champion-hurdle-1.3376684?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Ffaugheen-declared-for-irish-champion-
hurdle-1.3376684

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/o-leary-reckons-might-bite-will-be-hard-to-stop-in-gold-cup-1.3396688?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fo-leary-reckons-might-
bite-will-be-hard-to-stop-in-gold-cup-1.3396688

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/altior-in-good-shape-for-cheltenham-after-newbury-success-1.3388614?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Faltior-in-good-shape-for-
cheltenham-after-newbury-success-1.3388614

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/hopes-inaugural-dublin-racing-festival-rises-to-the-occasion-1.3377982?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fhopes-inaugural-dublin-
racing-festival-rises-to-the-occasion-1.3377982

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/conditions-give-sub-lieutenant-a-chance-for-ryanair-glory-1.3427186?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fconditions-give-sub-
lieutenant-a-chance-for-ryanair-glory-1.3427186

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/coneygree-ruled-out-for-the-rest-of-the-season-1.3392229?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fconeygree-ruled-out-for-the-rest-of-
the-season-1.3392229

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/altior-can-bounce-back-from-injury-hiccup-and-reward-punters-1.3425823?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Faltior-can-bounce-
back-from-injury-hiccup-and-reward-punters-1.3425823

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/racing-to-resume-at-thurles-on-thursday-after-cold-snap-1.3417263?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fracing-to-resume-at-thurles-
on-thursday-after-cold-snap-1.3417263

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/katie-walsh-targeting-aintree-national-glory-aboard-baie-des-iles-1.3434152?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fkatie-walsh-
targeting-aintree-national-glory-aboard-baie-des-iles-1.3434152

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/getabird-in-full-flight-for-supreme-novices-hurdle-at-cheltenham-1.3418468?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fgetabird-in-full-
flight-for-supreme-novices-hurdle-at-cheltenham-1.3418468

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/us-navy-ship-to-be-named-after-mayo-man-killed-in-vietnam-1.3424367?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fireland%2Firish-
news%2Fus-navy-ship-to-be-named-after-mayo-man-killed-in-vietnam-1.3424367

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/russia-denies-any-role-in-alleged-conspiracy-to-kill-kiev-s-leaders-1.3440004?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Frussia-denies-any-role-in-alleged-conspiracy-to-kill-kiev-s-leaders-1.3440004

The case comes less than two years after Ms Savchenko returned home to great fanfare from Russia, where she was 
convicted of murder in a show trial following her capture during fighting in eastern Ukraine in 2014. Mr Poroshenko 

granted her their country's highest award, the "Hero of Ukraine" medal. Ms Savchenko has launched a hunger strike, 
as she did in Russia, saying she would "again show all the unbelievers. I will show the Ukrainian people what a hero 

is."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/ukraine-s-joan-of-arc-accused-of-plotting-parliament-massacre-1.3433045?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fukraine-s-joan-of-arc-accused-of-plotting-parliament-massacre-1.3433045

 Less than two years after Nadezhda Savchenko returned from a Russian prison to a hero's welcome, the ex-military 
pilot dubbed "Ukraine's Joan of Arc" is now accused of plotting to blow up Kiev's parliament and massacre its 

deputies.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/retail-and-services/couple-build-coffee-business-on-lessons-of-past-failures-1.3393402?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Fretail-and-
services%2Fcouple-build-coffee-business-on-lessons-of-past-failures-1.3393402

Who is your business hero and why? Well, in the same businesses as us, I admire Bluebottle Coffee. Even though they 
are huge now, they have been successful in retaining their artisan quality and inde-pendence. At home, you have to 

admire 3fe and what they achieved.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/food-and-drink/restaurant-reviews/a-hipster-joint-turned-grown-up-restaurant-in-dublin-7-1.3374943?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Ffood-and-drink%2Frestaurant-reviews%2Fa-hipster-joint-turned-grown-up-restaurant-in-dublin-7-1.3374943

Last weekend, Urbanity celebrated its second anniversary. "You probably haven't heard of us because we have a 
marketing budget of zero," they said in a recent email. Head chef since August is Rachel Lynch, formerly the chef in 
Brother Hubbard. Before that, she cooked in The Pepper Pot at the Powerscourt Centre. She uses ingredients from 

hero suppliers like McNally Family farms, Tartine sour dough and the Village Dairy for organic milk and cream. 

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/ireland-s-biggest-health-challenge-stress-at-home-and-work-1.3399262?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fhealth-
family%2Fireland-s-biggest-health-challenge-stress-at-home-and-work-1.3399262

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/tv-radio-web/everything-sucks-new-netflix-drama-sanitises-teenage-angst-1.3393840?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Ftv-radio-
web%2Feverything-sucks-new-netflix-drama-sanitises-teenage-angst-1.3393840

Everything Sucks! (TV Series) 

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/the-musicians-suffering-for-their-art-in-austin-texas-1.3374057?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fhealth-family%2Fthe-
musicians-suffering-for-their-art-in-austin-texas-1.3374057

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/tv-radio-web/jake-carter-wins-dancing-with-the-stars-in-a-blinding-show-of-glistening-abs-and-perma-tan-1.3440036?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Ftv-radio-web%2Fjake-carter-wins-dancing-with-the-stars-in-a-blinding-show-of-glistening-abs-and-perma-tan-1.3440036

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/commonwealth-of-songsters-an-irishman-s-diary-on-the-lost-brothers-1.3388292?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fcommonwealth-of-
songsters-an-irishman-s-diary-on-the-lost-brothers-1.3388292

body 1 https://www.pressreader.com/ireland/the-irish-times-friday-the-ticket/20180310/281543701438106

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/battle-over-johnny-hallyday-s-will-becomes-a-sordid-vaudeville-1.3424459?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fbattle-over-johnny-hallyday-s-will-becomes-a-sordid-vaudeville-1.3424459

A few spoilsports questioned whether a self-confessed drug addict and tax exile, who was the subject of 23 
investigations by French tax authorities and who treated women deplorably, should really be mourned with the 

fervour accorded to a national hero.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/joint-custody-an-irishman-s-diary-about-cannabis-civil-engineering-and-two-famous-o-shaughnessys-from-limerick-1.3377998?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fjoint-custody-an-irishman-s-diary-about-cannabis-civil-engineering-and-two-famous-o-shaughnessys-from-limerick-1.3377998

body 4 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/odd-things-afoot-in-children-s-fiction-1.3406242?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fodd-things-afoot-in-children-s-fiction-
1.3406242

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/the-adulterants-by-joe-dunthorne-review-a-poignant-take-on-modern-life-1.3376857?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fthe-
adulterants-by-joe-dunthorne-review-a-poignant-take-on-modern-life-1.3376857

Here is the novel's emotional core: that gnawing feeling that you're doing a disservice to posterity, that there is some 
better, more heroic version of yourself that you're failing to be. A few years ago, the middle-class males of Hackney 

took, en masse, to growing beards and donning lumberjack shirts. The shirts have since fallen out of fashion, but the 
beards persist. 

INVENTION THE HERO IN MODERN MYTH MAKING
In Times of Intolerance

© Jackie Costa Ribeiro, August  2018.
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body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/fear-by-dirk-kurbjuweit-review-a-gripping-tale-of-domestic-terror-1.3375123?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Ffear-by-dirk-
kurbjuweit-review-a-gripping-tale-of-domestic-terror-1.3375123

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/film/james-bond-has-always-been-a-misogynist-dinosaur-now-he-has-to-change-1.3375210?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Ffilm%2Fjames-
bond-has-always-been-a-misogynist-dinosaur-now-he-has-to-change-1.3375210

The current conversation on sexual abuse offers challenges to the team behind that film. James Bond can-not function 
as a full-on, demonic anti-hero like, say, the protagonist of Patricia Highsmith's indestructible Tom Ripley novels. He 
should be ambiguous. He should offer guilty pleasures. The sexual aggression of Connery's Bond is now so offensive 
that any repetition would rightly render such a character unworkably malevolent. Bond has to be just sexist enough 

for us to savour disapproval, but not so openly misogynistic that we yearn to see Goldfinger's laser bifurcate his 
Walther. There is room for a clever scriptwriter to turn the current controversy to the franchise's advantage.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/stage/theatre/macbeth-review-felled-by-a-fatal-obsession-with-game-of-thrones-1.3400367?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fstage%2Ftheatre%2Fmacbeth-review-felled-by-a-fatal-obsession-with-game-of-thrones-1.3400367

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/homes-and-property/our-homes-have-stories-to-tell-we-just-need-to-listen-1.3372532?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fhomes-and-
property%2Four-homes-have-stories-to-tell-we-just-need-to-listen-1.3372532

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/bold-girls-may-we-know-them-may-we-be-them-may-we-raise-them-1.3393694?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fbold-girls-
may-we-know-them-may-we-be-them-may-we-raise-them-1.3393694

Sarah Crossan's novels include The Weight of Water, One and Moonrise. She worked as an English teacher until she 
became a full-time writer

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/crime-fiction-highlights-the-woman-in-the-window-genuine-fraud-the-long-silence-one-good-reason-consent-1.3398746?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fcrime-fiction-highlights-the-woman-in-the-window-genuine-fraud-the-long-silence-one-good-reason-consent-1.3398746

E Lockhart's Genuine Fraud (Hot Key Books, EUR 16.90) opens in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, where Jule is living an 
aimless, decadent existence at an upmarket hotel. When a friendly stranger starts asking too many questions, Jule 

realises it's time to move on - but is it ever possible to outrun your past? The question is a pertinent one in relation to 
Genuine Fraud, the story of which unfolds in reverse, with each successive chap-ter taking us a step further into Jule's 
recent past via her turbulent relationship with the mysteriously disap-peared Imogen. Imogen's fate will come as no 

surprise to fans of Patricia Highsmith, especially as Lockhart specifically credits The Talented Mr Ripley as an influence, 
although in essentially rewriting crucial scenarios from that novel, Lockhart blurs the line between homage and 

pastiche. The antithesis of "the great white hetero action hero" she repeatedly mocks, Jule is no slouch herself when it 
comes to slickly dispatching anyone who threatens to stand in her way of self-gratification, a bad-ass anti-hero who 

believes her life cinematic. A nar-cissistic, manipulative and homicidal sociopath, Jule is a thrilling guilty pleasure, 
albeit one prone to needy self-aggrandising. 

body 5 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/children-s-books-round-up-sky-high-adventures-and-spidery-tales-1.3375319?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fchildren-s-
books-round-up-sky-high-adventures-and-spidery-tales-1.3375319

 Rocking the System: Fearless and Amazing Irish Women Who Made History (Little Island, EUR 15, 10+) takes a slightly 
more academic approach. Siobhan Parkinson's short essays introduce a variety of well and lesser-known Irish women, 
from Queen Maeve to Mary Robinson. Laid out in chronological order, with short contextual panels, the subjects are 

as varied as the heroines, encompassing the world of sports and social justice, politics and theatre. Rocking the System 
illuminates the history of femi-nism in Ireland, but it also shows women as a match for men in various fields, from 

medicine to the material arts. It is essential reading for young history buffs.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/dolly-alderton-i-was-reckless-i-took-too-many-risks-1.3366701?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fdolly-alderton-i-was-reckless-i-
took-too-many-risks-1.3366701

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/even-unwashed-and-medicated-up-to-my-eyes-martin-makes-me-feel-beautiful-1.3392029?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Fhealth-family%2Feven-unwashed-and-medicated-up-to-my-eyes-martin-makes-me-feel-beautiful-1.3392029

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/diarmaid-ferriter-both-sides-to-the-brexit-debate-can-lay-claim-to-churchill-1.3403236?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fdiarmaid-ferriter-both-
sides-to-the-brexit-debate-can-lay-claim-to-churchill-1.3403236

Boris Johnson, however, the British foreign secretary and author of The Churchill Factor (2014) was keen in his book to 
portray the EU as central to the suffocation of British spirit, and during the Brexit referendum argued that 

contemporary British identity was bound up with liberating the continent: "a chance for British people to be the 
heroes of Europe" and to fashion "a democratic liberation" of Europe through Brexit, de-spite the fact that Churchill 

was an advocate of a European Union. (...) Churchill read up on Irish history to a greater extent than most of his 
contemporaries, but he also saw the Irish as a people who needed to be "managed" and dealt with "according to the 

consciences and conviction of the English people". As with so much of what he surveyed, he got some things 
spectacularly wrong about Ireland because of his blinkered imperialism; at the outset of the Irish War of 

Independence in Febru-ary 1919 when he was the secretary for war, he asserted "there was no place in the world 
where there was less danger at the present time". Nonetheless, his contribution to wider history was such that he was 

a per-sonal hero of former taoiseach Garret FitzGerald. 

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/the-great-jeremy-corbyn-russian-hat-conspiracy-1.3435149?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fthe-great-jeremy-corbyn-russian-hat-conspiracy-
1.3435149

You will find no better example of Rorschach thinking than the reactions to the Beeb's coverage of Martin 
McGuinness's death. Search on Twitter and you will encounter adjacent fulminations alleging contradictory biases. 

"The BBC are making Martin out to be some sort of hero," Graeme tweeted. "It's a f***ing joke how BBC news choose 
to portray Martin McGuinness by only showing the era of Troubles/IRA, absolutely no respect," Connor says 

immediately below. Meanwhile, if social media is to be believed, this newspaper is a bastion of left-wing anti-Catholic 
snowflak-ery and a vehicle for the propagation of neoliberal, right-wing orthodoxy with a side of Blairite "centrism" 

[their inverted commas].

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/politics/a-year-on-martin-mcguinness-s-legacy-still-provokes-mixed-reaction-1.3435457?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fpolitics%2Fa-year-on-
martin-mcguinness-s-legacy-still-provokes-mixed-reaction-1.3435457

"Martin is now being raised up by Sinn Féin - and this is being done in a sustained, organised way - as a person who if 
he was ever involved in violence was involved reluctantly and who delivered peace, so he was a hero of the war and a 

hero of the peace."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/charismatic-courageous-zimbabwean-political-leader-who-challenged-mugabe-1.3393703?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Fpeople%2Fcharismatic-courageous-zimbabwean-political-leader-who-challenged-mugabe-1.3393703

Mugabe had been a hero, but when Tsvangirai began his career as a union official he began disputing Mugabe's 
decision to implement economic structural-adjustment programmes that badly affected his members. He was beaten 

by Mugabe's thugs at this time, most spectacularly in 1997 when assailants tried to throw him out of a skyscraper 
window. But they failed to intimidate him, and by the second half of the 1990s he had become a formidable opponent 

of Mugabe.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/greek-protesters-reject-potential-accord-on-macedonia-s-name-1.3379749?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fgreek-protesters-reject-potential-accord-on-macedonia-s-name-1.3379749

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/macedonia-is-more-than-a-name-to-greece-1.3400271?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fmacedonia-is-more-
than-a-name-to-greece-1.3400271

Greece opposes "Macedonia" for two reasons: sentimentally, Macedonia was the power centre of Alexander the 
Great, whom Greeks regard as a Greek hero.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/putin-enjoys-decisive-victory-but-refuses-to-reveal-details-of-fourth-term-plans-1.3433068?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fputin-enjoys-decisive-victory-but-refuses-to-reveal-details-of-fourth-term-plans-1.3433068

For the Kremlin the "whole election campaign had been geared towards demonstrating the superiority of the main 
hero of the campaign, over the Russian political system, his omnipotence and his disproportional stature in the whole 

miserable political landscape," wrote Konstantin Gaaze, a political commentator at the Carnegie Moscow Center. 

INVENTION THE HERO IN MODERN MYTH MAKING
In Times of Intolerance

© Jackie Costa Ribeiro, August  2018.
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body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/house-of-representatives-committee-votes-to-make-public-democrat-memo-1.3381409?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Fus%2Fhouse-of-representatives-committee-votes-to-make-public-democrat-memo-1.3381409

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/bannon-predicts-turmoil-and-more-right-wing-populist-success-in-europe-1.3418309?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Fus%2Fbannon-predicts-turmoil-and-more-right-wing-populist-success-in-europe-1.3418309

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/pitch-battles-an-irishman-s-diary-about-an-ancient-tune-given-new-life-via-a-marriage-between-uilleann-pipes-and-orchestra-1.3402310?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fpitch-battles-an-irishman-s-diary-about-an-ancient-tune-given-new-life-via-a-marriage-between-uilleann-pipes-and-orchestra-1.3402310

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/mothers-schools-help-muslims-spot-potential-jihadis-at-home-1.3378003?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fmothers-schools-help-muslims-spot-potential-jihadis-at-home-1.3378003

Melanie - who changed her name when she came to Austria from Grozny a decade ago - said Chechnya's turmoil had 
uprooted its young people and made them susceptible to recruiters who offer them a sense of purpose, adventure 
and glory. "They got this idea from the wars in Chechnya that they can become a hero somewhere," she said after 

receiving her certificate as a Mothers School graduate.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/alcohol-brands-are-clever-enough-to-adapt-to-advertising-curbs-1.3397935?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Fmedia-
and-marketing%2Falcohol-brands-are-clever-enough-to-adapt-to-advertising-curbs-1.3397935

Existing boundaries are flirted with all the time. Sometimes there are knockbacks. Witness Budweiser's signing of 
Conor McGregor for its "Dream Big" ad, which was rejected by RTÉ and later banned by the Ad-vertising Standards 

Authority of Ireland on the basis that McGregor was a hero of the young. See also Dia-geo's experiments (since 
paused, after UK watchdog criticism) with Snapchat, the social media platform popular with under-18s.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/cheltenham-2018-final-triumph-crowns-golden-era-in-irish-racing-1.3430025?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fcheltenham-2018-
final-triumph-crowns-golden-era-in-irish-racing-1.3430025

https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/cheltenham-2018-final-triumph-crowns-golden-era-in-irish-racing-
1.3430025?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-

origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fcheltenham-2018-final-triumph-crowns-golden-
era-in-irish-racing-1.3430025

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/fashion/model-travellers-paddy-and-liam-the-clothes-are-nice-but-i-wouldn-t-wear-them-1.3419856?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Ffashion%2Fmodel-travellers-paddy-and-liam-the-clothes-are-nice-but-i-wouldn-t-wear-them-1.3419856

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/national-league/hoban-the-hero-for-dundalk-in-one-goal-thriller-1.3421596?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fnational-
league%2Fhoban-the-hero-for-dundalk-in-one-goal-thriller-1.3421596

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby/international/ireland-young-guns-grasp-chance-to-seize-moment-on-big-stage-1.3405090?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Frugby%2Finternational%2Fireland-young-guns-grasp-chance-to-seize-moment-on-big-stage-1.3405090

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby/international/grand-slam-breakdown-behind-the-scenes-of-ireland-s-triumph-1.3438485?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Frugby%2Finternational%2Fgrand-slam-breakdown-behind-the-scenes-of-ireland-s-triumph-1.3438485

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/when-dublin-lit-up-the-day-tolka-park-led-the-way-ahead-of-wembley-1.3413130?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fwhen-dublin-
lit-up-the-day-tolka-park-led-the-way-ahead-of-wembley-1.3413130

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/international/player-of-the-year-award-another-major-milestone-for-duffy-1.3435657?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Finternational%2Fplayer-of-the-year-award-another-major-milestone-for-duffy-1.3435657

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/sizing-john-ruled-out-of-defence-of-cheltenham-gold-cup-1.3420274?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fsizing-john-ruled-out-of-
defence-of-cheltenham-gold-cup-1.3420274

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby/belvedere-keep-on-keeping-on-to-claim-thrilling-win-over-st-michael-s-1.3418409?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Frugby%2Fbelvedere-
keep-on-keeping-on-to-claim-thrilling-win-over-st-michael-s-1.3418409

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby/pro14/unlucky-o-donnell-aiming-to-finish-season-on-a-high-with-munster-1.3434111?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Frugby%2Fpro14%2Funlucky-o-donnell-aiming-to-finish-season-on-a-high-with-munster-1.3434111

Injury denied Munster flanker Tommy O'Donnell the chance to be a Grand Slam hero with Ireland but he hopes that 
he can end the season with some silverware for his province. 

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/champions-league/conte-plays-cautious-but-chelsea-know-risk-may-bring-reward-1.3426187?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fchampions-league%2Fconte-plays-cautious-but-chelsea-know-risk-may-bring-reward-1.3426187

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/florida-shooting-my-beautiful-cousin-s-life-was-taken-by-a-f-king-lunatic-1.3393711?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Fus%2Fflorida-shooting-my-beautiful-cousin-s-life-was-taken-by-a-f-king-lunatic-1.3393711

"It is with Great sadness that our Football Family has learned about the death of Aaron Feis," it read. "He was our 
assistant football coach and security guard. He selflessly shielded students from the shooter when he was shot. He 

died a hero and he will forever be in our hearts and memories."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/gaelic-games/slaughtneil-claim-all-ireland-senior-club-camogie-title-against-sarsfields-1.3439742?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgaelic-
games%2Fslaughtneil-claim-all-ireland-senior-club-camogie-title-against-sarsfields-1.3439742

body 4 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/transport-and-tourism/inside-track-sorcha-o-grady-co-founder-of-truckscience-1.3504449?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Ftransport-and-
tourism%2Finside-track-sorcha-o-grady-co-founder-of-truckscience-1.3504449

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/within-my-lifetime-we-could-eradicate-cervical-cancer-with-the-hpv-vaccine-and-screening-1.3482984?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fhealth-family%2Fwithin-my-lifetime-we-could-eradicate-cervical-cancer-with-the-hpv-vaccine-and-screening-1.3482984

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/family-carers-are-a-hidden-army-of-exceptional-people-fulfilling-a-role-they-did-not-ask-for-1.3472753?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fhealth-family%2Ffamily-carers-are-a-hidden-army-of-exceptional-people-fulfilling-a-role-they-did-not-ask-for-1.3472753
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body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/film/right-now-speaking-as-an-american-we-are-lacking-compassion-1.3475103?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Ffilm%2Fright-now-speaking-as-
an-american-we-are-lacking-compassion-1.3475103

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/national-clean-sweep-most-visible-evidence-yet-of-irish-racing-s-golden-age-1.3462510?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fnational-
clean-sweep-most-visible-evidence-yet-of-irish-racing-s-golden-age-1.3462510

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/o-brien-looking-for-more-epsom-derby-back-up-to-saxon-warrior-1.3492340?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fo-brien-looking-for-
more-epsom-derby-back-up-to-saxon-warrior-1.3492340

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/special-tiara-faces-big-task-against-two-mile-champion-altior-at-sandown-1.3476549?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fspecial-tiara-
faces-big-task-against-two-mile-champion-altior-at-sandown-1.3476549

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/aidan-o-brien-s-classic-preparations-kick-into-gear-1.3461180?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Faidan-o-brien-s-classic-
preparations-kick-into-gear-1.3461180

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/mullins-and-elliott-to-dominate-fairyhouse-s-easter-festival-1.3445823?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fmullins-and-elliott-to-
dominate-fairyhouse-s-easter-festival-1.3445823

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/faugheen-bursts-out-of-last-chance-saloon-with-epic-victory-1.3475738?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Ffaugheen-bursts-out-of-
last-chance-saloon-with-epic-victory-1.3475738

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/saxon-warrior-set-to-deliver-seventh-epsom-derby-success-for-o-brien-1.3511525?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fsaxon-warrior-
set-to-deliver-seventh-epsom-derby-success-for-o-brien-1.3511525

He won the 2016 Epsom Derby

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/mullins-has-it-all-to-do-to-retain-trainers-championship-1.3449562?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fmullins-has-it-all-to-do-to-
retain-trainers-championship-1.3449562

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/weld-says-mendelssohn-has-wonderful-chance-to-win-kentucky-derby-1.3480528?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fweld-says-
mendelssohn-has-wonderful-chance-to-win-kentucky-derby-1.3480528

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/mullins-throws-magnificent-seven-at-grade-one-feature-at-punchestown-1.3474058?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Fmullins-
throws-magnificent-seven-at-grade-one-feature-at-punchestown-1.3474058

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/top-rated-mendelssohn-installed-as-favourite-for-kentucky-derby-1.3449490?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Ftop-rated-
mendelssohn-installed-as-favourite-for-kentucky-derby-1.3449490

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/total-recall-s-gold-cup-fall-not-a-factor-as-national-beckons-1.3457262?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Ftotal-recall-s-gold-cup-fall-
not-a-factor-as-national-beckons-1.3457262

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/an-irishman-s-diary/playing-ducks-and-drakes-an-irishman-s-diary-about-some-unexpected-guests-1.3488271?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fan-irishman-s-diary%2Fplaying-ducks-and-drakes-an-irishman-s-diary-about-some-unexpected-guests-1.3488271

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAqWC3Cpny8; Readers may have seen a YouTube video from the US some 
years ago in which a duck hatched on the balcony of a city building, and then flew to the ground. The chicks threw 

themselves off the ledge in quick succession while a hero banker (it was 2008, when bankers needed good publicity) 
caught each one. Then the family marched off through the streets, with a police escort.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/music/michael-morpurgo-my-first-impressions-of-the-world-were-of-a-bombed-place-1.3496209

Although his uncle rarely told the story himself - "he saw himself first and foremost as an educator, not a war hero" - 
Morpurgo was always fascinated by Francis's previous life. In the Mouth of the Wolf is the epic, true story of Michael 

Morpurgo’s uncles during World War Two. The book will feature 100 pieces of artwork from Barroux, including 
illustrations inspired by Morpurgo’s family photographs. It is an incredible true story of courage and love during World 

War II.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/author-of-the-right-stuff-and-eccentric-doyen-of-new-journalism-1.3500195?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Fpeople%2Fauthor-of-the-right-stuff-and-eccentric-doyen-of-new-journalism-1.3500195

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/bosnia-divided-over-war-crimes-charges-against-muslim-general-1.3479336?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fbosnia-divided-over-war-crimes-charges-against-muslim-general-1.3479336

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/martin-sorrell-it-s-all-going-sour-for-the-elder-lemon-of-advertising-1.3457417?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Fmedia-and-marketing%2Fmartin-sorrell-it-s-all-going-sour-for-the-elder-lemon-of-advertising-1.3457417

body 3 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/agribusiness-and-food/inside-track-ania-szewczyk-chef-and-fitness-trainer-1.3457216?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Fagribusiness-and-
food%2Finside-track-ania-szewczyk-chef-and-fitness-trainer-1.3457216

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/heritage/remembering-herbert-simms-the-man-who-rebuilt-dublin-1.3447370?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fheritage%2Fremembering-
herbert-simms-the-man-who-rebuilt-dublin-1.3447370

s credited with designing 17,000 dwellings in Dublin and helping transform the city in the 1930s

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/agribusiness-and-food/inside-track-maud-black-of-black-s-brewery-and-distillery-kinsale-1.3489129?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Fagribusiness-and-food%2Finside-track-maud-black-of-black-s-brewery-and-distillery-kinsale-1.3489129

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/music/balinese-ceremonial-music-by-thomas-bartlett-nico-muhly-slow-burning-beauty-1.3498829?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fmusic%2Fbalinese-ceremonial-music-by-thomas-bartlett-nico-muhly-slow-burning-beauty-1.3498829

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/film/a-fistful-of-dollars-see-my-mule-don-t-like-people-laughing-1.3458069

body 1 https://www.pressreader.com/ireland/the-irish-times-friday-the-ticket/20180512/281505046859208

Addicted to Love by Robert Palmer (1986) "I'm worried about the representation of women in rock music," said Robert 
Palmer, his craggy rock-star face downcast, as he swirled a glass of fine brandy in his sad rock-star hand. "We need 

more diversity."
"If it's not too anachronistic to say this, I think that's very 'woke' of you sir," said Robert Palmer's butler, Buttles. 

"What do you have in mind?"
"Well, I was thinking of creating a music video called Addicted to Love in which I'll be surrounded by identical short-

skirted models in black, joylessly gyrating and pretending to be my band."
Buttles paused for a moment before shaking his head in wonder. "I think what you're addicted to, sir, is ac-tually 

amazing ideas!"
"Thanks Buttles. Gather some babes, then give 'feminism' a call and tell it there's a new hero in town."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/motors/honda-civic-type-r-a-road-warrior-that-s-fit-for-the-kiddies-1.3444575?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fmotors%2Fhonda-
civic-type-r-a-road-warrior-that-s-fit-for-the-kiddies-1.3444575

But look, children, Mr Diesel is going to buy a new car, and he wants something that his children can fit in too, but it 
still has to be quick and fast and a bit loud and scary if it's to meet the needs of the homoge-nous masculine urges 

that all men feel. Bless them. Look, he's talking to the nice sales person who didn't think at all that a Hollywood action 
hero was going to come in through the doors looking to buy a car. I'm not sure that setting off a massive explosion in 

the car park was necessary, but weren't the colours pretty, children?

body 1 https://www.pressreader.com/ireland/the-irish-times-friday-the-ticket/20180519/282046212752996

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/stage/gig-of-the-week-kilkenny-cat-laughs-new-routes-to-the-punchline-1.3505715?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fstage%2Fgig-of-the-week-
kilkenny-cat-laughs-new-routes-to-the-punchline-1.3505715

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/film/the-hurricane-heist-a-force-10-disaster-with-notions-1.3451457?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Ffilm%2Fthe-hurricane-heist-a-force-10-
disaster-with-notions-1.3451457

fictional hero, movie The Hurricane Heist: A force- 10 disaster with notions
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body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/food-and-drink/why-do-onions-make-us-cry-1.3454642?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Ffood-and-drink%2Fwhy-do-onions-make-
us-cry-1.3454642

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/crime-and-law/courts/circuit-court/sex-abuser-targeted-girls-neglected-by-their-mother-1.3494981?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fcrime-and-
law%2Fcourts%2Fcircuit-court%2Fsex-abuser-targeted-girls-neglected-by-their-mother-1.3494981

She said she thought he was her "hero" and then could not believe what he did to her at night. She said she lived in 
denial for a long time. She said the 12-week trial was extremely traumatic. "There was no chance of me ever coming 

out of this unscathed."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/brian-boyd-pathological-incel-misogyny-and-myth-of-male-oppression-1.3475388?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fbrian-boyd-pathological-
incel-misogyny-and-myth-of-male-oppression-1.3475388

"Involuntary Celibate" - Minutes before Alek Minassian - the man charged with killing 10 people in Toronto on 
Monday by driving a van into them - launched his alleged attack, he posted on his Facebook page "The Incel Rebellion 

has al-ready begun. We will overthrow the Chads and Stacys. All hail the Supreme Gentleman Elliot Rodger."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/our-hospitals-are-a-disgrace-we-are-letting-down-our-doctors-nurses-and-whole-society-1.3455475?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fhealth-family%2Four-hospitals-are-a-disgrace-we-are-letting-down-our-doctors-nurses-and-whole-society-1.3455475

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/i-wanted-to-make-sure-no-one-else-would-have-to-wait-nine-years-for-a-diagnosis-1.3441878?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-
and-style%2Fhealth-family%2Fi-wanted-to-make-sure-no-one-else-would-have-to-wait-nine-years-for-a-diagnosis-1.3441878

We asked the "Health Hero" a few questions about how she keeps going.

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/children-s-books-a-round-up-of-the-best-1.3467353?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fchildren-s-books-a-round-up-of-the-best-
1.3467353

In North American folklore, Bigfoot or Sasquatch is a hairy, upright-walking, ape-like being who reportedly dwells in 
the wilderness and leaves behind large footprints

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/catholic-boy-review-author-s-own-sense-of-belfast-shines-through-short-stories-1.3484122?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fcatholic-boy-review-author-s-own-sense-of-belfast-shines-through-short-stories-1.3484122

Rosemary Jenkinson's narrator describes a late-night meeting in Belfast with the ageing, ailing "working-class hero" 
Hurricane Higgins in Revival , the first story in her third collection, Catholic Boy .

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/working-titles-authors-who-take-on-the-9-to-5-1.3447323?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fworking-titles-authors-who-take-
on-the-9-to-5-1.3447323

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/the-well-review-confirms-irish-literary-journals-are-in-good-health-1.3451840?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fthe-well-
review-confirms-irish-literary-journals-are-in-good-health-1.3451840

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/books/jo-nesb%C3%B8-s-macbeth-lacks-the-nihilistic-thrill-of-shakespeare-s-original-1.3445682?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fbooks%2Fjo-
nesb%25C3%25B8-s-macbeth-lacks-the-nihilistic-thrill-of-shakespeare-s-original-1.3445682

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/film/ready-player-one-author-ernest-cline-living-the-vr-dream-in-real-life-1.3442153?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Ffilm%2Fready-player-one-
author-ernest-cline-living-the-vr-dream-in-real-life-1.3442153

body 1 https://www.pressreader.com/ireland/the-irish-times-friday-the-ticket/20180519/282063392622180

"Sirens" by Joseph Knox is the edgy, debut crime novel in the Detective Constable Aidan Waits series and a cracking 
thriller it is too! Piece of the article: "Joseph Knox's glittering, delirious noir debut, Sirens, introduced us to 

Manchester-based Detective Aidan Waits, a hard-boiled hero with a dark past, a dubious future and the sensibility of a 
doomed poet."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/what-s-making-you-happy-bluebells-black-cats-and-wonder-woman-knickers-1.3497946?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Fpeople%2Fwhat-s-making-you-happy-bluebells-black-cats-and-wonder-woman-knickers-1.3497946

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/media-and-marketing/in-life-and-advertising-bbdo-dublin-boss-finds-beautiful-balance-1.3473682?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Fmedia-
and-marketing%2Fin-life-and-advertising-bbdo-dublin-boss-finds-beautiful-balance-1.3473682

Piece of the article: With the shoot postponed thanks to the Beast from the East, he had been "panicking" about the 
weather all week, but he's been assured by pictorial evidence that the team have been blessed with "almost perfect 
light" to film in. It is an exciting time for advertising, with some old certainties ceasing to be. Television, once the de 

facto "hero" medium of brand campaigns, is increasingly obliged to concede that lead to digi-tal possibilities.

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/food-and-drink/five-10-25-years-the-three-ages-of-a-restaurant-1.3463256?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Ffood-and-drink%2Ffive-
10-25-years-the-three-ages-of-a-restaurant-1.3463256

"They're very proud of it," Bohan says. "This year we are trying to make the veg the hero on the plate." The real 
heroes are the couple themselves, who plan to run educational events in the polytunnel, sharing their experience with 

schoolchildren, chefs and anyone keen to grow their own. 

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/saving-a-life-can-be-easy-just-ask-my-organ-donor-brother-1.3433951?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-style%2Fhealth-
family%2Fsaving-a-life-can-be-easy-just-ask-my-organ-donor-brother-1.3433951

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/us/gunman-kills-at-least-four-at-nashville-restaurant-1.3470106?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Fus%2Fgunman-kills-at-least-four-
at-nashville-restaurant-1.3470106

James Shaw Jr. is an American man known for disarming a gunman armed with an AR-15 style rifle during the Nashville 
Waffle House shooting in Antioch, Tennessee and saving lives as a result. Wikipedia Awards: BET Humanitarian Award

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/transport-and-tourism/i-ve-great-time-for-people-who-work-in-the-hotel-business-1.3481570?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Ftransport-
and-tourism%2Fi-ve-great-time-for-people-who-work-in-the-hotel-business-1.3481570

"She was the hero," he says. "It sounds like a bit of a cliché but we were brought up to try and do the right thing and 
to be respectful and have manners and to treat people well but also to stand up for yourself. When I was showing 

promise academically as a young fella, my parents just supported me 100 per cent and they helped me in a practical 
way to get to where I got to."

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/health-family/my-proudest-achievement-is-being-able-to-help-care-for-my-sister-1.3460789?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Fhealth-family%2Fmy-proudest-achievement-is-being-able-to-help-care-for-my-sister-1.3460789

The teenager, who also monitors her sister's breathing machine, won Young Carer of the Year in 2016 and is most 
definitely a health hero. 

body 4 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/tv-radio-web/donald-clarke-roseanne-is-the-latest-cudgel-in-the-brutal-culture-wars-1.3450070?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Ftv-radio-
web%2Fdonald-clarke-roseanne-is-the-latest-cudgel-in-the-brutal-culture-wars-1.3450070

Jeff Jarvis at Buzzmachine was running at a higher temperature. Like Gay, the former TV critic was unsure about the 
treatment of Roseanne's black granddaughter. "An innocent, young, African-American actor is hired   even if, in real 

life, Roseanne Barr is not above attacking the children of Parkland," he writes. But that's not Barr in the scene. That's 
Conner. "Then, of course, there is the child of fluid gender definition who is also tolerated by the Conner family, 

nevermind [sic] that their hero, Trump, keeps trying to kick transgender patriots out of the US military," he continues. 
But hang on another moment. Trump is not the hero of "the Conner family". He is a hero of Roseanne alone. The 

boy's mother, Darlene, is played by the eminently sensible Sara Gilbert. Why aren't we discussing her politics?

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/economy/xi-jinping-to-outline-economic-reforms-amid-trade-tension-1.3454839?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fbusiness%2Feconomy%2Fxi-jinping-to-
outline-economic-reforms-amid-trade-tension-1.3454839

body 1 not available

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/asia-pacific/timor-leste-hero-xanana-gusm%C3%A3o-heads-back-into-power-1.3494894?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Fasia-
pacific%2Ftimor-leste-hero-xanana-gusm%25C3%25A3o-heads-back-into-power-1.3494894

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/letters/prince-harry-s-irish-ancestors-1.3508499?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fletters%2Fprince-harry-s-irish-ancestors-1.3508499
Patrick Sarsfield was an Irish Jacobite leader who ambushed and destroyed Williamite artillery in Ballyneety, Limerick 

in August 1690 during the Jacobite-Williamite war and prevented Limerick city from being besieged.

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/heritage/cape-crusader-an-irishman-s-diary-about-the-writer-wg-dowsley-1.3492076

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/opinion/women-war-and-revolution-an-irishwoman-s-diary-on-sarah-mellows-and-julia-morrissey-1.3463685?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fopinion%2Fwomen-
war-and-revolution-an-irishwoman-s-diary-on-sarah-mellows-and-julia-morrissey-1.3463685

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/golf/war-murder-and-an-incorrect-scorecard-the-story-of-the-1968-us-masters-1.3444182?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgolf%2Fwar-murder-
and-an-incorrect-scorecard-the-story-of-the-1968-us-masters-1.3444182

Dr King had been buried in Atlanta just two days before the Masters started, the war in Vietnam raged on and the 
subdued galleries - who MacWeeney reported had paid "a tidy twenty dollars for their four-day tickets" - would not 
have the golfing darling of Palmer to provide the thrills over the weekend. Another hero was needed. Step forward 

Roberto De Vicenzo.
body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/english-soccer/david-wagner-signs-three-year-deal-to-remain-at-huddersfield-1.3513642

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/kielys-of-donnybrook-could-be-lost-forever-or-worse-turned-into-a-hipster-caf%C3%A9-1.3471304?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Fpeople%2Fkielys-of-donnybrook-could-be-lost-forever-or-worse-turned-into-a-hipster-caf%25C3%25A9-1.3471304

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/champions-league/spanish-press-reaction-liverpool-will-be-crushed-by-real-s-legend-1.3483027?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fchampions-league%2Fspanish-press-reaction-liverpool-will-be-crushed-by-real-s-legend-1.3483027
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body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/other-sports/riste%C3%A1rd-cooper-harking-back-to-when-i-was-snooker-loopy-1.3482695?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fother-
sports%2Friste%25C3%25A1rd-cooper-harking-back-to-when-i-was-snooker-loopy-1.3482695

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/golf/gary-mcdermott-back-for-another-crack-at-west-of-ireland-glory-1.3444878?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgolf%2Fgary-mcdermott-back-for-
another-crack-at-west-of-ireland-glory-1.3444878

body 1 https://www.pressreader.com/ireland/the-irish-times/20180528/282673277995406
body 1 not available

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/women-firmly-centre-stage-as-mayo-bow-to-beast-from-the-east-1.3486298?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fwomen-firmly-centre-stage-as-mayo-
bow-to-beast-from-the-east-1.3486298

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/gambles-on-both-sides-in-steven-gerrard-s-rangers-appointment-1.3484399?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fgambles-on-both-
sides-in-steven-gerrard-s-rangers-appointment-1.3484399

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/real-shame-as-buffon-plays-the-buffoon-at-the-bernab%C3%A9u-1.3461062?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Freal-shame-as-buffon-plays-the-
buffoon-at-the-bernab%25C3%25A9u-1.3461062

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby/european-cup/johnny-sexton-text-put-stuart-lancaster-on-path-to-redemption-1.3489624?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Frugby%2Feuropean-cup%2Fjohnny-sexton-text-put-stuart-lancaster-on-path-to-redemption-1.3489624

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby/rugby-statistics-cooney-s-figures-still-stand-up-to-scrutiny-1.3481806?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Frugby%2Frugby-statistics-cooney-s-
figures-still-stand-up-to-scrutiny-1.3481806

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/gaelic-games/hurling/o-donnell-stays-in-clare-s-plans-despite-harvard-scholarship-1.3481840?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgaelic-
games%2Fhurling%2Fo-donnell-stays-in-clare-s-plans-despite-harvard-scholarship-1.3481840

body 1 not available

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/english-soccer/late-intervention-from-jesus-sees-man-city-reach-100-points-1.3493752?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fenglish-
soccer%2Flate-intervention-from-jesus-sees-man-city-reach-100-points-1.3493752

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/golf/jon-rahm-confirms-he-will-defend-his-irish-open-title-1.3442071?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgolf%2Fjon-rahm-confirms-he-will-defend-
his-irish-open-title-1.3442071

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/other-sports/boxing-high-on-trump-s-agenda-after-a-phonecall-from-rocky-1.3481307?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fother-sports%2Fboxing-
high-on-trump-s-agenda-after-a-phonecall-from-rocky-1.3481307

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/rugby/european-cup/determined-scott-fardy-fully-focused-on-taking-final-step-1.3464979?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Frugby%2Feuropean-
cup%2Fdetermined-scott-fardy-fully-focused-on-taking-final-step-1.3464979

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/gaelic-games/gaelic-football/conor-devaney-keeping-flag-flying-for-roscommon-s-class-of-2006-1.3443191?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgaelic-
games%2Fgaelic-football%2Fconor-devaney-keeping-flag-flying-for-roscommon-s-class-of-2006-1.3443191

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/english-soccer/claiming-fa-cup-would-offer-a-triumphant-exit-for-antonio-conte-1.3500656

body 3 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/other-sports/joanne-o-riordan-inspirational-stories-from-the-nfl-draft-1.3481781?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fother-sports%2Fjoanne-o-
riordan-inspirational-stories-from-the-nfl-draft-1.3481781

They overcame disabilities. Superhero "I still remember that awful stomach tightness you get when you see something 
tragic happen. Shazier was not supposed to be that guy, who all of a sudden acquires such a debilitating disability that 
he was no longer able to walk, run, play with his child and instead becomes a wheelchair user. There's that idea that 
players and athletes are superheroes. They can overcome anything at all." / Shazier shows you what football or any 

sport can do to you. But he proves my point about being a super-hero. He overcame everything and what a moment it 
was to see him work his way back to everything he once knew in his life before. / The only possible way that moment 
could be topped was if some other hero emerged from the darkness, like in a Marvel movie, and saved the day. Enter 

Shaquem Griffin. 

body 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/gaelic-games/gaelic-football/catriona-murray-inspires-wexford-to-division-three-title-1.3487075?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgaelic-
games%2Fgaelic-football%2Fcatriona-murray-inspires-wexford-to-division-three-title-1.3487075

Hat-trick star Catriona Murray was the hero for Wexford at they stormed toa 3-10 to 1-12 NFL Division Three final win 
over Meath yesterday 

body 3 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/ars%C3%A8ne-wenger-not-the-only-legend-to-leave-arsenal-1.3497744?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fars%25C3%25A8ne-wenger-not-the-only-
legend-to-leave-arsenal-1.3497744

body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/rhododendron-set-to-lead-o-brien-bid-for-lockinge-stakes-at-newbury-1.3500528

headline 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/culture/music/estonian-choir-shows-its-choral-pedigree-at-the-national-concert-hall-1.3380882?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fculture%2Fmusic%2Festonian-
choir-shows-its-choral-pedigree-at-the-national-concert-hall-1.3380882

headline 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/champions-league/justice-has-nothing-to-do-with-it-as-anti-hero-ramos-has-the-last-laugh-1.3510653?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fchampions-league%2Fjustice-has-nothing-to-do-with-it-as-anti-hero-ramos-has-the-last-laugh-1.3510653

headline 1 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/english-soccer/harry-kane-the-hero-as-spurs-leave-it-late-against-crystal-palace-1.3404931?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fenglish-soccer%2Fharry-kane-the-hero-as-spurs-leave-it-late-against-crystal-palace-1.3404931

headline 1 not available

headline+body 3 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/racing/footpad-will-miss-fairyhouse-gold-cup-to-run-at-aintree-1.3442159?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fracing%2Ffootpad-will-miss-fairyhouse-
gold-cup-to-run-at-aintree-1.3442159

headline+body 3 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/ukrainian-war-hero-held-over-alleged-russian-backed-coup-plot-1.3436742?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Feurope%2Fukrainian-war-hero-held-over-alleged-russian-backed-coup-plot-1.3436742

Ms Savchenko brandished her "Hero of Ukraine" medal in parliament yesterday, before warning deputies that the 
nation would sweep them away unless they implemented the major reforms that people demanded in a 2014 

revolution.

headline+body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/ireland/irish-news/sam-smyth-big-tom-shy-but-always-polite-let-his-songs-do-the-talking-1.3464787?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fireland%2Firish-news%2Fsam-smyth-big-tom-shy-but-always-polite-let-his-songs-do-the-talking-1.3464787

headline+body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/life-and-style/people/johnny-sexton-was-basically-saying-i-m-leinster-and-ireland-s-unsung-hero-1.3495847?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Flife-and-
style%2Fpeople%2Fjohnny-sexton-was-basically-saying-i-m-leinster-and-ireland-s-unsung-hero-1.3495847

headline+body 4 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/europe/malian-who-scaled-building-to-rescue-child-will-get-french-citizenship-1.3511061

headline+body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/news/world/toronto-police-officer-praised-for-arresting-suspect-without-firing-shot-1.3473071?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fnews%2Fworld%2Ftoronto-police-
officer-praised-for-arresting-suspect-without-firing-shot-1.3473071

headline+body 8 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/soccer/english-soccer/bravery-and-goodness-harry-gregg-the-reluctant-hero-of-munich-1.3378025?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-
origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fsoccer%2Fenglish-soccer%2Fbravery-and-goodness-harry-gregg-the-reluctant-hero-of-munich-1.3378025

Gregg knows the facts. He was there. What we know is that in the midst of the disaster he went back into the 
wreckage of the plane and rescued four people - Verena Lukic and her baby Vesna, and teammates Bobby Charlton 

and Dennis Viollet. That's why he is the hero even if he doesn't want to be. That's why George Best wrote in the 
foreword to Harry's Game: "Harry, you're my hero - and I mean that."

headline+body 2 https://www.irishtimes.com/sport/gaelic-games/gaelic-football/wicklow-record-first-win-since-2013-to-set-up-dublin-clash-1.3493859?mode=sample&auth-failed=1&pw-origin=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irishtimes.com%2Fsport%2Fgaelic-
games%2Fgaelic-football%2Fwicklow-record-first-win-since-2013-to-set-up-dublin-clash-1.3493859
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Newspaper Type of Newspaper Country Headline Date Day Section Page

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Genius who defied docs and ahead of his 15/03/2018 Thursday 14

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Come on Over! Invitation a hot ticket 03/02/2018 Saturday Sport 48
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland ELLIOTT VALUES VICTORY 16/04/2018 Monday Sport 60
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Mullins’ BobbyJo chance 24/02/2018 Saturday Sport 36
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland News Travels Fast 24/02/2018 Saturday Sport 47
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Top dog is a blood hound 29/05/2018 Tuesday 26
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland LET’S DOU IT 02/04/2018 Monday Sport 38
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland ROB’S RIDE A GREAT MOUNT 04/04/2018 Wednesday Sport 50
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland The killing machine they called Lady Death 10/02/2018 Saturday 24
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Daniel fan’s high life in the sun 10/05/2018 Thursday 5
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland He’ll get Hero’s welcome 02/05/2018 Wednesday 21
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland JUST-INK BIEBER… 06/04/2018 Friday 20
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Barry ‘can just retire’ over Leo 04/03/2018 Tuesday 21

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland My Old man is no wife beater 08/03/2018 Thursday 13

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Hugh’s Actually a hero… 13/02/2018 Tuesday 25
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Every Little helps 30/03/2018 Friday 21
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland ROLE MODEL! 06/03/2018 Tuesday Lifestyle ShowBiz 35

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland
TV talent show teen is battling a tumour IGT HERO IS PART OF HER 

MOTHER’S DANCE TROUPE
09/02/2018 Friday 3

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Tot born at roadside after mum stranded 02/03/2018 Friday 3

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland QUIZ OF THE WEEK 01/05/2018 Tuesday 22
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Bluff 31/05/2018 Thursday 4

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland IN DEMAND: Alicia with her Oscar 15/03/2018 Thursday 24

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland FIREMAN IS HERO AT HOME TOO 03/04/2018 Tuesday 22
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland JUST DO KNIT! 15/03/2018 Thursday Lifestyle Fashion 52
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland AHEAD OF THE CURVE 05/03/2018 Monday Lifestyle Fashion 44

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Groomed for Success 23/05/2018 Wednesday Lifestyle Beauty 41
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Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland River Rescue Hero was on Charity walk 14/05/2018 Monday Second Page 2
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Family’s pain over murder 16/04/2018 Monday 4
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland France honours ‘superhero’ 29/05/2018 Tuesday 12

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Dad’s numbers win €40K - four months after he died 11/04/2018 Wednesday 3

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland
MAN QUIZZED OVER 3 BLAZE DEATHS Family killed as hero neighbours 

tried to save them from flames 
28/02/2018 Wednesday Front Page 0

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland ‘Top Gun’ pilot hailed as a hero 19/04/2018 Thursday Front Page 0

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland ‘HERO’ GIRL’S €10M PAYOUT 07/03/2018 Wednesday 6
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Star sign 04/04/2018 Wednesday 45
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland THE KING OF COUNTRY’ 18/04/2018 Wednesday Front Page 0
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Garda Murder Donohoe suspect goes on the run 11/05/2018 Friday 8
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Heroic garda’s crash rescue 11/05/2018 Friday 22
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Probe Breakthrough Suspect Held Over Adrian Murder 25/02/2018 Monday Front Page 0

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland
CHARGED WITH ADRIAN MURDER Wife of slain hero cop in court to see 

accused
05/03/2018 Monday Front Page 0

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland EVIL COWARD Sicko shot hero  in back 24/04/2018 Tuesday Front Page 0
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Choking tot’s life saved by hero cops 10/04/2018 Tuesday 4

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Do we need a full-time President? 09/04/2018 Monday 14

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Historic tower reopens at Glasnevin cemetery 14/04/2018 Saturday 16
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Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Election win 14/03/2018 Wednesday 49
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland GOLDEN TRIBUTE TO MICHAEL COLLINS 12/05/2018 Saturday ads
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Hero Johnny's French Kiss 05/02/2018 Monday Front Page 0

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Boston Boost for Banner O'Donnel will be back for 2019 Championship 03/05/2018 Thursday Sport 47

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Hernandez dents Chelsea’s Euro hopes 09/04/2018 Monday Sport 29
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland I’m not sad ahead of my final game ...50 years isn’t a bad run 11/05/2018 Friday 23
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland I saw poorest of poor sleeping in rubbish... DUBS HERO MACAULEY 11/05/2018 Friday 24

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Miss Could be vital in drop fight 12/02/2018 Monday Sport 31

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Murray seals Reds victory 14/04/2018 Saturday Sport 74

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland
WHY MEGHAN IS IMPORTANT Future princess is rewriting rules, breaking 

stereotypes
18/05/2018 Friday Moira Hannon 17

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland For improvement for LUKAKU 18/05/2018 Friday Sport 55
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland STANDING 24/02/2018 Saturday Sport 53
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Beautiful Game 24/02/2018 Saturday Sport 73
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Foxes trail goes cold for Huth 24/02/2018 Saturday Sport 75
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland PARTY IS OVER FOR MARTY 26/02/2018 Monday 3
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland OUR HERO  their ‘Golden Boy’ to shoot down Real 26/05/2018 Saturday
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Wicklow so unlikely to trouble the champs 26/05/2018 Saturday Sport 29
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland HIS LUCK! 26/02/2018 Monday 73
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland DARK LORD Madrid skipper Ramos has lots of previous 28/05/2018 Monday Sport 52
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Philly’s €5K charity boost 29/05/2018 Tuesday 22

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland The Rebel County has become the country’s new capital of football 30/03/2018 Friday Sport 29

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Scrum honour for ace Tadhg 31/03/2018 Thursday 22

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland McCarthy deserves respect 31/03/2018 Saturday 31
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A B C D E F G H
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland DIEHARDS ...WITH A VENGEANCE 05/03/2018 Monday Sport 63
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland GALWAY HERO WHELAN CAN’T WAIT FOR OPENER 01/05/2018 Tuesday Sport 48
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland ORIEL SPARK! 01/03/2018 Thursday Sport 50
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland THE BANNER 02/03/2018 Friday Sport 38

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland ANSWERING THE CAUL 02/03/2018 Friday Sport 40

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Blues chief Conte is playing with fire 02/02/2108 Friday Sport 59
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland THE BOY DAN GOOD 02/04/2018 Monday Sport 66
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland LEINSTER DEREK FOLEY’S RATINGS 02/04/2018 Monday Sport 67
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland GO-ING PLACES! 04/04/2018 Wednesday Sport 54
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Riyad: Late leveller was for the fans 05/03/2018 Monday Sport 28
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland JUVE BLOWN IT NAPOLI! Roma slip may be very costly 05/03/2018 Monday Sport 35
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland True Blue Butch was real gent 05/04/2018 Thursday Sport 50
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Amazed 05/03/2018 Monday Sport 54
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Brilliant 05/04/2018 Thursday Sport 55
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland MASTER’ PLAN 06/04/2018 Friday Sport 29
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland HIS COUNTY CAN WRITE A GREAT NEW CHAPTER 06/03/2018 Tuesday Sport 47
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland LEAGUE OF IRELAND 06/04/2018 Friday Sport 58
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Maradona’s hand pass 07/04/2018 Saturday Sport 16
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland IRISH HERO IS PLEASED 07/02/2018 Wednesday Sport 46

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland McGregor’s WWE-style antics barely believable 07/04/2018 Saturday Sport 55

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland MAHREZ SAGA IS A SIGN OF THE TIMES 08/02/2018 Thursday Sport 54

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland CULT HERO 09/02/2018 Friday Sport 30
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland CAMPBELL WORKS WITH HIS CHILDHOOD HERO 09/02/2018 Friday 36
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland BYRNE OUT... 16/02/2018 Friday 3

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland INNOCENT LIVES STOLEN 16/02/2018 Friday 10
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Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland CONTE: I AM STILL A HERO 19/05/2018 Saturday Sport 85

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Irish Egyptians back 26/05/2018 Saturday 2

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland A TREAT’ FOR FANS AS FREES DECIDE RESULT 20/03/2018 Tuesday Sport 47

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland MUS’ A HAPPY BHOY Charly hoping to follow Ronaldo 08/02/2018 Thursday Sport 50

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Kenny looks to end City’s trophy run 10/02/2018 Saturday Sport 70

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland UFC Hand Till Thompson Test 30/03/2018 Friday Sport 53

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Dead' Sorry to Beckham 11/05/2018 Friday 28
Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland EPIC HIT Black Panther is joyous triumph 09/02/2018 Friday 41

Irish Daily Star Tabloid Ireland Cult Hero 30/03/2018 Friday Sport 30
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Hero's Name Type of Hero General Type of Hero Gender Where the word hero is found

Stephen Hawking 
an English theoretical physicist, cosmologist, and author, who was 
director of research at the Centre for Theoretical Cosmology at the 

University of Cambridge at the time of his death
academic man body

Sizing John Horse animal animal body
Elliott Horse animal animal body 

Hedgehunter Horse animal animal body
Clonbrien Dog race animal animal body 

Klancie Dog animal animal body
Edwulf Horse animal animal body

Raz De Maree Horse animal animal body
Lyudmila Pavlichenko Soviet sniper in the Red Army during World War II army woman body

Daniel O’Donnell Irish singer celebrity man body
Enrique Iglesias Spanish singer celebrity man headline+body

Justin Bieber Canadian singer celebrity man body
Leonard DiCaprio American actor celebrity man body

Gary Oldman an English actor and filmmaker celebrity man body

Hugh Grant; Renée Zellweger English actor; American actress celebrity man and woman headline+body
Band Little Steven American musicians celebrity men body

Ashley Graham an American model celebrity woman body

Nell Sargent Dancer; teen who was diagnosed with an inoperable brain tumour celebrity woman headline

Martin Gorry; Derry O’Toole paramedics doctors men body

Flik Fictional character Ant fictional hero animal body
Sherlock Holmes Fictional private detective fictional hero man body

Lara Croft
Fictional character and the main protagonist of the video game 

franchise Tomb Raider
fictional hero woman body

Ger Dolan Fireman from Galway police man body
The plait detail jumper Heatons’ Spring Haze collection object object body

Striped shirt dress Clothes of Evans Spring/Summer ‘18 collection. object object body

Shaving Stick Product Nivea Men object product body
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Jamie Rennicks An off-duty volunteer ordinary person man headline+body

Martin O’Rourke Homeless man ordinary person man body
Mamoudoou Gassama Ordinary person - Ilegal Immigration ordinary person man headline+body

Jimmy Walsh Cork man, who helped his family won the Lotto 4 months after he died ordinary person men body

neighbours in Derrylin Ordinary people ordinary person men and women headline

Tammie Jo Shults An American commercial airline captain and retired naval aviator ordinary person woman headline+body

Rachel Gallagher 11-year-old girl ordinary person woman headline+body
Gemini star sign other star sign people body

Castleblayney town in County Monaghan, Ireland place place body
Adrian Donohoe Detective Garda police man body

Garda Paul Norton Garda police man headline+body
Adrian Donohoe Detective Garda police man body

Adrian Donohoe Detective Garda police man headline

Garda Tony Golden  an officer of the Garda Síochána police man body
Garda Patrick McCormack; Gda Ken Butler Gardai police men headline+body

Michael D Higgins
an Irish politician who has served as the 9th President of Ireland since 

November 2011
politician man body

Daniel O’Connell
Irish hero (The Liberator or The Emancipator, was an Irish political 

leader in the first half of the 19th century)
politician man body
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Vladimir Putin Russian President politician man body
Michael Collins an Irish revolutionary revolutionary man body

Jonathan Sexton "Johnny" Irish rugby player sportsperson man headline

Shane O'Donnell an Irish hurler sportsperson man body 

Ray Wilkins an English football player and coach sportsperson man body
John Motson "Motty" Retired English football commentator Cut hero sportsperson man body

Michael Darragh Macauley Irish Gaelic Footballer sportsperson man headline+body

Charlie Adam Scottish professional footballer sportsperson man body

Conor Murray Irish rugby union player sportsperson man body

Paul McGrath an Irish former footballer sportsperson man body

Romelu Lukaku Belgian professional footballer sportsperson man body
Peter Schmeichel Danish former professional footballer sportsperson man body

Neil Warnock an English football manager sportsperson man body
Robert Huth German professional footballer sportsperson man body 

Robert "Rob" Heffernan Irish race walker sportsperson man body
Mohamed Salah Egyptian professional footballer sportsperson man body

Michael Fitzsimons an Irish Gaelic footballer sportsperson man body
Jacob Stockdale Irish rugby player sportsperson man body

Sergio Ramos  (anti-hero) Spanish footballer sportsperson man body
Philly McMahon Irish Gaelic football sportsperson man body

Denis Irwin Irish former professional player sportsperson man body

Tadhg Furlong an Irish rugby union player sportsperson man body

Mick McCarthy; Gianni Infantino
professional football manager; President of Fédération Internationale 

de Football Association
sportsperson man body
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Lewis Dunk English professional footballer sportsperson man body

Conor Whelan an Irish hurler sportsperson man headline
Patrick Hoban  an Irish professional footballer sportsperson man body

Shane O’Donnell an Irish hurler sportsperson man body

John Caulfield
former League of Ireland footballer and the current manager of Cork 

City
sportsperson man body

Gus Poyet Uruguayan former footballer sportsperson man body
Dan Leavy an Irish rugby union player sportsperson man body
Cian Healy Irish rugby player sportsperson man body

Cillian Walsh an Irish hurler sportsperson man body
Riyad Mahrez French professional footballer sportsperson man body
Maurizio Sarri Italian football coach sportsperson man body

Ray Wilkins an English football sportsperson man body
Jakub Krzewina Polish olympic athlete sportsperson man body

Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain an English professional footballer sportsperson man body
Steven Gerrard an English professional football manager sportsperson man body 
Martin Storey Irish former hurler sportsperson man body
Kenny Browne Irish footballer sportsperson man body

Diego Maradona Argentine footballer sportsperson man body
Keith Earls an Irish rugby union player sportsperson man headline

Conor McGregor Irish mixed martial artist sportsperson man body

Riyad Mahrez French professional footballer sportsperson man body

Pat Jennings Northern Irish former football player sportsperson man headline
Paul Fletcher English retired professional footballer sportsperson man headline+body

Brian O’Driscoll Irish rugby player sportsperson man body

Aaron Feis
Football coach threw himself in front of students as bullets hailed 

down 
sportsperson man body
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Antonio Conte; Chelsea players Italian football manager; players sportsperson men headline+body

Mohamed Salah; Roy Race
Egyptian professional footballer; British comic strip character, a 

professional football
sportsperson men body

Colin Ryan;  John Conlon an Irish hurler; an Irish sportsperson sportsperson men body

Cristiano Ronaldo; Charly Musonda Sr. Portuguese footballer; Zambian former professional footballer sportsperson men body

Patrick Hoban; Ronan Murray an Irish professional footballer; an Irish footballer sportsperson men body

Liverpool a maritime city in northwest England sportsperson place body

Deadpool Fictional Character SUPER HERO superhero man body
Black Panther: T’Challa; Shuri Fictional American Superhero; Fictional hero superhero man and woman body

Gary Doherty; Shane Duffy; Son Heung-Min
 South Korean professional footballerretired Irish professional 

footballer; Irish professional footballer
sportsperson men body
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How many times used Archive Hyperlink - Online Version Note

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
4 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

Oscar - Best Actor, in 2018 · Darkest Hour/ Best Actor, 
in 2012 · Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy, Nominee. In an 

open letter, Gulliver (20) rallied behind his “hero” dad 
— blasting his “troubled” mum’s “lies”.

3 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter 2018 Ireland’s Got Talent winner Nell Sargent

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
words in the page: attention to hero and 

‘TREACHEROUS’
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

The hero product of the collection is this Shaving Stick 
(€6.99, pharmacies nationwide), which is designed for 
in-shower application and allows for an efficient, fast 

and protected body shave, without the irritation.
a new antiirritation body shaving range so they can de-

fuzz in comfort. product of the collection is this 
Shaving Stick ( pharmacies nationwide), which is 

designed for in-shower application and allows for an 
efficient, fast and protected body shave, without the 

irritation.
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3 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
6 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter  11-year-old girl with cerebral palsy 
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
4 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

He’s a devout socialist, a man of the people, a working 
class hero who lives and breathes the beliefs upon 

which this Republic was founded. Surely this secrecy 
doesn’t sit well with a president whose mandate was 
built on “ a n i n c l u s i v e citizenship, equality and 
participation and respect”. But no Glasnost? As the 
runners and riders line up for the next Presidential 

race, it’s time to ask if we really need a full-time 
presidency — especially one with a €30m price tag and 

no accountability to the people.

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
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1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
3 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

 “I can completely understand. It’s gone a little bit too 
far, but in my opinion emotion is part of the game. 

“But when he missed, it’s bad — it’s bad. I can 
understand the reaction. Things are all good now, all 
good.” Pieters added: “It happens - it happens.  It’s 

part of football. If he scores he’s the hero, if he misses 
like now, people talk bad about him.”

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter Attention for the cover Hero vs Rape trial Rugby

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
Mick McCarthy, you are a hero to me and to every 
decent person, not just on this island, but on the 

planet.
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1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
3 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

McGregor threw chairs and hand trucks, one of which 
smashed a window on the bus This is a man who is a 

hero and a role model to thousands. Millions even. His 
actions were the furthest thing from what is expected 

of such a person. By Ronan O'Flaherty

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
Negative of hero: ‘Mahrez is no hero but he is not a 

villain’ said Foxes gsffer Puel 
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
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5 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

ANTONIO CONTE says he should be seen as a hero 
after his efforts this season. “Now our status, me and 

the players, has changed. “I don’t know. But in my soul 
and my heart, I’m always a hero because I gave 120 

per cent, also this season to solve the problems.” “Last 
season we were heroes. This season we are ... I don’t 

know what we are to people, but I don’t care. It 
doesn’t matter.” 

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

1 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

A statement on the UFC’s website read: “On May 27, 
the UFC’s first 

visit to Liverpool, England, will feature a hometown 
hero, as number seven-ranked welterweight 

contender Darren Till will put his unbeaten record on 
the line against two-time world title challenger 

Stephen ‘Wonderboy’ Thompson at Echo Arena.”

2 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
6 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter

3 Print Archive from Irish Daily Star - Access approved by chief editor to this reporter
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